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Abstract
This project focuses on the convergence of rhetorical theory, memory studies, and
community-based writing. I use this tripartite to call attention to the politics of
remembering Black history in the South. Specifically, I utilize the historic rural town of
Pendleton, South Carolina as a case study. Pendleton, like many towns and cities in the
American South, has a complicated relationship with its history, which is observable
through the town’s segregated physical spaces, as well as through its historic sites and
markers. Through a methodology I call chora/graphy, I create several associated maps of
Pendleton’s contested spaces, places, and objects, and, along the way, I question the
rhetorical implications of memorialization in the American South, specifically the public
discourse surrounding Pendleton’s historic markers, memorials, and plantation houses.
Arguing against memorials that distance people from public memory, as well as the
socio-political issues that surround Southern histories, my project intervenes in
Pendleton’s problematic discourses via a crowdsourced community writing project
called, Counter-Tour: Remembering Black History in Pendleton, South Carolina. This
project takes form through 360° virtual reality (VR), which utilizes 360° images of the
spaces, places, and objects in Pendleton, along with embedded informative text, video,
and/or photos. As a collaborative endeavor, Counter-Tour draws from historical archives,
as well the oral histories I collected from Black residents in Pendleton as well as the
town’s historical archives. The ultimate purpose of the project is to remember and
circulate Pendleton’s un(der)recognized rich and nuanced Black histories to a network of
publics, including Black and white residents, tourists, and visitors.
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Introduction
Rust Belt Connections
“In other spheres of race relations, America has made great strides […] We have made
far less progress, however, regarding where we live.” – James Loewen

I grew up outside of Buffalo, New York – part of the Rust Belt. Buffalo is a city
that is remembered for Bethlehem Steel, grain elevators, General Mills1, and its role in
the country’s economic development in the late 19th and early 20th century. A century
later, and these structures, apart from General Mills, now lie in ruins or have been
bulldozed after years of vacancy. These ruins – rusty memories from another time – are
for me a part of what bonnie lenore kyburz calls “enchanting the mundane,” a process
“that reveals how we see the same things over and over across temporal and spatial
planes.” This image of rust, of ruins, followed me to Pendleton, South Carolina, where I
have lived the last few years. Instead of the decaying remnants of Bethlehem Steel, I
discovered the rust-covered Keese Barn Memorial on the West Side of Pendleton. This
bizarre, orangey-brown structure pricked me with a Barthesian punctum, and in some
way, reminded me of the ghosts of The Rust Belt (Camera Lucida 26). This
visual/material haunting is my image of widescope (Ulmer, Internet Invention 10), an
ambient, affective form of rhetoric that functions as a repeating signifier. When I
consider how these rusty objects re/occur and awaken memory images within me, I think
of how Thomas Rickert argues that rhetoric “. . . diffuses outward to include the material

1

It often smell like Cheerios outside my flat in Buffalo.

1

FIGURE 1.1 Bethlehem Steel Plant on the Lake Erie Water Front South of Buffalo in 1973. Photographed by George
Burns. From Wikipedia Commons.

FIGURE 1.2 Cargill’s Pool Grain Elevator in Buffalo, New York at sunset. From Wikipedia Commons.
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FIGURE 1.3 Keese Bar Memorial in Pendleton, South Carolina. Photography by the author, 2015.

environment, things . . . our own embodiment, and a complex understanding of ecological
relationality as participating in rhetorical practices and their theorization” (3). I am
profoundly aware of and attuned to how things remain with me. Like Laurie Gries, I, too
“have a strange attachment to objects [and mental images], personifying them beyond
rational explanation and attributing much of my own mood to their relations with me”
(xiii). While I did not know when I first saw Keese Barn Memorial that it would be the
centerpiece of my project – the very image of punctum that would follow me for the next
four years – I knew that I wanted to know more about it, what it was, and why it was
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located in an economically depressed part of town where the majority of residents are
people of color.
Using conductive logic, a nonlinear, creative way to uncover connections, I found
the link between my Rust Belt origins and the rusty memorial in Pendleton2. The
connection between both phenomenon is the presence of residential segregation – the
question of where people get to live. When I first told my family that I was moving to
South Carolina, I got the usual ironic jokes about the KKK and comments that I should
be wary of people wearing white hoods. Their commentary – as white Northerners –
illustrates a common misconception about racism in the United States. Because there
were no official Jim Crow laws in the North, many people believe that real issues of
segregation are Southern issues. As James Loewen writes, “In other spheres of race
relations, America has made great strides […] We have made far less progress, however,
regarding where we live” (Sundown Towns 16). In fact, a recent study demonstrates that
“15 of the nation’s 25 major metro areas with the sharpest black-white segregation are in
the Rust Belt region” (Austin, italics mine). Buffalo, New York is actually the sixth large
metropolitan area with the largest black-white segregation. Over the last 50 years, white
residents have left the city of Buffalo in droves – first moving to outer-ring suburbs like
Amherst and Cheektowaga, and when those towns became too brown for their liking,
even further out to more rural towns like Clarence and Lancaster. These towns are what is
known as “sundown suburbs,” which were partially created by the Federal House

The opposite of conductive logic is more linear thinking, like deductive or inductive logic. These are
examples of the literate apparatus (Holmevik 12). Since my work draws primarily from electracy, I choose
to use conductive logic. As Gregory Ulmer says, “There is nothing exotic about conduction […]
Conduction puts into logic the aesthetic operations of images (word and picture). Conduction is the
inference proper to images” (Internet Invention 10).
2
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Administration during the depression to maintain “stability [so that] properties should
continue to be occupied by the same social and racial classes” (Loewen, Sundown Towns
129). The notion of all-white enclaves can be traced farther back to the 1890s, though,
when black and Chinese Americans were either run out of towns via violence or through
governmental policies – in what is known as the “Great Retreat” (47).
When I left Buffalo to move to South Carolina, I was all-too aware of residential
segregation, especially because during my adult years in the Buffalo area, I first lived in a
poor area of downtown Buffalo, then moved to Amherst, a first-ring suburb with a
relatively diverse racial makeup and then to Lancaster, which is 13 miles due east of
Buffalo with a 98 percent white population (“Area Demographics”). When my children
attended elementary schools in Amherst, their peers hailed from around the world,
including Southeast Asia and the Middle East, as well as a variety of black and brown
children. Due to circumstances out of our control, we moved to Lancaster, where there
were virtually no children of color in their schools. Lancaster has considerably higher
property taxes, few HUD housing, as well as less than 2% people of color – thus, for
many Western New Yorkers, Lancaster is considered more desirable than Amherst for
residence. All this to say, these issues of residential segregation were already a part of my
socio-geographical makeup when I moved to Pendleton, South Carolina. I expected
Pendleton to be segregated, especially because of my own misconceptions about how
racism operates in the American South. While I did discover that Pendleton, too,
experiences residential segregation, I discovered much more about the politics of racism
in the South, especially in a historic town like Pendleton. There are far more issues that
complicate residential segregation in Pendleton, including the existence of plantation
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homes within the town limits, historic markers and monuments, and countless historic
homes and buildings. Spaces like Keese Barn Memorial visually and materially represent
these nuances of racialized dynamics. Thus, the connection between my Rust Belt origins
and the rusty memorial are material examples of systemic racism – seen in where people
are allowed to live, how we remember contested histories, and the politics of Southern
tourism.
I discuss the personal connections between myself and the spaces and places
where I have lived for two reasons. First, the nature of my research in Pendleton requires
that I consider my relationship with material spaces, as well as those affective “Felt”
spaces3. Second, I believe that all research is personal, and rather than attempt to mask
the subjective nature of this project, I openly begin with mystory. Mystory is composed of
our personal history as seen through various lenses: family, community, discipline, and
school (Internet Invention 6). It is also a mode of exploring my interaction within spaces
and places:
This, Ulmer argues, is the charge of mystory, reasoning in the mode of
conduction. In contrast to the established movement of inference between
things and ideas in academic discourse (abduction, deduction, induction),
conduction involves a movement between things. Where abduction,
deduction and induction all involve a relation between the general and the
particular, conduction remains at the level of the particular. The
mystoriographer is not concerned with getting to the bottom of things, in

In Chapter 1, I introduce this process as chora/graphy, which is a methodology that maps my relationship
to material and Felt (or choral) spaces.
3
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the manner of Sherlock Holmes, but rather in seeing the possibility of
connections between things without having to expand or reduce
particularities to general principles. (Gye, emphasis mine)
As a part of the community where I now reside, I begin with observing the possibilities of
connections: between the historical markers, Keese Barn Memorial, the plantation
houses, and myself. While some may argue that a mystorigraphical tangent may seem
narcissistic and even irrelevant to my study of Pendleton, I would counter those
contentions with this thought: As researchers, we cannot disassociate ourselves from our
work. James Berlin defended a similar point back in 1988 with regard to the composition
classroom (477). I simply won’t pretend that my individual story is not part of the
collective narrative in Pendleton.
As a middle-class white female, I cannot ignore my privileges as well as the
obstacles I have overcome as female born to a family that is, in general, not collegeeducated, as well as conservative, homogeneous, Evangelical Christian, and uppermiddle class. Elitism is not a new concept to me. For most of my secondary education, I
attended a private school replete with upper-middle class to wealthy white students with a
similar worldview. In general, I was taught that capitalism is the answer to all our
problems, the United States is the center of the universe, and there is only one Truth.
From secondary school, I moved on to college at another white-dominated, JudeoChristian, wealthy, liberal-arts college. In all the years I was educated, I was never
encouraged to think for myself, discover other worldviews, or question normative beliefs.
I was Isocrates’s student, privileged and insensitive to the needs of those around me.

7

It wasn’t until I attended a diverse, urban college for my post-baccalaureate and
master’s degrees that I was exposed to a wider range of philosophies or when I was
physically moved to an area that was not dominated by white people. The university is
located inside the city limits and serves a diverse community. In addition, as I was taking
courses in Education, I worked in urban middle and high schools. There’s something
profound that occurs when we physically move our bodies into new regions and begin to
view the world from new perspectives. Because I grew up in the suburbs – and as I’ve
already established, Buffalo, New York is visibly segregated – I was unaccustomed to
sharing the same spaces and places with people of color.
As I expanded my readings and viewings, I learned about Native American
“boarding schools” in Western New York, my “invisible knapsack” of privileges, how
the G.I. Bill prohibited black veterans from purchasing homes in white neighborhoods in
the Northeast and instead sent them into urban (McIntosh). While I have always been
accustomed to segregation, the more I became aware of it, the more it bothered me. When
I moved to Pendleton, I was haunted by the same spatialized racism that infects Buffalo,
and so I consider it to be a central theme of my mystory. Along the same lines, and
thinking through conduction and conductive research with mystory, I cannot ignore the
fact that I am from Buffalo, which is part of the Rust Belt. The theme of rust seems to
follow me, too, even in Pendleton. Keese Barn Memorial struck me from the moment that
I saw it, partially because it is so unusual, but also partially because it reminded me in
some way of where I came from. The Rust Belt. A Rusty Memorial. Rust is a part of my
mystory, and I am a part of the assemblage of Pendleton.

8

Around the same time that I noticed the rusty structure and felt its affective response, I
encountered another image of punctum. This image took the form of a local
advertisement for “The Ghosts of Pendleton – Where the Spirits Come to Life!” This sign
was advertising nighttime Halloween tours inside local plantation houses, Ashtabula and
Woodburn. Immediately, I was struck by the images and text in this ad and started to
ruminate about how Pendleton remembers some histories and forgets others, as well as
the implications for using contested spaces like plantation houses as tourist destinations.
In the time since I was first pricked with “The Ghosts of Pendleton” punctum-image, I
created a film my first foray into these questions that concerned me. The film explores
that initial question that I posed: What would the ghosts of Pendleton say to us if they
haunted us today? (O’Brien, “The Ghosts”). Since then, I have continued to trace this
“ghostly” punctum in Pendleton, and in doing so, have noted that the ghost narrative is a
way to deflect from uncomfortable aspects of the town’s history, including slavery and
Jim Crow laws.

9

Chapter 2
History, Hospitality, and Happenings

To point out and decry racism (or any social ill) is not the same as adopting a truly
public subjectivity. Ironically enough, it may be a way to write oneself outside the scene
of public rhetorical action. To simply call for an end to racism (or an end to any other
public crisis) risks closing the line of intervention too soon. We leave no space to
consider the multiple networks across which this crisis is embedded, and through which
we may rework the relations of power.
– Jenny Rice, Distant Publics

One of the highlights of living in a historic small town in South Carolina is the
festivals. Oh, the festivals! For each season, there is an event in the town square where
artisans sell pottery and Clemson University paraphernalia, food trucks provide barbeque
and homemade ice cream, and local musicians supply entertainment. During the autumn
months, though, Pendleton goes all out. There are ghost walks and ghost tours, the annual
Fall Festival, scarecrow contests, and autumn-themed decorations carefully placed
around the Village Green. The town is 227 years old, so the Halloween and autumn
months are the perfect opportunity to look back and think of the famous Pendletonians
who have passed on and perhaps those who still haunt our town.
After moving to this rural town from a metropolitan area, I wanted to experience
Pendleton’s culture, so naturally I attended the Fall Festival. Hundreds of people milled
through the streets and town square, and the tempting scent of homemade donuts and
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barbeque filled the air. It did not feel like October to me, coming from Western New
York, and the leaves had not even started to change yet. But as far as Pendleton was
concerned, it was autumn, and, thus, it

FIGURE 2.1 Autumn decorations in Pendleton, South Carolina. Photograph by the author.

was time to celebrate with plastic orange pumpkins, harvest-colored mums, and rust and
golden leaf garlands. As I walked down the sidewalk, I noticed an advertisement for a
ghost tour on a window of the Village Bakery & Café. The sign advertised “The Ghosts
of Pendleton,” a ghost tour “where the spirits come to life” at Ashtabula and Woodburn,
which were once plantation homes. I distinctly remember being troubled by the
advertisement. I thought: The Ghosts of Pendleton? I wonder what the ghosts would say
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to residents of Pendleton if they came back now? What would they think about the
plantation houses-turned-tourist destinations? Or the historical markers that erase
histories? Or how the town’s tours don’t take visitors to the historic West Side of
Pendleton, where the majority of people of color reside? In that moment, I knew that

FIGURE 2.2 Brochure for Ghosts of Pendleton. From Visit Clemson website in 2015.

Pendleton would be the site of my study; the problem that would haunt me. I was not
surprised that the town’s tourism industry capitalized on the town’s historic nature during
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Halloween – what struck me was how this ghost tour occurred at two plantation houses
within the town’s limits, Woodburn and Ashtabula. Immediately, my thoughts reverted
back to that rusty metal memorial that I encountered weeks earlier – what I now know to
be Keese Barn Memorial – and the obvious residential segregation in Pendleton. I then
slowly turned around to face the throng of people visiting vendors, buying popcorn,
listening to local musicians, and realized that I did not see a single person of color4 in the
hundreds of people at the festival. That afternoon at Pendleton’s Fall Festival I
discovered the first of many disconnections between what Pendleton wants to be known
for and what it actually is. The first two questions that initiated this project were as
follows: Why is the town was using plantation houses as tourist destinations? Why do the
town’s people of color do not attend the Fall Festival? These questions led me to uncover
the deeper issues the simmer beneath Pendleton’s public discourse of history, hospitality,
and happenings5.

The Problem
Pendleton, South Carolina is a rural town located in northwest South Carolina. While
South Carolina is more widely known for cities like Charleston and Myrtle Beach –
located on the coast – as well as the low country, Pendleton6 is located in the upstate,
sandwiched between the Blue Ridge Mountains to the north and the Savannah River

According to the 2010 census, close to a quarter of the residents in Pendleton are Black or African
American.
5 Pendleton’s town motto is “History, Hospitality, and Happenings” and can be observed on the welcome
sign on route 76, as well as the town’s official website.
6 Visit https://goo.gl/CmmTxf to view my map of South Carolina with a pins that depict Pendleton, the
Savannah River Valley, the Blue Ridge Mountains, Charleston, Myrtle Beach, and the Low Country.
4
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Basin to the south. A small, rural town, Pendleton was established in 1790 after forcibly
taking the land from the Cherokee nation. The town was mainly populated by wealthy
families from the Low Country that wanted to escape the dangers of malaria and yellow
fever, as well as the extreme summer heat. They came to the Piedmont region and settled
in Pendleton, initially just during the hottest time of the year but then permanently toward
the middle of the 19th century (J. Reynolds). In comparison with larger cities like
Charleston and Beaufort, Pendleton had less slaves, but in 1820, a quarter of white
families were slaveholders with generally 10-20 slaves, although a smaller percentage
owned more than 20 slaves (Megginson 28).
South Carolina is part of what is known as the “Deep South” and is a state that
still celebrates Confederate Memorial Day each year in mid-May. During Confederate
Memorial Day, many state offices are closed, parades are scheduled, and in some places,
the festivities are celebrated with men dressed as famous Confederate soldiers (Coaston).
In 2015, South Carolina was a vocal participant in the national debate over flying the
Confederate flag on its state capital – a debate that was initiated after the murder of nine
African Americans in a Charleston, South Carolina church. While the flag was removed
from the state capital in Columbia, Pew Research Center study shows that 54% of those
opposed to its removal cite reasons of historic significance (“Across”). The week that I
moved here in 2015, I witnessed a Confederate rally/parade in Anderson (just a few miles
southeast of Pendleton). Pickup trucks, cars, and motorcycles—replete with oversized
Confederate flags—slowly drove down Clemson Boulevard, beeping their horns and
blasting country music. It was a jarring welcome to South Carolina.
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After the Fall Festival, I began to research the town where I had chosen to reside.
Rather than take a traditional route to study the contested spaces, places, and objects in
Pendleton, I developed a heuretic7 methodology called chora/graphy8, which maps
material and choral spaces through Geographic Information Systems (GIS), video, and
photography. Initially, I took photos and videos of the spaces/objects that pierced me –
and focused much of my creative energy on the West Side of Pendleton, where the
majority of people of color reside. It’s important to take into account my experience when
I moved to Pendleton. For the first couple of months, I did not even realize that any
people of color lived in the area. I lived in an HOA community mostly made up of white
Clemson retirees. Although I spent a good amount of time in my little village, visiting
shops, and eating at restaurants, I had no knowledge of the town’s diversity until I turned
west on Queen Street and drove through the West Side of Pendleton to register my
daughter for middle school. In fact, longtime Pendleton resident and town council
member Sandra Gantt9 told me that she and another friend would purposely sit on a
bench in the Village Green so that when people drove into town, they would see for
themselves that black people did indeed live in the town. My personal experience as a
resident of Pendleton taught me that 1) the town was segregated along a boundary of
Queen Street and Mechanic Street and 2) the town’s people of color did not regularly
attend town wide festivals and events. This was the immediate problem that inspired me

Heuretics is a term conceived by Gregory Ulmer, but in the words of Laurie Gries, heuretics is “using
theory to invent new forms and practices” (xv). An example of heuretics is Gries’s iconographic tracking
method to explore visual rhetorics.
8 Chora/graphy is a theory and method that I have invented, but it draws from Gregory Ulmer’s conception
of choragraphy, as well as cultural geography and cartography. I will elaborate on this term later in this
chapter and unpack it further in Chapter 2.
9 Ms. Gantt is also the great-niece of Benjamin Keese, the founder of Keese Barn in the early 20th century.
7
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to begin my chora/graphy and uncover how the spaces, places, and objects in Pendleton
could reveal the source of the issue.
In what follows, I introduce Pendleton’s motto of “History, Hospitality, and
Happenings” as it relates to historical markers, residential segregation, and tourism.
While I have chosen to separate these areas, they are intrinsically interrelated. For
example, Pendleton’s “History,” as seen through its historic markers, is also
representative of “Happenings,” or what events are considered a part of public memory.

History
While there are many types of publics and public rhetorics, in a historic town like
Pendleton, one of the more obvious forms is historical marker texts. These marker texts
are ecological public rhetorics and demonstrate the circulation of a single narrative that
Pendleton wants to convey to residents and visitors. Especially when I consider the
movement beneath the surface through mundane documents in the town’s archives, it is
relevant to note the connections and disconnections between the archives, history, and
what is conveyed through historical marker texts.
As James Loewen writes, “All across America, the landscape suffers from
amnesia,” an issue that is obvious in the way Pendleton remembers its history (4). I
purposely use the singular of history because Pendleton does not work in histories but
rather a single history, a history that focus on white men and some white women10. In an
effort to spin stories that seem pleasant and do not disturb, “Historical markers and

White women are of note if they also are wealthy or related to prominent white men, like Anna Calhoun
Clemson, whose father was John C. Calhoun and was married to Thomas Green Clemson.
10
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monuments […] supply a condensed tour of what has gone wrong in black-white
relations in American history—and how whites have lied about it. Four consecutive sites
exemplify the problem in successive periods: slavery, Reconstruction, the overthrow of
Reconstruction, and segregation” (Loewen 189). As it occurs around the country,
Pendleton, too, supplies a “condensed tour” of the town’s origins, the role of slavery in
the town’s formation and advancement, sharecropping, Jim Crow, and segregation. In
fact, the town suffers from amnesia – an amnesia that they pass down to residents and
visitors alike. Whether we take a tour of Woodburn or Ashtabula, we are told
romanticized stories about the lives of the wealthy owners of the estates – it’s not
uncommon, in fact, for people to sigh during tours. In my conversation with Les McCall,
who currently is the executive director of Lake Hartwell Country Tourism Region but
prior to it, directed the Pendleton Historic Foundation, he remembered being a part of
tours where people would sigh. The sighs were in remembrance of “the good old days”
of “the Old South.” In an effort to continue the positive reactions from visitors, the
Historic Foundation wants to continue telling stories that make people feel good, so there
is no talk of slavery or of black history. Similarly, the historic marker texts that I will
focus on play a similar role of forgetting the unpleasant memories of slavery and
segregation. Loewen’s words ring true when we read the marker texts in Pendleton:
“‘The Central Theme of Southern History,’ according to Southern historian U.B. Phillips
in a much-quoted article by that title, has been ‘a common resolve indomitably
maintained—that it shall be and remain a white man’s country.’ Not only in the South but
all across America (15 for example), the landscape perpetuates this mentality by
commemorating white racists” (197). The spaces and places, the markers, the publics,
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and the tours all play the role of commemorating an idealized version of Southern
history.
Along the northern edge of the Village Green is a marker that depicts a brief
history of how the town of Pendleton was formed. The marker, created by the Pendleton
Bicentennial Committee and The Anderson County Historical Society in 1990 discusses

FIGURE 2. 3 Official town marker. Photography by the author.

how the town was formed in 1790 by Scotch-Irish settlers, but then the area was
propagated by wealthy families from the low country who sought to beat the summer heat
in the upstate, as well as find refuge from the yellow fever and cholera. These aristocrats
build “summer homes,” some of which include Woodburn, Ashtabula, and Fort Hill—all
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plantation houses with hundreds of African Americans working as slaves. Like other
public discourse in Pendleton, this marker depicts a sanitized history that, instead of
referring to slavery as the direct corollary of the aristocratic families’ lifestyle or referring
to plantations, uses a rhetoric of deflection to avoid this uncomfortable fact. While
outside the scope of my research, I cannot ignore how the marker text also includes a
passing account of the fact that where Pendleton stands was “once Cherokee Indian
land.” This four-word clause is cursory at best and offers a woefully lacking narrative of
the injustices and sufferings that the Cherokees endured at the hands of white men.
Pendleton’s official town website provides an even more troubling version:
It was the Cherokee’s choice to side with Great Britain during the war for
independence and two months of fighting in the summer of 1776
between the Patriot militia and the Cherokees, aided by Loyalists, brought
Indian defeat. Crops were destroyed, towns were burned and the
Cherokees gave up, ceding their land to South Carolina.
Clearly, the blame is place firmly with the Cherokees, who “chose” to side with the
British during the Revolutionary War.
Outside the gates of Ashtabula is a marker that was placed in 1976 by the
Foundation for Historic Restoration in the Pendleton Area. While the marker texts covers
the fact that the plantation was owned by “several prominent S.C. families” who were
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FIGURE 2.4 Marker outside the gates of Ashtabula. Photograph by the author.

FIGURE 2.5 Marker outside the gates of Woodburn. Photograph by the author.
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“members of the Pendleton Farmers Society,” it does not mention anything about
enslaved individuals other than the fact that “agricultural advances” were made at this
location. It was built in 1828 – by whom? The fact that it mentions a raid by Union
Troops during the Civil War continues the narrative that the American South still wants
to convey about the war and the villainy of Union soldiers. There is much absent in the
marker text, and it is obvious whose narrative is extolled and whose narrative is erased.
A similar marker flanks Woodburn Plantation – this one includes the names of
famous residents. There are, of course, some glaring issues. First, the marker text
explains that the home was built by SC Lieutenant Governor Charles Cotesworth
Pinkney, but we know that this man did not build the home. As is the case with Fort Hill
and Ashtabula, Woodburn was built by slave labor, so the fact that the sign does not
mention this fact is another erasure. The next two individuals who are mentioned are
white males, the first a missionary and slave-owner, and the second running the
plantation after the Emancipation Proclamation. In spite of the fact that it was 1881 when
Smythe began his model stock farm, we know that it took much longer for slavery to end
in the South Carolina. For many years, slavery still continued, and in some cases, slaves
continued to work for their masters. There are records throughout South Carolina of
contracts written for slaves that basically said “let’s continue doing things the way we’ve
always done it, and you’ll have food and shelter.” Slaves signed these documents because
they had nowhere else to go (Reynolds).
It is of note that Jane Hunter was born here and lived in a “tenant house” – which
is a euphemism for slaves quarters. In fact, in my conversation with Jackie Reynolds,
member of the Pendleton Historic Foundation, the “tenant farmer” is often used
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interchangeably with “sharecropper,” especially because the latter term has a negative
connotation. Naturally, the sign used the latter term because, again, it wants to move
away from any word pictures that may contribute to a negative viewpoint about
Pendleton’s history. According to Rhondda Thomas, Hunter is a monumental figure in
black history:
Starting with just a nickel and a prayer, Hunter established the PWA
[Phyllis Wheatley Association] to provide affordable housing, job training
and placement, and wholesome recreation to thousands of African
American women and girls who relocated to Cleveland from the South
during the Great Migration of the early twentieth century.
Hunter is one of the only Pendleton African American “success stories” that that the town
circulates, but in spite of this, the town does not celebrate her as much as they could.
There is another marker where an African American schoolhouse once stood that again
mentions her accomplishments, but other than that, the town’s official Historic
Foundation does nothing to raise awareness about her life in Pendleton – nor does it
educate residents or visitors about countless other significant African Americans who
lived in Pendleton.
While there is nothing particularly surprising about how Pendleton re/tells its
history, it is nonetheless troubling. I am most interested in the relationship between the
town’s physical spaces and the role these spaces and places play in the narrative about
black history, so I find these historic markers a compelling reason to bring out untold
histories of black Pendletonians for the sheer lack of interest the town pays its black
histories. The politics of remembering black history in the South has been studied ad
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nauseum (Alderman; Loewen; Sanchez), so rather than adding my perspective, I take a
different approach in memory studies via electracy11 and what I refer to as electrate
justice12.

Hospitality
The Deep South is rather famously known for its hospitality – its wide, welcoming
verandas, and a glass of sweet tea for visitors—and Pendleton, South Carolina capitalizes
on this rhetoric of hospitality. As previously stated, these three areas of Pendleton’s
motto are related – Pendleton’s sense of hospitality is linked to its history and its
happenings. While the town appears hospitable via its welcoming Village Green,
seasonal town festivals and events, and cheery banners, my project searches beneath this
shiny veneer to consider to whom hospitality is extended and to whom it is withheld.
Specifically, I focus on what David Sibley calls “geographies of exclusion” (3), which is
a kind of socio-spatial exclusion, via residential segregation.
Although there are some white residents who live on the West Side of Pendleton
and some black residents who live outside the West Side, it is still safe to say that the
town is segregated. The majority of people of color live north and west of the town
square – the West side of Mechanic Street and the North side of Queen Street13. Towards
to the north side of the map that I have created, there is an icon of a campfire that marks a

Electracy is a term introduced by Gregory Ulmer to explain the shift from orality and literacy to a new,
digital and civic-minded apparatus.
12 I introduce the term electrate justice to situate my research as a social justice-driven theory and praxis
that draws from electracy and digital technologies.
13 I’ve created a map that demonstrates some of the significant spaces, places, and objects in Pendleton as
part of my chora/graphy at this site: https://goo.gl/npXSdq. Note the intersection of Mechanic and Queen
Street.
11
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building that once was Pendleton’s tannery. In early days, it was not uncommon for
people to not want to live near the tanneries because of the odors. While I cannot verify
this for certain, I surmise that people of color tend to reside where the do (and historically
have resided there) due to the location of the tannery. Wealthy, white families did not
want to build homes within a few miles of the tannery, but African Americans live in the
homes around that space. In the years after slavery and sharecropping, I contend that
many black families moved to the West Side of town because it was a place where white
residents did not want to live, so there would be no issues.
The borders that I describe are borders that are invisible yet visible. There are no
current laws in South Carolina that prevent black residents from crossing these borders
into the Village Green, which I see as the polis of Pendleton. However, these are not
friendly spaces for black residents, so instead, black residents use the space surrounding
the rusty metal memorial as a makeshift “green” space. In her essay, “Homeplace: A Site
of Resistance,” bell hooks compares the fear that she experienced as she traveled through
the white spaces in town in relation to the sense of safety that she felt when she arrived at
her grandmother’s home. hooks’s description is echoed in the conversations I have had
with residents on the West Side of Pendleton about wanting a park like the white
residents have just a half mile away. These borders are ideological, they are political,
they are racialized – they speak to us even as they have to material representation. Along
the same lines, Sid Dobrin argues that the way we use space represents hegemony:
Occupation imposes partition . . . partitions/border/boundaries become/are
political, are rhetorical, are discursive. Without demarcated partitions,
there is no space, no space to occupy, no formation of place. The space is
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defined by the boundaries imposed by its occupiers. To make the
partitions/borders/boundaries appear natural, as correct. This is my space;
it always has been. This is the manufacture of consent; this is
hegemony. (25)
Whether the borders in Pendleton are natural or not, they have historically existed and
continue to exist.
Similarly, in Geographies of Writing, Nedra Reynolds employs qualitative
research methods like mental mapping and interviewing and uses students from the
University of Leeds as her subjects. In this qualitative research, she discovers how the
students view certain areas of town as dangerous because of the lack of green space, the
close placement of buildings together, and the presence of non-white residents. Students
also trace their travel around town on maps, and in doing so, explain how and why they
took one path over another. Most of these students came from upper-middle class homes
and considered large homes with prominent gardens as an indication of a safe space as
well as the ultimate goal for themselves. As a result, they avoided contested spaces like
Hyde Park and attempted to distance themselves from the abject, which, in the case of
this study, included the people of color who sat outside their homes and places of
business, which made students uncomfortable as they walked by. Similarly, in Pendleton,
white residents spend little time on the West Side of Pendleton. The only exception is
twice daily, when white residents must drive through the West Side of Pendleton to drop
their children off at the local middle school.14 If we consider how outdoor public space is

The middle school is closing after this year and moving to a new location on the other side of town,
where more white residents live.
14
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used, white residents frequent the Village Green in the center of town and black residents
converge beneath the rusty metal memorial on the West Side. In addition, the way the
town uses its resources further separates white and black residents and the corresponding
white and black spaces. During the winter holidays, the Village Green is decorated with
lights and other festive things; there is also an annual tree-lighting ceremony in the center
of town. All through the holiday season, a large Christmas tree adorns the center of town.
It is safe to say that there are no town-wide events that are sponsored by the town of
Pendleton and located on the West Side of town. Similarly, the town recently approved
an improvement project, and close to $750,000 was ear-marked for Pendleton. These
improvements, including new roads, sidewalks, and storefronts, are all located in the
center of town. None of this money has been allocated to improve the aging Pendleton
Community Center or for the creation of a park near the metal memorial – both located
on the West Side. Where are the safe and unsafe spaces in Pendleton, according to
residents who wield socio-political power? It’s as simple as observing where the money
is spent; it is not spent to improve the West Side of Pendleton.

Happenings
Pendleton’s sense of “Happenings” is interwoven with its History and Hospitality.
According to the town’s website, these happenings15 include festivals, restaurants, shops,
churches, and events at Woodburn and Ashtabula. As I have already mentioned these
“Happenings” term connotes much more, especially for scholars in writing studies, as well as those who
study art. Happenings-as-art took the form of performative installations during the mid-20th century, and
Composition scholars like Geoffrey Sirc theorized how writing studies could benefit from the notion of
writing-as-Happening.
15
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festivals, I focus more on the town’s annual Ghost Walk, as well as its use of Ashtabula
and Woodburn as a tourist destination. In October, the Pendleton Historic Foundation
hosts a Ghost Walk where individuals can “meet prominent Pendletonians who have gone
into the beyond” (“Ghost Walk”). Unsurprisingly, when I went on the ghost walk, the
“prominent Pendletonians” were all wealthy, white individuals – many of them slave
owners. We visited several historic homes and a local church established in the early 19th
century, St. Paul’s Episcopal, where two of Pendleton’s most “prestigious” residents once
attended, Thomas Green Clemson and Anna Calhoun Clemson. Anna’s “ghost,” played
by a local resident, spoke to us that evening in the church, and explained the challenges

FIGURE 2.6 Advertisement for the annual ghost walk on
official town website.
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that Anna endured as the daughter of John C. Calhoun and the wife of Thomas Green
Clemson. Part of a and complex history, Secretary of State John C. Calhoun is one of the
most troubling historical figures in South Carolinian history. Capitalizing on Samuel
George Morton’s scientific claims that Ethiopians have smaller brains (and therefore less
intellectual capability), Calhoun argued that “no amount of education or training would
turn the descendants of Africans into self-disciplined republicans capable of participation
as citizens in a free society” (McWhorter 120). Furthermore, Calhoun believed that “if
left to their own devices . . . African Americans would simply return to a state of
savagery or barbarism” (120). Anna was known to be close to her father and some have
even said that she was “her father’s daughter” (Quigley). Thomas Green Clemson served
as an ambassador to Belgium, and Clemsons lived for many years at Fort Hill, a
plantation house located on the grounds where Clemson University now stands. After
Thomas’s death, though, Anna purchased a home three miles away in Pendleton – which
she called Mi Casa. Thomas struggled with depression, and Anna was also suffered from
numerous physical ailments. Her husband’s illness took its toll on her, and it is possible
that their lifestyle as slave owners added to their mental distress (Quigley).
In spite of this common knowledge about the Clemsons, during Anna’s ghostly
appearance, there was no mention of her husband’s overtly racist beliefs and policies or
how her life with Thomas was troubled. Instead, the actress playing Anna told lighthearted stories about her life as a wealthy socialite and made several flippant jokes about
the Clemson’s large family and the challenges of having a husband who just didn’t listen
to her needs. In fact, during the entire Pendleton Ghost Walk, words like “slavery,”
“enslavement,” or “slaves” were never once used. While the characters were alive during
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these years, the Ghost Walk behaved in such a way that these historical moments never
existed in the American South. All participants (both actors and the roles they played)
were white Pendletonians. Not a single black historical figure.
I would still argue that the “Ghosts of Pendleton” that I am most interested in still
participated in the Ghost Walk—but not in the way that the town planned. During one
stop, the tour took us to Gallows Hill, which included the historic home of Col. Joseph
Taylor and a large tree on his property where notorious criminals were have said to be
hanged during the 19th century. While Taylor’s “ghost” mentioned some of these
criminals, it did not take much for me to imagine all those innocent lives that were ended
in this place. Gallows Hill was garishly lit up that night with a flood light on the hanging
tree and as a sound loop of an eerie, high-pitched scream played as we stood in front of
the house. As I stood there with the others in my tour group, I thought again about the
other Ghosts of Pendleton, whose voices that we would not hear on this tour. These are
the ghosts of my punctum, the voices that I want to uncover.
Along with the ghost tours, I also consider other kinds of tourism in Pendleton,
including the use of Ashtabula and Woodburn. The plantation houses are colloquially
known as “historic homes,” and the Pendleton Historic Foundation (PHF) provides tours
through the homes on Sunday afternoons. As with most plantation houses in the South,
the docent’s narrative centers around the white owners, the furnishings, and the living
arrangements of the white families – discussion of slavery or enslaved individuals is
spatially limited to when the tour is near the slave dwellings or in other outbuildings.
These homes are also used for sorority reunions, weddings, and other social events – by
white guests, of course. The PHF also offers tours of historic sites around Pendleton, but
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they do not take visitors to the West Side of Pendleton. In fact, the Historic Pendleton
Walking Tour brochure does not include the West Side on the map, in spite of the fact
that various significant sites exist there.
As with History and Hospitality, I wonder about who the town remembers, why
the remember these individuals, and how they do so with regard to their Happenings.
While composition studies has considered the notion of writing-as-Happenings (Sirc;
Anderson), there is certainly room for Happenings to move into rhetorical studies,
particularly as a social justice-driven theory and praxis16. There is a benefit to un-doing
objects, spaces, and places for the purpose of disrupting our routines and helping us
re/think how we write and where we write. However, I argue that we take Happenings
further into a space of civic engagement. Happenings as a practice in Art, as well as how
writing studies adopted it, was largely an art-for-art’s sake movement – as a way to shock
people into thinking about the spaces and places that they inhabit. I contend that we
reinvent Happenings through/as MEmorial17 for the goal of shocking/moving people to
re/think history, justice, and practice.

Working Definitions
Before I move forward any further, it is useful to define a few key terms that ground this
project. The way that I look at spaces, places, and objects is different from these
concepts are generally treated in rhetoric and composition; likewise for digital rhetorics

A special thanks to Casey Boyle for this connection between Happenings as Pendleton’s town motto and
Happenings in composition studies – and the movement towards incorporating it in rhetoric.
17 MEmorial is different from a typical memorial that usually places the viewer as an outsider. Instead,
MEmorial is a way to view ourselves in relation to history and memory.
16
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and community writing. As a result of this different perspective, I must clarify these key
terms that help distinguish my work from what has already been done in memory studies,
digital rhetoric, and community writing. Electracy is an apparatus, alongside orality and
literacy. With the birth of literacy, orality was not disregarded, and similarly, with the
inception of electracy, literacy and orality are not omitted. The move to electracy does
include a move towards digital rhetorics, but it does not simply mean “digital literacy.”
Additionally, electracy can be understood in terms of electricity and trace—combining
the buzz of electricity with Derrida’s understanding of trace as a rupture (Arroyo 6).
Electracy is a multi-faceted theory and practice, so scholars who study and apply it to
their research often take radically different perspectives (Arroyo; Morey; Jeff Rice;
Tinnell). I differentiate electracy from other scholarship by primarily focusing on
community writing and civic engagement, as well as the individual and collective
component to these practices. Electracy involves networks—networks of sharing,
participating, and building relationships. It is evident through the shared universe of
YouTube, Google Classroom, or a Facebook community page. However, electracy is not
a kitschy, academic word that has no place outside of the academic world. It is concerned
with issues that matter in our material world, from Sean Morey’s electronic monument
(or MEmorial) about the Deepwater Horizon oil spill to John Tinnell’s application of
Augmented Reality (AR) to circulating public discourse and. In the case of my research,
electracy-as-civic-engagement intervenes in the current public discourse surrounding
black history in Pendleton.
The concept of socio-spatial exclusion centers how I study contested spaces and
places in Pendleton, including the West Side of Pendleton and the plantation houses. I
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draw primarily from David Sibley’s work with “geographies of exclusion” and his
application of Julia Kristeva’s theory of abjection (x). Sibley argues that the Other is the
abject, or the person who is “opposed to I” (Powers 36). Similar to Ulmer, Jenny Rice,
and others, Sibley refers to affective theories as a guiding principle of geographies of
exclusion: Why do some spaces feel unsafe to us? Why do some groups of people make
us feel uncomfortable? Sibley also draws from Henri LeFebvre and Michel Foucault, who
are some of the first theorists to note that we must decode spaces for hegemonic and
political influences. The abject are not given the same freedoms to move about spaces
and places, either. As Sibley notes, again pulling from Kristeva, abjection reinforces us
vs. them, which then causes cultures to attempt to remove the abject (18). It does not take
more than a cursory glance at recent news items to see this idea at work, whether we are
talking about building a wall between the U.S. and Mexico (always trying to form that
border between “us” and “them”), revoking the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals
(DACA), or the open uprising of white supremacists in Charlottesville and around the
country. Geographies of exclusion are everywhere around us, and my work in Pendleton
is a microcosm of a larger problem.
Chora/graphy is the methodological arc of my project and incorporates practices
and theories from chora; cultural geography, which studies the interaction between
human beings and landscapes; cartography, which is the study of and creation of maps;
chorography, which is the practice of describing maps; and choragraphy, a term coined
by Ulmer to describe metaphysical invention in spaces and places. Let me introduce
chora/graphy in three parts: First, chora/graphy is an affective, ambient methodology that
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explores and analyzes spaces, places, and objects through the Barthesian punctum18.
Cynthia Haynes has explained that in her work, she finds that she is continually “chasing
the punctum,” and while I have experienced this movement too, I would also say that
chora/graphy is the process of the punctum chasing me. For example, the advertisement
for the Ghosts of Pendleton and Keese Barn Memorial found me before I found them.
There is a bodily and affective element to chora/graphy – it forces us to deal in the
material: How does this image make me feel? How does my body react to this space?
Where literacy can tell us why an image is powerful and its historical underpinnings,
electracy – via the chora and chora/graphy– informs us of mood and materiality (Rickert
16).
Secondly, chora/graphy incorporates traditional mapping practices like mental
mapping and activities that physically move our bodies, and then applies electracy by
mapping choral spaces alongside physical spaces. This is also where chora/graphy fills
the gap in current practices in studying spaces and places. Chora/graphy draws from a
number of traditional mapping strategies, but, as I will illustrate, weaves electracy into
these practices. As I am interested most in how difference is spatially represented,
mapping is a strategic process that includes both material and choral spaces. As
Christopher Keller and Christian Weisser write, “Nearly all of the conversations in
composition studies involve place, space, and location, in one way or another. The field’s
conversations focus upon the ways that places both ‘include’ and ‘exclude’ people based
on the particularities of their various subject positions . . .” (1). Similarly, in the field of

Punctum is a term introduced in Roland Barthes’s Camera Lucida to explain images that prick or wound,
in contrast to images of studium that perform a more educational and distancing role in visual rhetorics.
18
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cultural geography, countless studies have mapped, analyzed, compared, and examined
spatialized inequalities (Jackson; Delaney; Kobayashi and Peake; McKittrick; Nelson).
From these scholars, I use qualitative research methods like mental mapping in my work
with Google Maps. However, because I am interested in both material spaces, historic
spaces, and choral spaces, which are metaphysical spaces, I tweak mental mapping with
electracy and use digital methods to study them. Since I do draw from cultural geography
as a practice that considers the relationships between human beings, landscapes, and
cultures, I am most interested in the work that studies how spaces and places are
racialized.
Finally, chora/graphy considers how the attraction/repulsion principle is enacted
in spaces and places. Where literacy runs along an axis of true/false, chora/graphy, as an
electrate methodology (or anti-method) runs along an axis of attraction/repulsion. Put
simply, this means that instead of collecting facts and deciding objectively what is true or
false, we change our focus to consider how and why we are attracted to some spaces and
why and how we are repulsed by other spaces. This change in focus allows for a deeper
introspection of underlying issues that plague spaces and places. Similarly, I start with
the attraction: Why/how does Pendleton want to be known as a friendly, historical,
touristy town? The zone of attraction is within the Village Green, where festivals occur
and the majority of restaurants and shops are located. As I pursue the attraction, I think
about the repulsion: What are the spaces and places that the town does not want to be
known for? What role does the West Side of Pendleton play in tourism? Or the
abandoned oil mill? This point of attraction/repulsion is an excellent place for
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chora/graphy as a method. If I use chora/graphy as a method, I allow these questions to
guide my research, rather than follow traditional social science or humanities methods.
In theory, chora/graphy derives from chora, so we can think of it as practicing
chora. While chora is the ancient Greek word for space or place, over time, it has
become more of a metaphysical term than a physical one. Drawing from Plato, Kristeva,
and Derrida, Ulmer adopted the idea of chora and formed choragraphy—as a
counterpoint to chorography and choreography (Heuretics 74). Derrida first conceived of
how chora could be an creative, inventive concept—choric invention (Rickert 265) .
Ulmer calls choric invention choragraphy, and it is an concept derived from his CATTt,
which is an inventive “engine” that provides a different way to approach composition.
The CATTt stands for the following inventive steps: Contrast, Analogy, Theory, Target,
tale (Heuretics 8). Practices like choragraphy and CATTt are not commonly understood
as part of rhetorical inventio, but as Kevin Brooks explains, “Ulmer’s work may be at
odds with design concepts like usability, readability, and accessibility, but that simply
places his work on the creative, experimental end of new media writing, distinct but not
wholly separate from web design classes that focus on professional skills and standards”
(90). Like choragraphy and CATTt, chora/graphy should be understood as a creative,
experimental methodology that provides a different perspective.
However, I do want to differentiate chora/graphy from choragraphy.
Chora/graphy differs from choragraphy because it draws from various theories and
practices and represents an electrate turn within space/place rhetorics. Thus, chora/graphy
is invention at work through conductive reasoning – which is a bastard discourse because
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it does not fit within our understanding of logic and scientific methodology (Teletheory
298).
To complete this list of working definitions, I conclude with MEmorial. Where
chora/graphy is the methodological arc of this project, MEmorial is the theory and
practice that I employ to intervene in the problematic public discourse in Pendleton.
MEmorial is an electronic monument that intervenes in our contemporary form of
memorialization, which is deeply flawed. It is an experimental, creative, post-critical
method that helps us reconsider how we memorialize people, events, or issues. MEmorial
encompasses both the collective and the individual, drawing from Ulmer’s motto of
“Problems B Us” (Internet Invention 2). Again, the question is: How am I implicated in
this issue? How can I intervene? Where do I fit in? Where traditional memorials,
markers, and monuments cause us to look outward and potentially distance ourselves
from who or what is being remembered, MEmorial causes us to look inward and consider
how we are involved and how we can intervene.

A Crisis in Public Discourse
While there are many unpleasant aspects of Southern history, most people, and by
extension, most towns and cities prefer to not dwell on things like slavery, sharecroppers,
Jim Crow laws, lynchings, residential segregation, or racism. In fact, as Loewen explains,
. . . high school textbooks in American history present a nation that has
always been getting better, in everything from methods of transportation
to race relations. We used to have slavery; now we don’t. We used to have
lynchings; now we don’t. […] Step by step, race relations have somehow
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improved on their own, according to textbooks’ archetypal story line of
constant progress, and the whole problem has now been fixed or is on its
way to being fixed. (24).
In our eagerness to adopt a narrative of progress, we have forgotten some hard truths.
From Savannah to Charleston, Atlanta to Birmingham, Montgomery to New Orleans, the
American South has decisively and purposely forgotten history as well as have adopted a
new version of history. We remember the “Old South,” a time when the rich were rich,
the economy was booming, and women wore hoop skirts. We remember Confederate war
heroes who died for the Southern Cause. We remember how plantation houses were a
symbol of prestige and success.
All of this, but we don’t remember the people who were abused, killed, and
tortured for the economic and social success of some white families.
One of the primary arguments in this dissertation is that our current method of
memorialization cultivates public subjects who inherently distance themselves from
socio-political problems. As a corollary, memorialization is particularly flawed in the
American South as a result of the United Daughters of the Confederacy’s (UDC) efforts
to re-educate Americans to the “Lost Cause” via memorials, monuments, and school
textbooks (Loewen; Lowndes). The results of the UDC’s hundred-year-reign of
subversive, white supremacist discourse is seen throughout the American South, where
several states still celebrate Confederate Memorial Day. At the writing of this
introduction, South Carolina is preparing to celebrate this holiday by closing state offices
and holding ceremonies with Confederate flags and Confederate costumes. In spite of
recent events, like Dylann Roof’s act of terrorism or the riots in Charlottesville, the
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American South still clings to a rhetoric of the “Lost Cause.” However, we know from
looking at letters and other documents from Confederate leaders that the Confederacy’s
primary concern was to maintain slavery and the suppression of people of color. In 1860,
Stephen F. Hale, the Alabama commissioner, wrote a letter to the governor of Kentucky
explaining Alabama’s reasoning from seceding from the Union. Among other overtly
racist statements, Hale clearly expressed the commonly-held belief of white superiority
via a twisted Christian belief system:
What Southern man, be he slave-holder or non-slave-holder, can without
indignation and horror contemplate the triumph of negro equality, and see
his own sons and daughters in the not distant future associating with free
negroes upon terms of political and social equality, and the white man
stripped by the heaven-daring hand of fanaticism of that title to superiority
over the black race which God himself has bestowed? (Coaston)
But how does this argument play out in a small town like Pendleton? It plays out in small
ways that often go unnoticed. Sometimes if we look at numbers it helps. Of the 12
historic marker texts in Pendleton, only 2 of them reference people of color. The
Pendleton Historic Foundation’s tours of Ashtabula and Woodburn only briefly mention
the black men, women, and children who labored at these plantation houses. The
Foundation’s walking tours altogether avoid the West Side of Pendleton – where Faith
Cabin Library, the Pendleton Community Center, and Keese Barn Memorial stand as
memories of the town’s black history – in favor of viewing historic homes where
wealthy, white residents once lived. Even with the two marker texts that reference black
history, there is still this inherent distancing from the people, the spaces and places.
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FIGURE 2.7 Keese Barn in the 1950s. Photograph from the Pendleton Foundation for Black History and Culture’s
archives.

While this is a project that began as a question about where people live, it took me
around the sites and tourism industry in Pendleton and turned in a project about memory
and memorials – about a community. In Chora/graphy, I find an answer to these
questions via MEmorial and community writing. MEmorial, a concept formulated by
Gregory Ulmer, is like a traditional memorial, but instead of looking outward, it causes
us to look inward. So while memorials typically causes us to distance ourselves from
what is being described or who is being remembered, MEmorial draws us in and compels
us to consider how we might be a part of the problem or be a part of the solution. While
Pendleton has many memorials and markers, most of them deal with white history and
tell a story of conquest – from taking the land from the Cherokee Indians to using slave
labor to create a life of prosperity. In Pendleton, town wide tours do not take people to
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the West Side of Pendleton. In fact, the West Side of Pendleton is not even on the map
that the local tourism office gives out to visitors. This project ultimately proposes a
MEmorial, a Virtual Reality (VR) counter-tour, to stand up against the town’s official
tours and narratives. It does so through the help of the community. When Keese Barn
Memorial was developed by Clemson Architecture professors and students, there was
little interaction with the residents on the West Side. Keese Barn, which was once the
epicenter of social life for people of color, was falling apart. The Pendleton Foundation
for Black History and Culture wanted to create a cultural center to house the artifacts, but
after 25 years of trying to raise the support, they could not come up with the money. And
the town gave the project to the Architecture department. And Keese Barn Memorial was
built. It is still resented by the residents on the West Side. The MEmorial counter-tour
that I propose is not a personal do-good project. It is a community project. In this project,
I suggest that perhaps the best answer to memorials in the American South is not more
traditional memorials that tell other stories or to remove the bad stories. Instead, if we
want to encourage openness and responsivity from all sides, then we will need to
cultivate a different kind of memorial altogether. We must create a new kind of
memorial, a MEmorial, that will help us view where we stand and view ourselves in
relation to the spaces and places that we inhabit.
Although Chora/graphy discusses memorials and memorialization in light of the
politics of remembering black history, this exploration could have been accomplished
through a careful, rhetorical-historical analysis of each marker. I have chosen not to focus
on the current markers and memorials, though, but to imagine a different way to
remember – one that allows for community participation and brings people (virtually)
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into these contested spaces and places on the West Side of Pendleton. As I have
explained, the project began with questions about where people are allowed to live and
transformed into a project about people. As I got to know residents and got involved with
community organizations like the Pendleton Foundation for Black History and Culture, I
recognized that there were needs that I could fulfill because of my comfort with digital
technologies. I agreed to build a website for the Foundation so there was a place for
people to donate, and I decided that the website was a good place to house the MEmorial.
But because a MEmorial takes into account the individual and the collective, this
MEmorial is a collaborative, community writing project. I have collected spatial stories
from residents – so these stories were linked to a distinct space or place in Pendleton.
These stories were then transferred inside 360 photos and Thinglink. The end product is a
counter-tour in which the user is drawn into the narrative and has the ability to click
around the spaces and places in Pendleton and discover some of the suppressed stories.
My ultimate goal is not to call for the removal of all Confederate memorials or for
all cities and towns across the American South to adopt VR counter-tours. It’s unrealistic
to expect a discourse of the Old South to reverse itself after being established for almost
130 years; not to mention, not everyone can (or should) become an activist about
memorials in the American South. Instead, I am more interested in questioning and
changing the way we remember where contested histories are concerned. My goal is to
revolutionize the process system of memorialization that is not based on material marker
texts erected by arbitrary individuals who do not live in communities or are engaged with
community issues and policies. A MEmorial is effective because it draws from the
community for involvement, as well as how it searches for the stories that are not told in
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pursuit of finding the abject sacrifice within communities. MEmorial interrogates us. As
rhetoricians and as citizens, it compels us to consider how “Problems B Us” (Internet
Invention 2). By reconstructing how people think of themselves in relation to history, to
people, we can challenge more people to see themselves as inside the scene of public
action instead of merely a bystander.

Inventional Practices
Thus far, I have defined a methodological strategy for this project that begins with
chora/graphy as creative, inventive way to study spaces, places, and objects. As a
heuretic methodology, I invent chora/graphy and it unfolds in/over time. In his article,
“Toward the Chōra,” Thomas Rickert points out that little work within rhetoric has
addressed chora, and he also argues that it can be of practice use, especially if we further
study and apply what Derrida and Ulmer would call “choric invention.” While
“invention” is a term that is familiar to rhetoricians, choric invention is studied more
infrequently. Santos and Browning explain the difference between invention and choric
invention: “Whereas topical forms of invention rely on fixed, generic heuristics, and
predetermined analytical methods, choric forms prioritize the unpredictable, affective
elements of personal experience across particular places and times as central to the
inventive process.”
My work focuses on a kind of choric invention – what is known as heuretics.
Because this may be an unfamiliar theory, I intend to clarify what it is and how this
theory operates as an applied methodology. Specifically, I demonstrate a different way of
approaching the way we explore and analyze contested spaces and objects (like plantation
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houses, memorials, and marker texts) and take you along in this creative, affective
process. While I demonstrate how heuretics functions within this project, my ultimate
goal is not to call for an end to traditional cultural-critical research methods. Instead, I am
more interested in questioning and opening up our approach to the study of spaces,
places, and objects – and discuss how mapping and video creation are two different
iterations my heuretic practice—chora/graphy.
Heuretics, in its most simple definition, is, according to Laurie Gries, “using
theory to invent new forms and practices.” Gries briefly mentions heuretics in the
foreword of Still Life With Rhetoric to contextualize her methodology (iconographic
tracking) as an example of heuretics in actions. The originator of heuretics, Gregory
Ulmer, explains that “part of working heuretically is to use the method that I am
inventing while I am inventing it” (Heuretics 17). Where traditional hermeneutics studies
the meaning and origins of words, heuretics looks to invent invention itself. It is that
“eureka!” moment when the idea emerges as I create. Heuretics is a embodied, makercentered process – but not at the expense of analysis or application. We have all heard
complaints about the movement toward “making” as somehow a migration away from
thinking. I couldn’t disagree more. Rather, to work heuretically, I subvert the Aristotelian
notion of knowing, doing, and making by starting with making as the first step. As I
make, then I will know. My research focuses on public memory and how the American
South remembers and relates African American histories via historical markers and
plantation houses. Heuretics changes the way I approach my scholarship, so the question
is not “What do I make of this contested space in Pendleton?” but rather “What can I
make with this contested space?” (I paraphrase Lisa Gye here.)
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My chora/graphy ultimately leads me to MEmorial as a way to include voices of
the community into a counter-tour. As I will discuss in greater length in Chapter 4, I work
with community organizations like the Pendleton Foundation for Black History and
Culture and the Pendleton Community Center (among others) to create a 360 degree VR
crowdsourced counter-tour that tells the stories that aren't being told and brings people
(virtually) into these contested spaces and places. But this project did not start with a VR
counter-tour. It started with exploring and making. In my brief introduction of
chora/graphy, I refere to mapping choral and material spaces. But what is a “choral
space”? In The Rhetoric of Cool, Jeff Rice explains that “Cool media operate by a choral
logic: Users of a given term’s various meanings must actively engage with those
meanings in rhetorical ways, discovering unfamiliar and unexpected juxtapositions of
these meanings as they compose. Readers, too, respond to chora in a participatory manner
unlike typical definitions of meaning or analytical understanding” (35). Similarly, a
choral space operates outside the boundaries of the material world – they are unexpected,
varied in meaning and location, and participatory in nature. Choral spaces can be thought
of as Felt spaces, or ambient, affective spaces that pierce with a Bartheisan punctum.
Before I map spaces or create a film, I spent time compiled photography and
video – some archival, some that I had taken over the last few years, and some new. I
focused on the historical sites, markers, and signs, as well as the “Felt” spaces, like Keese
Barn Memorial, St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, local cemeteries, Pendleton Community
Center, and Riverside Middle School. Many of these choral spaces located on the West
Side of Pendleton are not currently recognized by local historic foundations, but they are
nonetheless meaningful to the African American community. As I physically moved my
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body through these contested spaces, I began to piece together how the historic and
choral spaces and places were connected and why I felt drawn to them.
Heuretics led me to ask: Why do some spaces feel unsafe to us? Why do some
groups of people make us feel uncomfortable? As such, researching with heuretics is a
supplementary way to uncover research problems. Once I accumulated visual resources, I
cycled back through my research and also visited the archives in Pendleton to explore
how and why the spaces looked and felt the way they do. It’s important to note that I did
not begin with writing – I began with an exploration of affective and material spaces and
objects, with mapping, and video creation. Before I started writing, I made. I made an
interactive map with Google Maps that explores the choral and material spaces and
objects in Pendleton. As I have added images, links, videos to the Tour, I have started to
experience the town from a variety of angles and perspectives. I have always been
spatially-oriented, so it has been helpful to aerially view my site of study.
Simultaneously, I took the video and photos and began to piece together a short film that
presents a visual, sonic way to explore Pendleton19. The purpose of using heuretics was to
help me not come to pre-emptive conclusions and remain open to what the spaces and
places have to say to me.
Heuretics – the theory – led to a specific application: map-making and video
creation. However, this dissertation is not about why mapping and video production is the
best way to approach spaces and places. Nor is it about why scholars in rhetoric and
composition should use ArcGis, Google Maps, and Premiere Pro. Rather, I want to
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This film can be viewed on YouTube: https://goo.gl/YtH6kw.
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suggest that there are many affective, choric methodologies, and these are just two
iterations of heuretic practice, as seen in my work. I also want to recommend that, as
rhetoricians, we continue to advance our scholarship to invent new theories, methods, and
applications and reimagine/reposition the boundaries of our field.

How does MEmorial happen?
I want to frame MEmorial within the methodology that I use –chora/graphy. For my
project, MEmorial is the natural result of chora/graphy. I used chora/graphy to map the
material and metaphysical spaces in Pendleton, a process that started with a Felt image:
the “Ghosts of Pendleton” flier and the rusty Keese Barn Memorial. Because these
objects of Felt are material – the Welcome to the West Side sign, the Do Not Enter sign,
Keese Barn Memorial, the Hundreds marker – I weigh the implications of new
materialism and vitality in conjunction with a digital, electrate methodology like
chora/graphy. I also consider the implications of publics and public rhetorics, especially
because I deal with Pendleton’s marker texts, public tours, and brochures. I use Google
Maps to map my process, noting the historic spaces, buildings, as well as the Felt images
and spaces20. Google Maps helps me map chora/graphy – it visualizes a process that
bridges the material and metaphysical. This next step takes me inward again as I consider
the role of public memory and memorials and move to unpack and apply MEmorial as
the result of this chora/graphy. Where chora/graphy helped me uncover the underlying
issues in Pendleton, MEmorial “. . . become[s] a primary site of self-knowledge both

My chora/graphy of Pendleton can be viewed here: https://tinyurl.com/y7z8f87o. I will explain this
process later in this chapter, as well as in the film.
20
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individual and collective, and hence a site supporting a new politics and ethics, as well as
a new dimension of education” (Electronic Monuments).
In Chapter 3, “Chora/graphy: Mapping Material and Choral Spaces,” I introduce
the methodology and demonstrate how I apply it to both material and choral (affective,
felt) spaces. First, I examine the concept of chora, arguing that chora is key to an
ambient, affective exploration of spaces and places and serves as a conduit between
space/place rhetorics and electracy21. Second, I unpack chora/graphy as a new
methodology that maps both choral and material spaces as a way to respond to and
analyze the socio-historical issues that plague the town of Pendleton. To conclude this
chapter, I identify the upcoming spaces, places, and objects to be studied throughout my
dissertation and set up how they facilitate a re/consideration of the town’s current system
of memorialization. Chapter 4, “The Politics of Remembering and Forgetting (and
Erasing),” takes up memory and memorialization, particularly as it functions in the
American South. I discuss the notion of memory and public memory, focusing especially
on the work of the United Daughters of the Confederacy and how the American South
erases slavery from public memory. Drawing from scholarship in spatialized memory
studies (Dickinson, Ott, and Aoki; Loewen; Walter; Legg), I examine how memorials
often function in the United States to absolve white Americans from guilt over ethnic
cleansing and racism in our history. Extending this argument, I apply the current work in
memory studies to the specific spaces, places, and objects in Pendleton, including the
historical markers, plantation houses, and ghost tours to demonstrate the gap between

Electracy, a neologism created by Gregory Ulmer, functions as a competing term to digital literacies, but
with a component of civic engagement and community building (Arroyo 2).
21
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Pendleton’s public discourse and the vast, unrecognized histories that are not circulated
by the town. To do so, I position these spaces, places, and objects through a publicsbased, new materialist framework (Gries; Bennett; Rivers; Boyle; Jenny Rice) that
considers the vibrancy of these nonhuman actants, as well as the relationship between the
various publics (both human and nonhuman) in Pendleton. The chapter’s overarching
goal is to establish the need for a different kind of memorial that accounts for overlooked
voices within the community – via MEmorial, a concept that I pick up in the next chapter.
The remainder of the dissertation moves towards my central argument about
MEmorial and the application and artifacts that organically emerge from the practice.
Chapter 5, “An Inward Look: From Memorial to MEmorial,” not only unpacks the
complexities of the term “MEmorial,” but argues for MEmorial as an intervention into
our nation’s flawed method of memorialization. What is important to note is that while
the term itself may seem to connote a me-centered project, one of the hallmarks of this
Ulmerian practice is its connection to both the individual and the collective (e.g.,
unfolding the connections and complexities of the individual as part of an ongoing
ecology, always operating in relation to human and nonhuman others). Thus, this chapter
not only describes the MEmorial I created with the help of Pendleton residents (the VR
counter-tour), but demonstrates how the MEmorial allows for contesting historical
narratives through individual and collective identity formations. More specifically, it uses
VR technologies to bring the marginalized oral histories of local residents into contact
with the white-washed town histories.
Chapter 6, “Writing For/With the Community and Beyond,” picks up with how
this methodology and research argument translates readily into classroom practices. To
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this end, it documents the service-learning course I taught, showing how student based
research, employing this methodology, can extend how we think about the constructions
of space/place as well as the function and practice of memory. More specifically, the
students in my Technical Communication in the Public Sphere course participated in a
two-part research project: a field research/audience ethnography report and a service
grant writing letter. For this project, the client was the director of a nonprofit organization
located within the Black community in Pendleton (via a relationship that I established
while I collected oral histories for the VR counter-tour). As part of their work, students
interacted with the stakeholder(s), visited the site(s), and after completing the project,
presented their grants to the stakeholder(s) using diverse digital storytelling platforms
like Microsoft Sway, Adobe Spark Page, or ArcGIS Digital Story Maps. Through the
field research, students developed their own insights, crafted multimedia artifacts (maps,
videos, etc.), and wrote a persuasive service grant letter on behalf of the nonprofit
organization. On a larger scale, though, my students’ work demonstrates the impact of
community writing and location-based learning.
Chapters 7 includes the digital components of my multimedia dissertation,
including several interactive maps, the VR counter-tour, and a short film. The maps
chronicle my evolving relationship to and understanding of the spaces, places, and
objects in Pendleton; the VR counter-tour is the artifact (the MEmorial) that brings
together my research/methodology and the perspectives and stories of Pendleton
residents; and the short film allows the viewer to perceive the spaces, places, and objects
that I discuss throughout the written portion as a creative, sensory, and narrative
experience. Together, these pieces both enact and illustrate an electrate research project.
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Meaning, I do not only read, discuss, and analyze spaces/places, but I work to actively
construct spaces/places that convey academic argument or insight.
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Chapter 3
Chora/graphy: Mapping Material and Choral Spaces

We are not safe. Home is not safe; it is merely the rhetorical address of the impunity of
why. Home/sickness is the symptom of our perpetual conflict with that which inevitably,
unremittingly, seduces us into believing there is an answer on the other side of why. I
don’t know what that is, but I know where it lives. I have looked it up, and I am not afraid
to darken its doors. — Cynthia Haynes

One of the most significant questions that scholars in community writing and
rhetorical studies must ask is this: how can we recognize, theorize, and dismantle sociospatial exclusion in our communities? As we consider these questions, we can partner
with our communities and enact change that will be reflected in the public sphere,
including how spaces and places are utilized, how histories and narratives are materially
represented, where community resources are spent, and how community members are
given voice. While various scholars have studied the spatialized nature of rhetorical
studies and composition theory (Reynolds; Jenny Rice; Jeff Rice; Walter; Dickinson, Ott,
and Aoki), others have drawn our perspective back to hegemonic power dynamics within
spaces and places (Sibley; Soja; de Cearteau; LeFebvre). In what follows, I examine how
chora22 can be used to interrogate spaces and places and introduce a methodology I call

Chora is one of the earliest words for space/place, so it is natural to examine chora as a part of studying
spaces and places.

22
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chora/graphy and use Pendleton, South Carolina as a case study. When we infuse
space/place rhetorics with chora/graphy, we extend practices like cartography and
chorography to a new semantic field. Chora/graphy is how we perform chora. It is
inventive, open to interpretation, and insists on a personal and collective component.
Chora/graphy incorporates practices and theories from chora; cultural geography,
which studies the interaction between human beings and landscapes; cartography, which
is the study of and creation of maps; chorography, which is the practice of describing
maps; and choragraphy, a term coined by Gregory Ulmer to describe metaphysical
invention in spaces and places.
As I have considered Pendleton in an attempt to understand how racial difference
is spatially constructed and represented in this town and around the United States, I have
turned to scholars in space/place studies and in rhetoric and composition. The current
scholarship uses the apparatus of literacy to frame its perspectives, which is expected,
considering that literacy is one foundation of rhetoric and writing. The idea of literacy
can encompass a variety of theories and practices, but when I refer to literacy, I am
thinking about it as a traditional, logical, and, for the most part, text-based practice that
shapes the way we research. While I have gained many insights from the scholarship
based in literacy, I contend that by using an electrate methodology like chora/graphy, I
open up the realm of possibilities within the study of spaces and places. As an affective
and nonlinear apparatus, electracy expands the way(s) that I interact with the spaces and
places that I inhabit. Instead of disassociating my physical body from spaces, places, and
objects, electracy compels me to Feel and Experience. It obliges me to ask: Why do some
spaces feel unsafe to me? Why do some groups of people make me feel uncomfortable?
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First defined by Ulmer, electracy is an apparatus that can be compared to digital literacy
but, in the words of Sarah Arroyo, one that “encompasses so much more: a worldview for
civic engagement, community building, and participation” (1). A simplified way of
understanding electracy is to situate it historically: first, humans communicated through
orality; then, via literacy; and more recently, through electracy. It’s important to note,
though, that I am not arguing that we have or should abandon orality or literacy. Rather,
examining spaces and places through an electrate methodology like chora/graphy
provides a different, more expanded, perspective that allows us to make sense of
spatialized issues in our communities, such as housing segregation, historical monuments
that erase narratives, and tourism that ignores cultural issues.
I make several moves toward that argument: First, I examine the concept of
chora, for the purpose of re/thinking this ancient concept that is notoriously evasive. I
argue for chora as the key to an ambient, affective exploration of spaces and places that
acts as a conduit between space/place rhetorics and electracy. Secondly, I unpack
chora/graphy as a new methodology that maps both choral and material spaces as a way
to respond to and analyze the socio-historical issues that plague the town of Pendleton.
To conclude this chapter, I identify the spaces, places, and objects that I study throughout
this dissertation and set up how they led me to re/consider the current system of
memorialization.

Defining Chora
Chora is a concept that resists explanation, so, naturally, it is a challenge to define it.
Rather, it is advantageous instead to describe chora in an effort to understand this
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concept. Some of the earliest uses of chora come via Plato, but it was Aristotle, in an
effort to clarify the rhetorical uses of chora, that replaced chora with topos. The topoi
continue to be the way many rhetoricians, both ancient and contemporary, think about
writing, argumentation, and invention, because, as Thomas Rickert explains, “. . . the
khōra participates in a manner most perplexing and baffling (Timaeus 51a-b). This
ambiguity helps explain why Aristotle’s far clearer assimilation of chōra to hulē (matter)
and topos . . . has been dominate in the centuries since” (255-56).
It is helpful to begin with some of the earliest uses of chora via Plato and discover
how Aristotle, in an effort to clarify the rhetorical uses of chora, replaced chora with
topos. After laying the groundwork with Plato and Aristotle, I move into more
contemporary understandings of chora with E.V. Walter, who primarily looks at Plato;
Derrida’s poststructuralist interpretation; Kristeva’s feminist-Lacanian reading; and
Ulmer’s fresh perspective, which takes into account Plato and Derrida. What is the
purpose of using all these scholars in defining chora? First, it’s important to track the
historical meaning of chora, as well as how it has evolved over time. I can’t offer a
definition of chora without considering what it has meant and what it is now for my
research. Secondly, the scholars that I have chosen tend to build upon each other, and
rather than chora becoming more obscure, it becomes more understandable – a rich,
multi-layered concept that is central to my understanding of how spaces and places
function, especially when we consider issues of representation, identity, and voice.
Plato
I begin with Plato, as he is commonly considered the first to interact with chora,
although Thomas Rickert, by way of Indra McEwen, traces the Pre-Socratic beginnings
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of chora in Homer and Hesiod (Rickert 254). The earliest uses of chora do refer to place,
but even more distinctly, of land, city, region, or ground. Chora is the oldest Greek word
for place. It can be translated as either “space” or “place” (255). It is an active receptacle,
which, for me, connotes both a landing-space as well as a sieve, where everything we
read or understand passes through the sieve. Plato also refers to chora as a wet-nurse,
mother, or feeder of all things (Timaeus 50d). In Timaeus, Plato instructs us about the
Forms, the copies/examples, and the chora, which is the “third kind23.” For Plato, this
“third kind” is a bastard discourse because it is the opposite of rational reasoning (40e).
Also in Timaeus, the idea of chora is physically represented, especially when compared
with the polis. Where the polis represents the city, the chora symbolizes the surrounding
territory. The relationship between chora and polis is in continual motion, and that
movement demonstrates a tension between these boundaries as they push against and
constrain each other (Rickert 252). In the dialogue between Timaeus and Socrates,
Timaeus remarks that the chora’s part in Being/Becoming is baffling – while it represents
a Beginning of sorts, it is also borderless, indefinite, and unfixed (51a-b). The dialogue in
Timaeus occurs directly after The Republic, which deals with the notion of the ideal city,
an idea that is markedly more precise, both spatially and metaphysically. Chora, though,
is a strangely displaced place that can also be understood loosely in terms of beginning
and creation – ideas that the Pre-Socratics wrestled with before Plato wrote The Republic
or Timaeus. In spite of these probable meanings, Plato does not truly clarify how to find

Picking up on how chora is called a “third kind” in Timaeus, this is an idea that Derrida and Victor
Vitanza investigate much later.
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or understand chora, only that it is a third kind, a bastard discourse, and is only
approachable through dreams (Rickert 258).
In Phaedrus, we observe a somewhat more practical application of chora. While
this work is commonly read as a love story between Socrates and Phaedrus (among other
things), it can also help us understand chora. First, we notice that Socrates and Phaedrus
move from the polis to outside the city walls, the chora, where they are not constrained
by the rules and customs of the polis (238d). Phaedrus notes that Socrates seems out of
place in the countryside, and this is because Socrates spends his time as a city-dweller
who feels that he has nothing to learn from nature. Once they are outside the city,
Socrates gives a speech and finds himself in a trance of sorts and is overwhelmed by
inspiration, which he eventually notes is because of the places that surround him. He talks
about how the place sets his senses on fire (265b). In Placeways, E.V. Walter extends
Plato’s use of chora in Phaedrus to clarify what he calls “topistics,” or the study of
placeways (5). Walter considers “expressive spaces” as another way of understanding
how spaces are alive and interactive. When Socrates and Phaedrus are outside the polis
and in the chora, Socrates is inspired by the expressive space around him that is alive
with memories, songs, and histories. Likewise, the chora is alive, and when we think
about spaces, we must recognize the people who have lived there, the stories that are told,
and the ones that are forgotten too. While we might see from Phaedrus that chora is like
a lover, it is also a place of freedom of expression (148b). This notion of freedom and
openness is important, and while Phaedrus is the first time that chora is linked with this
sense of radical expansiveness, it is certainly not the last time. Chora is alive with
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possibilities and provides a fresh way to study and experience spaces and places – and
inspires chora/graphy as a methodology.

Aristotle
I turn to Aristotle briefly, and not because he augments our understanding of
chora, but because his movement to chora affects the way the idea has been represented
in rhetoric and composition. First, Aristotle classifies chora under topos. He relocates and
displaces chora, and the much more practical idea of topos takes its place. Where Plato
views chora as a bastard discourse and does not attempt to clarify it, Aristotle moves the
opposite direction, and tries to use legitimate reasoning. He does not equivalent space
and place; rather, he is “skeptical of inclusive notions of place or space such as
Anaximander’s to apeiron and Plato’s chōra” (Casey 333). Although Aristotle gives
apeiron and chora the same meaning – hulē (matter) – in his attempt to categorize these
ideas, he misses the fact that chora is open to other interpretations as well. A potential
problem with Aristotle’s “repurposing of chora” is that it has “the effect of confining it to
work on material space” (Rickert 256), in spite of the fact that Plato’s use chora does not
indicate that the concept is purely a material one. Nonetheless, Aristotle’s use of topos
was adopted by scholars in rhetoric and composition because of its useful and practical
application to the writing process. According to Sharon Crowley and Debra Hawhee,
Aristotle’s topos reveal “his assumptions about how language can be put to work as a
heuristic”(120), but the fact that writing instructors still commonly use topos in the
writing classroom belies a similar set of assumptions about how writing happens. While
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sometimes useful, the topos can limit creativity and encourage a kind of linear, predictive
writing.
As a result, the topoi represent a literate approach to inventio while chora serves
as electrate invention. For Aristotle, the topoi “. . . are lines or strategies of argument,
useful in treating many different subject matters in all three species of rhetoric” (172). As
rhetoricians, we are accustomed to using the topoi as a way of understanding or depicting
relationships, whether we are thinking of opposites, correlatives, analogy, or cause and
effect. Along the same lines, if we consider the way spaces and places are typically
studied, this research generally uses the topoi as conceptual starting point. For example, if
I wonder how Pendleton represents non-white historical narratives, a literate approach
would naturally take me to the topoi and to cause and effect. I might consider a variety of
causes for the lack of African American representation as a way of understanding the
effects that I see. This approach is not fundamentally flawed, and in fact, there is a place
for using the topoi even in electrate research methodologies. However, it represents a way
of looking at spaces and places, but it is only that – a way. There are limitations to literate
frameworks, just as there are limitations to electrate one. One limitation of the topoi is the
fact that it relies on a negative dialectic. Once we succumb to defining something as what
it is not, we fall into Theodor Adorno’s notion of a negative dialectic. A negative
dialectic always excludes one idea to create another, so what aspect of space/place is
excluded if we are thinking about what a space is not? To Victor Vitanza, a negative
dialectic leads to violence – a “narrative of violence known as species-genus analytics”
(Negation 54). The topoi naturally has us consider various binaries, and then we are
complicit in “Genus-cide,” Vitanza’s play on the notion of genocide. “Genus-cide” is
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always violent, so we must be careful not to define spaces and places in terms of a
negation. As we think about how chora changed under Aristotle, something is lost in the
mystery and openness in Plato’s chora. This “radical openness” or “compossibility”
(Vitanza, “Abandoned”), is revisited again though by theorists like Kristeva, Derrida, and
Ulmer though. While much of Aristotle’s discussion of chora is not conducive to my
work, it is nonetheless helpful to recognize the evolution of chora.

Kristeva
I want to move to consider Julia Kristeva’s discussion of chora because of her
move away from a logo-centric, patriarchal reading of chora. While Kristeva’s work with
chora is obviously a feminist one, as a result, it is also a freeing, opening move. For one,
Kristeva calls chora the semiotic chora, which has an intensely bodily root and is linked
to the mother and child connection – which harkens back to Plato, who calls the chora
mother and/or wet-nurse (Kristeva 34). She explains that the chora exists outside
intelligibility, as with the preverbal time of mother and child. The semiotic chora is not
linked to the paternal order of language (logos) but more a part of mythos and exists
between the signifier and the signified (Cavarero 133). Likewise, the semiotic chora is a
space for emotions, feelings, and material experiences that “precedes the symbolic
system of language or the sphere of the semantic where syntax and the concept rule”
(133). Kristeva’s reading of chora is the beginning of what I see as the “felt.” Mapping
chora – or chora/l mapping – is not something that is performed in a methodical,
predetermined manner; instead, it is something that is felt and experienced.
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Derrida
Derrida’s work with chora frames the way I view chora and how I apply it to
chora/graphy. He unabashedly embraces the mystery of chora yet finds a way to unravel
it, to make sense of it. Derrida begins his essay called “Khōra” in an enigmatic manner
and asks if “a discourse [can] derive from myth,” as he hints at the mysterious nature of
chora (90). He states, “Khōra reaches us, and as the name” and says that chora neither
promises nor threatens but “remains alien” (89).
Citing Plato in Timaeus, Derrida reminds us that chora comes “as in a dream” (52b), as
well as the fact that it is part of a “third genus” (48a). Moreover, Derrida ponders how
something that is “invisible” can still “participate” in the intelligible (90). In other words,
what does chora do? How can we observe it? Is it beyond the physical world? Derrida
resists the binary of chora vs. logos/mythos though: “And what if this thought called also
for a third genus of discourse? And what if, perhaps as in the case of the khōra, this
appeal to the third genre was only the moment of a detour in order to signal toward a
genre beyond genre? Beyond categories, and above all beyond categorial oppositions,
which in the first place allow it to be approached or said?” (90). Derrida’s question
strikes me as significant – what if chora is a genre beyond genre? What if we are
approaching it the wrong way, through a literate, logocentric method instead of an
electrate one? It is here that the threads between Derrida and Ulmer converge, and it is
here where I see chora begin to unfold.
Derrida is concerned with naming, and refers to chora instead of the chora,
making it a proper name – a woman, channeling Plato, who compares chora to mother or
nurse (97). Chora lacks an article and it also lacks a referent:
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Khōra receives, so as to give place to them, all the determinations, but
she/it does not possess any of them as her/its own. She possesses them,
she has them, since she receives them, but she does not possess them as
properties, she does not possess anything as her own. She ‘is’ nothing
other than the sum or the process of what has just been inscribed ‘on’ her,
on the subject of her, on her subject, right up against her subject, but she is
not the subject or the present support of all these interpretations, even
though, nevertheless, she is not reducible to them. Simply this excess is
nothing, nothing that may be and be said ontologically. (99)
From Derrida’s assessment, it’s clear that chora resists any ontological determinations.
Chora is not one thing or another; rather it moves between neither/nor and both this and
that (91). As I move towards an explanation of how chora/graphy operates, it is important
to remember Derrida’s distinction – in his words, chora “oscillates between two types of
oscillation” (91). Similarly, when I apply chora to chora/graphy, I, too, oscillate between
the material and metaphysical, as well as between literacy and electracy. While there is
much more to be said about Derrida’s “Khōra,” I have parsed out the most applicable
aspects of his work.

Ulmer
While I have traced the origins and movement of chora, I conclude with Ulmer’s work
with chora. It’s important to note that Ulmer is greatly influenced by Derrida’s thinking,
but we can also observe the interaction of ideas from studying several perspectives,
including Plato, Walter, and Kristeva as well. If we study how Plato and Derrida, in
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particular, work with chora, we can see the roots of Ulmer’s theories. If we concur with
Rickert, that Derrida begins the notion of choric invention (264), then we can observe
how Derridian choric invention inspires Ulmer’s work with chora and invention. Where
Aristotle initiated the move from chora to topos, Ulmer, on the other hand, inverts this
intellectual movement. He suggests that we transfer away from the topoi for invention to
the chora. In other words, instead of relying on a pre-set list of arguments or
relationships, Ulmer’s work with choric invention allows a freedom and flexibility of
thought. Choric invention considers the role of memory, networks, technologies, and
environments as it imagines new ideas. Ulmerian choric invention takes the form of
electrate practices – like Mystory, CATTt, or the Popcycle24 – in place of literate
practices like compare/contrast or cause/effect.
What are some examples of what choric invention does? First, it maps the
relationship between the individual and the collective. But since chora is a Felt, this
mapping is not in the traditional sense. Instead, we might ask: What are the spaces that
speak to me? Where do feel the attraction/repulsion most clearly? Chora as a flash
category; it is invention at work through conductive reasoning – which we might describe
as a bastard discourse because it does not fit within our understanding of logic and
scientific methodology. Images play a significant role, and the way we map chora is
through images and repeating signifiers. For Ulmer, a repeating signifier in image-form,
is our wide image (Internet Invention 10). In my case, the leaf is a repeating signifier in
my photography and video work. The wide image as a repeating signifier is an image that

I will discuss these practices in depth in later chapters. For now, it’s useful to consider them in contrast to
common inventive strategies like compare/contrast or whole/part.
24
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reoccurs as a source of punctum. Punctum, according to Roland Barthes, is that which
stings or wounds. An image of studium does not impact me, it is simply informative. An
image of punctum, though, causes me to stop and pay attention. As I map the chora/s in
Pendleton, I start with the punctum, the felt. The rusty ruins in the West Side of
Pendleton is the first punctum that inspired my research two years ago – it is where I
begin mapping chora in my project.
While contemporary scholars have examined chora to some extent, they do so
from a theoretical perspective and do not extend it into map-making and engagement
with spaces, places, and objects (Arroyo; Hawk; Rickert). Jeff Rice, in Digital Detroit,
comes closer to merging together chora with the exploration of the spaces that we
inhabit. In his examination of Detroit’s networks, Rice remarks that he initially
approached his research with the topos, and he realized that he needed to move away
from observations to experiences (9). Although he does not say this himself, I argue that
the move from observation to experience is analogous to the move away from the
studium to the punctum, or the observable to the felt (the chora). Ulmer’s and the Florida
Research Ensemble’s (FRE) research into Miami in Miami Virtue is the closest example
of how it might look to infuse space/place and public rhetorics with chora. The team
recognized that although Miami desired to be a tourist destination, the city was haunted
by crime. They also were curious about why Haitian immigrants were attracted to Miami
as a place of refuge. In pursuit of answers, the FRE led with the felt and with the image;
instead of traditional research methods, Barbara Jo Revelle, an artist, spent several weeks
in Miami, documenting various spaces and places with photography. She uncovered the
Miami River as the choral image, an area that is not known by tourists and where the
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majority of Haitian immigrants live. While the city desired to be recognized as a tourist
destination, the way that it treated the Other – the Haitian immigrants – demonstrated the
city’s decision to remove the abject from popular spaces (6-7). The methods that I am
describing are choral methods, or the beginnings of chora/graphy. While maps might help
us know where different areas are, they cannot answer bigger questions of social and
cultural significance. Likewise, I am inspired by Miami Virtue and seek to perform
chora/graphy in Pendleton.
Chora/graphy considers the role of memory, networks, technologies, and
environments as it imagines new ideas – it is a thread that runs throughout my project.
All of these understandings of chora, from Plato to Ulmer, shape how I perceive and
practice chora/graphy. Specifically, I see chora/graphy as a methodology that is a “third
kind,” or what Victor Vitanza would call “the excluded third,” because it falls outside the
lines of a traditional, logical practice (“From” 186). Chora/graphy also draws from
Kristeva’s semiotic chora in that it exists in the “in-between” – and therefore resists
codification. Finally, through Derrida’s and Ulmer’s formulation of chora-as-invention,
or choric invention, chora/graphy, too, is a work of invention.

Chora/graphy and Thirdspace
While my purpose is to clarify a methodology that is different from current approaches to
studying spaces, places, and objects, I do not want to simplify it so much that it loses its
affective, ambient roots. My survey of chora illustrates that this concept defies logic and
is characterized by its fluid expansiveness – and, as I argue, is another way of viewing
Edward Soja’s Thirdspace. Soja defines Firstspace as the material spaces that we can
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map, Secondspace as spaces that we imagine, and Thirdspace as “realandimagined”
spaces (Soja 6). Thirdspace, too, defies and deconstructs the duality of Firstspace and
Secondspace; as a “realandimagined” space, it rejects any attempts to constrain meaning.
He also explains that Thirdspace is “. . . an-Other way of understanding and acting to
change the spatiality of human life, a distinct mode of critical spatial awareness that is
appropriate to the new scope and significance being brought about in the rebalanced
trialectics of spatiality-historicality-sociality” (10). While Soja does not make the
connection between chora and Thirdspace, I argue that Thirdspace is choral space –
spaces that are material and Felt. With the term, “realandimagined,” Soja wants us to
incorporate both/and, so this space is one of radical openness (56). Thirdspace-as-choralspace can be compared to Victor Vitanza’s “excluded third” (Negation) or Roland
Barthes’s “obtuse” or “third meaning” because these spaces are easily overlooked,
marginalized, and neglected (Negation, Subjectivity, and the History of Rhetorics;
Image|Music|Text). Ulmer argues in Miami Virtue that we must move past traditional
maps and data graphs and map choral spaces that includes the real and imaginary, but as
a both/and practice, chora/graphy uses Google Maps, Google Tour Builder, and ArcGIS
alongside/with choral mapping. While chora/graphy does not always have a social justice
element, in the case of my research, it does – so the ultimate goal is to open up the
narrative, to open up the spaces in Pendleton to include a range of voices and
perspectives that have previously been marginalized:
Allowing the ‘subaltern’ to speak, to assert an-Other voice, pushes the
discourses on to a different plane and into a recreative space of radical
openness where both development and social justice can be revisioned
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together, along with their histories and geographies, not as an either/or
choice but in the limitless expansion of the both/and […] It is instead an
invitation to continuous deconstruction and reconstitution, to a constant
effort to move beyond the established limits of our understanding of the
world (Soja 126).
By incorporating the study of material spaces with metaphysical spaces – choral spaces –
we can expand the community to include all voices.

Understanding Chora/graphy
Since chora/graphy draws from the chora, it is helpful to correlate chora with the chorus
in classic Greek tragedies. In classic Greek tragedies, scenes are interrupted by the
chorus, and the chorus responds to and interprets these events, which allows the audience
to negotiate their emotions. The chora is like the chorus in that it is deeply affective; just
as we can learn from the chorus, we can learn from the chora (Heuretics 221). There is a
bodily and affective element to the chora – it forces us to deal in the material: How does
this image make me feel? How does my body react to this space? Where literacy can tell
us why an image is powerful and its historical underpinnings, electracy – via the chora –
informs us of mood and materiality (Rickert 16). Chora/graphy can be understood as part
of affective ecologies, which “recontextualize rhetorics in their temporal, historical, and
lived fluxes” (Edbauer 9). As an affective ecology, chora/graphy is composed of
circulating public rhetorics, the interaction of spaces and places, and is animated by the
collective and individual responses within the community.
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As I introduced in Chapter 1, like Laurie Gries’s iconographic tracking,
chora/graphy is an example of heuretics. Inspired by Ulmer’s choragraphy, as well as
practices and theories in cultural and human geography, and scholarship about chora,
chora/graphy is a methodology that I have invented. The slash in chora/graphy denotes
the diverse practices, theories, and fields that are incorporated: chora, cartography,
chorography, cultural and human geography, and choragraphy. In Chapter 1, I also
explain the three components that distinguish chora/graphy from other methodological
frameworks25, so for the remainder of this chapter, I unpack these attunements and then
move to describe the spaces, places, and objects that I focus on in this chora/graphy.

Felt, Ambient, Affective
To understand how chora/graphy operates, I will unpack the three parts that I introduced
earlier. I begin with the fact that chora/graphy is an affective, ambient methodology that
explores and analyzes spaces, places, and objects through the Barthesian punctum
(Camera Lucida 26). The punctum is the Felt image, one that is felt on ambient and
affective registers. In Barthes’s Camera Lucida, he explores several photographs that are
meaningful to him, and he contrasts them with photos that do not stir him. He is careful
to explain that this is not about “liking” or “not liking” the photos though. Some
photographs may be historically significant or culturally appropriate, but to Barthes, they
are images of studium. On the other hand, some images, wound/sting/prick him—these
are images of punctum (26-27). The punctum can also be compared to the obtuse or
“third meaning.” The third meaning moves past the first meaning, which is simply
25

See pp. 22-23.
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informational, and the second meaning, which is symbolic. The third meaning, though, is
arbitrary and irregular. It cannot be explained with logic and moves outside culture,
language, and common knowledge (52-53). According to Sarah Arroyo, the third
meaning can only be found in the chora, what she calls a “holey” or sacred space (62).
This is an image that is Felt, thus why it is not enough to simply lead with an image. This
has to be an image of punctum, an image of third meaning, and an image that we feel on
an affective and ambient level. When I refer to chora/graphy as an affective
methodology, I am primarily thinking of it in terms of the Felt and of punctum. While the
idea of ambience has circulated in rhetorical studies and composition theory since
Thomas Rickert introduced it, I specifically want to define it as I apply it to chora/graphy.
I use the idea of ambience as a way of understanding how chora/graphy operates.
Specifically, as Thomas Rickert explains, “Rhetoric can no longer remain centered on its
theoretical commonplaces [. . .] Rather, it must diffuse outward to include the material
environment, things (including the technological), our own embodiment, and a complex
understanding of ecological relationality as participating in rhetorical practices and their
theorization” (3). I consider chora/graphy an ambient methodology in that it is attuned to
the complex networked environments – which include the spaces and places where we
reside, the objects that we interact with, and the technologies that augment and alter our
world. Along the same lines, because I focus on material artifacts like historical markers,
memorials, and plantation houses, the way I apply chora/graphy “. . . dissolves the
assumed separation between what is (privileged) human doing and what is passively
material” (3). Indeed, Keese Barn Memorial or Woodburn Plantation House are not
passively material; rather, they “demonstrate the complex give-and-take,” as they
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complicate Pendleton’s public narrative, inspire my spatialized awareness of the town, all
while continuing to evolve in weight and scope (5, 9). Chora/graphy animates an
entanglement between my body and the environments that surround me – I am compelled
to Feel and to experience these spaces, places, and objects.
Related to punctum and the Felt image is Ulmer’s wide image. The wide image
can be understood as a repeating signifier in visual form (Teletheory 298). What makes
an image “wide,” though? An image is wide in that it has the capacity to include a range
of histories, memories, and networks, as well as the fact that it has a scope that includes
both the material and metaphysical. The wide image is a visual metaphor of an
individual’s personal story. For Byron Hawk, author of Counter-History of Composition,
the image of the hawk is his wide image, and after some work with photography and
video production, I discovered that the leaf is my wide image26. In my research, I argue
that Keese Barn Memorial is the West Side of Pendleton’s wide image. The Memorial
has both a historical and contemporary component, and it continues to haunt the West
Side of Pendleton – both as a material representation of the town’s disinterest in African
American histories, as well as a daily reminder of decay and a loss of hope for residents
of color27.

26 This image re/occurs in my photography and video, and through conductive logic, I have uncovered
how/why this is the case. The leaf is characterized by its network of veins, as well as the fact that it
represents the stability of a tree’s ecology. In my research and in my life, I am constantly drawn back to
considering the networks within my community and how I relate to the spaces and places where I reside.
On a more personal note, I love the outdoors and grew up hiking in and around Western New York –
particularly during the autumn months, when we would make an annual trek to Letchworth State Park to
observe the changing leaves.

Later in the chapter, I discuss Keese Barn Memorial more extensively, along with the other spaces,
places, and object that are the focus of my chora/graphy.

27
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Chora/graphy in Practice
Since chora/graphy is a different way to experience and study spaces, places, and objects,
in what follows, I provide a narrative that describes examples of a chora/graphic
methodology. While these stories and encounters do not exemplify the totality of my
process, they offer a snapshot of chora/graphy in practice. In Roland Barthes’s work, he
applies punctum to photography, but as I incorporate punctum to chora/graphy, I apply it
to mapping material and choral spaces. As a result, rather than beginning my research in
Pendleton’s archives or through interviews, I allowed those Felt spaces, places, and
objects to guide my research. Some days, I drove around town, stopping and
photographing spaces that captured my attention. Other days, I mapped out areas that I
wanted to visit, and I shot video and gathered audio clips. Once I established the sites of
focus, I first created a map using Google Maps28 and placed pins on both the material and
choral spaces of interest. As I visited new sites and participated in historical tours, I used
a different Geographic Information Systems (GIS) platform: Google Tour Builder. With
this technology29, I was able to add more photos and video and create a step-by-step tour
that represented my chora/graphic process. While I did visit the archives and have
interviewed various stakeholders, for chora/graphy to function freely, I needed to begin
with the Felt and allow this affective methodology to guide me. By beginning with the
affective, ambient spaces, places, and objects of Pendleton, I remained open to the town’s
material and choral spaces.

28

The first Google map can be viewed here: https://goo.gl/kjc3t5.

29

The tour can be viewed here: https://goo.gl/pBSs24.
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My research in Pendleton was sparked by two images of punctum: first, the
“Ghosts of Pendleton” advertisement, and, second, Keese Barn Memorial that is located
in the West Side of Pendleton, an area that is impoverished and also where most of the
African American residents live. The first time I drove past the structure, I was pricked
(the punctum), and the moment produced an affective response. Several days later, I took
photographs of the structure and the surrounding area. I discovered monument-like stones
with verses engraved, and other times, I noticed that it appeared to be a social space for
residents. Nearby, I stumbled upon a historical marker that referred to the space as “The
Hundreds,” an area where African Americans have historically resided. I discovered that
the structure was once an antique store and market that provided fresh produce and food,
and as a result of the location30, the store was a boost to the local economy. It closed, and
years later, architecture students from Clemson University tore down the original
structure and rebuilt a memorial, using the shingles from the roof and other parts of the
original structure to create it. However, in my conversations with local residents from the
West Side, Keese Barn Memorial is an eyesore to the community – and a material
reminder of how academics misled residents of what the structure would look like31.
Around the same time that I noticed Keese Barn Memorial and Felt its affective
response, I encountered another image of punctum. This image took the form of a local
advertisement for “The Ghosts of Pendleton – Where the Spirits Come to Life!” This sign
was advertising nighttime Halloween tours inside local plantation houses, Ashtabula and
Currently, there are no grocery stores located in Pendleton, and the only place to buy groceries is located
a few miles away on the main highway. When the market was located in the West Side, it provided jobs for
local residents as well as fresh produce and groceries without having to leave the local neighborhood.
30

I intend to elaborate more on Keese Barn Memorial later on in this chapter and especially in Chapter 4.
For now, it’s simply important to understand the structure as the genesis of my chora/graphy.
31
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Woodburn. Immediately, I was struck by the images and text in this ad and started to
ruminate about how Pendleton remembers some histories and forgets others, as well as
the implications for using contested spaces like plantation houses as tourist destinations.
In the time since I was first pricked with “The Ghosts of Pendleton” punctum-image, I
created a film my first foray into these questions that concerned me. The film explores
that initial question that I posed: What would the ghosts of Pendleton say to us if they
haunted us today? (O’Brien, “The Ghosts”). Since then, I have continued to trace this
“ghostly” punctum in Pendleton, and in doing so, have noted that the ghost narrative is a
way to deflect from uncomfortable aspects of the town’s history, including slavery and
Jim Crow laws. In October, the Pendleton Historic Foundation hosts a Ghost Walk where
individuals can “meet prominent Pendletonians who have gone into the beyond” (“Ghost
Walk”). Unsurprisingly, when I went on the ghost walk, the “prominent Pendletonians”
were all wealthy, white individuals – many of them slave owners. We visited several
historic homes and a local church established in the early 19th century, St. Paul’s
Episcopal, where two of Pendleton’s most “prestigious” residents once attended, Thomas
Green Clemson and Anna Calhoun Clemson. Anna’s “ghost,” played by a local resident,
spoke to us that evening in the church, and explained the challenges that Anna endured as
the daughter of John C. Calhoun and the wife of Thomas Green Clemson. Undoubtedly,
Secretary of State John C. Calhoun is one of the most troubling historical figures in South
Carolina history. Capitalizing on Samuel George Morton’s scientific claims that
Ethiopians have smaller brains (and therefore less intellectual capability), Calhoun
argued that “no amount of education or training would turn the descendants of Africans
into self-disciplined republicans capable of participation as citizens in a free society”
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(McWhorter 120). Furthermore, Calhoun believed that “if left to their own devices . . .
African Americans would simply return to a state of savagery or barbarism” (120). Anna
was known to be close to her father and some have even said that she was “her father’s
daughter” (Quigley). Thomas Green Clemson served as an ambassador to Belgium, and
Clemsons lived for many years at Fort Hill, a plantation house located on the grounds
where Clemson University now stands. After Thomas’s death, though, Anna purchased a
home three miles away in Pendleton – which she called Mi Casa. Thomas struggled with
depression, and Anna was also suffered from numerous physical ailments. Her husband’s
illness took its toll on her, and it is possible that their lifestyle as slave owners added to
their mental distress (Quigley). In spite of this common knowledge about the Clemsons,
during Anna’s ghostly appearance, there was no mention of her husband’s overtly racist
beliefs and policies or how her life with Thomas was troubled. Instead, the actress
playing Anna told light-hearted stories about her life as a wealthy socialite and made
several flippant jokes about the Clemson’s large family and the challenges of having a
husband who just didn’t listen to her needs. In fact, during the entire Pendleton Ghost
Walk, words like “slavery,” “enslavement,” or “slaves” were never once used. While the
characters were alive during these years, the Ghost Walk behaved in such a way that
these historical moments never existed in the American South. All participants (both
actors and the roles they played) were white Pendletonians. Not a single black historical
figure.
I would still argue that the “Ghosts of Pendleton” that I am most interested in still
participated in the Ghost Walk—but not in the way that the town planned. During one
stop, the tour took us to Gallows Hill, which included the historic home of Col. Joseph
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Taylor and a large tree on his property where notorious criminals were have said to be
hanged during the 19th century. While Taylor’s “ghost” mentioned some of these
criminals, it did not take much for me to imagine all those innocent lives that were ended
in this place. Gallows Hill was garishly lit up that night with a flood light on the hanging
tree and as a sound loop of an eerie, high-pitched scream played as we stood in front of
the house. As I stood there with the others in my tour group, I thought again about the
other Ghosts of Pendleton, whose voices that we would not hear on this tour. These are
the ghosts of my punctum, the voices that my work uncovers.
Let me briefly take you back through this process of chora/graphy as a
methodology began with the Felt. It first took me to the rusty metal memorial, around the
West Side of Pendleton, and into some thoughts about place-naming and power. It also
took me to that advertisement for the “Ghosts of Pendleton” and on a ghost walk around
the town one October evening. Moving forward, I will turn to discuss the other aspects of
chora/graphy, including the intersection of traditional mapping practices that we might
see in cultural geography with electrate ones.

Electrate Mapping
Chora/graphy draws from a number of traditional mapping strategies, but, as I will
illustrate, weaves electracy into these practices. As I am interested most in how
difference is spatially represented, mapping is a strategic process that includes both
material and choral spaces. As Christopher Keller and Christian Weisser write, “Nearly
all of the conversations in composition studies involve place, space, and location, in one
way or another. The field’s conversations focus upon the ways that places both ‘include’
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and ‘exclude’ people based on the particularities of their various subject positions . . .”
(1). Similarly, in the field of cultural geography, countless studies have mapped,
analyzed, compared, and examined spatialized inequalities (Alderman; Jackson; Delaney;
Kobayashi and Peake; McKittrick; Nelson). From these scholars, I use qualitative
research methods like mental mapping in my work with Google Maps and Google Tour
Builder. However, because I am interested in both material spaces, historic spaces, and
choral spaces, which are metaphysical spaces, I re/think mental mapping with electracy
and use digital methods to study them. Since I do draw from cultural geography as a
practice that considers the relationships between human beings, landscapes, and cultures,
I am most interested in the work that studies how spaces and places are racialized.

Racialized Spaces and Places
Since my research considers what David Sibley calls “socio-spatial exclusion,” there is a
great deal of research within cultural geography that is applicable to my work. Cultural
geography, a subfield of geography, focuses on the interaction between people and
spaces. In particular, since Peter Jackson’s landmark 1987 edited collection, Race and
Racism: Essays in Social Geography, scholars in the field have grappled with how
identities of race, gender, and class is linked to place and space. Where Katherine
McKittrick’s research centers around black spatiality and a black sense of place,
especially in conjunction with historical troubling places like plantations, much of the
research dealing with housing and spatial difference examines the notion of whiteness as
a marker of normativity. Between the late-1980s to 2008, scholarship dealing with
whiteness and “spatial configuration” exponentially increased (Nelson 41). Audrey
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Kobayashi and Linda Peake have written two relevant texts, including “Racism out of
place: Thoughts on whiteness and an antiracist geography in the new millennium as well
as “Racialising the Canadian landscape: Whiteness, uneven geographies and social
justice.” The research deals with racial codes and how individuals who are not white are
marked as different because they do not embody what is “normal,” or white. Another
excellent example is Lise Nelson’s analysis of subsidized housing in Woodburn, Oregon
that was intended for farmworkers. Nelson argues that for the mostly white city officials
and residents, “the construction of urban farmworker housing represented a racialized and
spatial transgression that undermined the normalized geography of farmworker
invisibility—the labor camp” (42).
Nelson and many others within cultural geography disclose how spaces are
racialized and classed and that some spaces can be comfortably coded as “white” or
“middle class” as long as there is a “difference” that can be attribute to another group
who do not fit within the parameters of “white” or “middle class.” As David Sibley
argues, “Power is expressed in the monopolization of space and the relegation of weaker
groups in society to less desirable environments” (ix), and this is one of the main reasons
why differences are often spatially constructed, mirroring attitudes already in place. Like
Sibley’s research, my work in Pendleton deals with instances of exclusion that won’t
make the evening news and are deemed as “normal” by most residents of Pendleton. It is
in the seemingly normalized examples of exclusion that we can uncover how and why
residents in Pendleton are segregated and reside in bordered spaces.
Sibley relies on research that deals with feelings, because “feelings about others,
people marked as different, may also be associated with places” (3). Likewise, Julia
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Kristeva’s essay that discussion abjection follows the same line of thinking. The abject is
“opposed to I” and is “always excluded,” but it continues to exist. When we consider how
difference is mapped, we can see how Kristeva’s theory of abjection relates—those who
are “different” are “opposed to I.” As Sibley explains, “The hovering presence of the
abject gives it significance in defining relationships to others. It registers in nervousness
about other cultures or about things out of place” (8). Abjection reinforces the binaries of
us vs them, which is actually encouraged in western cultures. Another way of looking at
difference, aside from the abject, is via “the generalized other,” a term used by George
Herbert Mead in reference to child development (9). Going further, Sibley states that “the
social position of the self means that the boundary between self and other is formed
through a series of cultural representations of people and things which frequently elide so
that the non-human world also provides a context for selfhood” (10). Or, put another
way, “People and things come to stand for each other.” When I consider the historical
signs, the plantation house, and the cemeteries in Pendleton, I wonder to what extent do
these “things” represent the residents of Pendleton? All the residents of Pendleton, past,
present, and future?

GPS/EPS
GPS, or Global Positioning System, is recognizable to the general public. Most of us
have GPS-functional smartphones and are cognizant of the fact that our devices—our
smart watches, fitness trackers, and cell phones—are all loaded with a GPS. My interest
with GPS is where this practical functionality intersects with a metaphysical construct,
the EPS, or Existential Positioning System (Ulmer, Konsult 11). Where a GPS measures
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where you have traveled or where you want to go, EPS acts as a “metaphysical checkup
[that] measure[s]” to what extent a space is thriving (11). In Ulmer’s work with the
Florida Research Ensemble (FRE), he studies a Superfund site in Gainesville, Florida—
the Cabot-Koppers site. In the light of the pollution surrounding this Superfund site,
Ulmer and the FRE created a “Murphy’s Well-Being” installation to address the CapotKoppers environmental disaster as well as to educate the community most immediately
affected by the Superfund site. This project is an example of an electrate consultation,
what Ulmer refers to as a Konsult. The Konsult is a collaborative effort to assess the
well-being of a space via a personalized methodology, both via the mystory and the
EmerAgency, which states as its motto that Problems B Us (Internet Invention 2).
EPS is an example of choral mapping, and as Ulmer and the FRE mapped the
GPS and EPS of the Cabot-Koppers Superfund site, they examined the geographical
space as well as its cultural and psycho-geographical spaces, an action that is “partly
mimetic, partly geometric” (Konsult 59). The end result is a composite map that includes
material spaces alongside metaphysical spaces. A practical example of scholarly work
that uses both GPS and EPS is Sergio Figueiredo’s “Geo-Graphic Storytelling and
Kónsult Komics: Preliminary Notes Toward A(nother) Tourist Theory-Hobby.” In
Figueiredo’s study of the “father” of the comic-strip, Rudolphe Töpffer, he creates a
“comics-based inventional consulting practice (kónsult komics)” as a pedagogical
practice. Modeling his work after new media artist’s Özge Samanci’s geographic
storytelling, Figueiredo had his students invent and produce a graphic storytelling project
that used “Samanci’s site-specific and location-based method to address a public policy
issue.” Since the students chose campus parking (or lack thereof) as their issue,
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Figueiredo’s students created a graphic story at the actual site on campus—a parking
deck. They used the walls of the parking deck, as well as sidewalk chalk, their
smartphone cameras, and constructed a social media campaign to accompany their
project. The students enacted GPS as their project took them to the site, and they used
EPS as a theoretical framework because, as Figueiredo explains, this “inventional
consulting practice . . . functions at the intersection of ‘movement in space and time.’”
Likewise, my Google Map, “Mapping Chora in Pendleton,” and the Tour,
“Pendleton’s Material and Metaphysical Spaces,” demonstrate this awareness of GPS and
EPS. Some of these spaces are material, and others are Felt. Some memories are reflected
in part by historical markers or buildings, and others have been erased by the dominate
narrative circulated by the town’s historic organizations. My work intervenes in those
liminal spaces and interjects some memories that have already existed but have been
unknown by the general public. It looks to identify the abject sacrifice of African
Americans, in both a historic account as well as a current metaphysical checkup. How is
Pendleton doing now? How is the town addressing the needs of all of its residents? Is
there a metaphysical or ideological illness that can be identified? If we imagine the town
of Pendleton in an embodied sense, the current symptoms of this ideological illness are
observable in various ways: 1) through the erasure of Black histories in the town’s
narrative and tourism industry, 2) through the construction of Keese Barn Memorial, 3)
through the historic marker texts that reaffirm a dominant, white narrative, 4) through the
overt residential segregation, and 5) through the misuse and miseducation about
significant Black spaces, places, and objects in Pendleton, including Riverside Middle
School, the Pendleton Community Center, and Faith Cabin Library. The Virtual Reality
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(VR) counter/tour in Chapter 6 intervenes in this illness with the goal of promoting a
healthy Pendleton.

Mental Mapping
As Sid Dobrin explains, drawing from Michel de Certeau, space is dependent on the
things that occupy the spaces; they derive meaning because of the meaning that we
construct and submit into a space (17). As we apply practices like mental mapping I
explore those material and metaphysical spaces that have meaning to me, as well as the
people that inhabit a community, especially a community with such contested spaces like
Pendleton. Pendleton is a town with borders – borders that are not materially constructed
but are nonetheless metaphysically present.

Figure 3.1 Mapping Chora in Pendleton, South Carolina. Map created by the author.
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If I were to draw a crude line to demonstrate the town’s borders, they run north/south
along Mechanic Street and east/west along Queen Street. If I follow conductive logic, an
electrate practice that differs from deductive or inductive reasoning, these street names
are indicative of the significant socio-political problems in this small town. The word
“mechanic” in Mechanic Street connotes a working class motif, and the word “queen” in
Queen Street connotes the wealthy or upper-middle class. In Pendleton – and in many
cities across the United States – financial means is linked to race. Statically speaking,
white Americans have more financial capital than black Americans because of
historically troubling governmental actions like redlining. So, while economic factors
exist in communities like Pendleton, these issues spring from a deeper root of systemic
racism – specifically, racist uses of spaces. After World War II, the GI Bill, which
provided mortgages to white GIs but not black GIs. During the housing boom in the late
1940s and 1950s, when communities like Levittown, New York, were building thousands
of new houses every year for white residents, meanwhile, people of color were not
allowed the same opportunities. Instead, more and more “vertical ghettos” were
developed during that time, and these overcrowded public housing facilities were
intended for people of color. As John Powell explains, geographic inequalities which
overtly existed many years ago, creates a situation that is replicated for years to come:
At one point we had explicit laws that says whites are on top, and Blacks
are on the bottom. Today, we have many of the same practices without the
explicit language, and those practices are largely inscribed in geography.
And so, geography does the work of Jim Crow laws, so many people are
confused as to why after 50 years of civil rights, are our schools still
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segregated? Why our housing market still segregated? Why are our jobs
still segregated? And again, a lot of this is a function of how we've
reinscribed the racial geographic space in the United States. That structure
is still what we're living with today. (Race)
Geographic spaces are racialized; while this is not new information, it is still unresolved
in our towns and cities. While practices like slavery and Jim Crow laws are decades
away, the result of these practices continues to this day in how we live, where we are
allowed to live, where we feel safe, and where we call home.
Where literacy runs along an axis of true/false, chora/graphy, as an electrate
methodology (or anti-method) runs along an axis of attraction/repulsion. Put simply, this
means that instead of collecting facts and deciding objectively what is true or false, we
change our focus to consider how and why we are attracted to some spaces and why and
how we are repulsed by other spaces. This change in focus allows for a deeper
introspection of underlying issues that plague spaces and places. The Florida Research
Ensemble (FRE) in Miami Virtue started with this principle of attraction: Why do Haitian
immigrants desire to come to Miami? This first question led them to the repulsion: Why
are these individuals so despised in Miami? The principle of attraction/repulsion is the
axis in which electracy runs, and it allowed the FRE to uncover spaces like the Miami
River as a fault line in the town and an image that represents the town’s issues with the
Haitian immigrants (4). Similarly, I start with the attraction: Why/how does Pendleton
want to be known as a friendly, historical, touristy town? The zone of attraction is within
the Village Green, where festivals occur and the majority of restaurants and shops are
located. As I pursue the attraction, I think about the repulsion: What are the spaces and
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places that the town does not want to be known for? What role does the West Side of
Pendleton play in tourism? This point of attraction/repulsion is an excellent place for
chora/graphy as a method.

Material and Choral Spaces
The remainder of this dissertation more closely follows certain spaces, places, and objects
in Pendleton. In this last section, I introduce the areas in Pendleton that re/occur in my
scholarship and includes images of each as well. Since chora/graphy maps both material
and choral spaces, some of these images have layers of meanings that supersede the
physical32.

Welcome to the West Side Sign
If we travel north on Mechanic Street in Pendleton and turn left at the intersection of
Mechanic and Queen Street, we come to a divided road. At the center of the divide is the
sign – Welcome to the West Side of Pendleton. On the sign is the colorful image of a
butterfly, as well as a general welcome and a quote, “A Village of Vision – A
Community of Promise.” Prior the sign’s erection, the area West Queen Street and its
side streets have historically been considered the West Side of town, but in a vague,
amorphous way. Many residents in Pendleton (those who did not live on the West Side)
would refer to the West Side in imprecise terms like “over there” or “the other part of
town” (Hassan). In response to this non-identity, the Pendleton Community Center

For example, while most may see the “Welcome to the West Side of Pendleton” sign, the punctum for
me is the “Do Not Enter” sign directly behind it. This is an example of a Felt, affective space.
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FIGURE 3.2 Welcome to the West Side of Pendleton sign. Photograph by the author.

FIGURE 3.3 Vacant building on the West Side of Pendleton. Photograph by the author.
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partnered with the United Way to beautify the West Side in 2013. The $2500 grant
funded the creation of the sign and the flower bed, although the flower bed has not been
consistently maintained. Consider this juxtaposition though: the town is over 225 years
old, but it was not until 2013 that the spaces and places where black residents live was
officially recognized. And this recognition only occurred as a result of the Pendleton
Community Center’s efforts (also located on the West Side of Pendleton with primarily
African American members).
Aside from this historical information, the sign’s image and placement is
significant. The butterfly, a symbol of growth and change, is strategically placed on the
sign. Unfortunately, there is no metamorphosis evident on Pendleton’s West Side. The
flower bed in front of the sign remains unplanted. There is no evidence of commerce,
other than a boarded up building, seen in some of these images. The residences that line
Queen Street are dilapidated; some homes have tarped roofs, and others have missing or
boarded windows. So is this butterfly image meant to be a symbol of hope for what
might be for the West Side of Pendleton? While the town received a sizable grant of
$500,000 to improve the streetscape around the Village Green (which they matched an
addition $250,000 to bring the grand total to $750,000), none of that money was earmarked for the West Side of Pendleton. The funding was to increase the size of the Green
and narrow the roads to slow traffic so that people driving through town can “take in” the
town. In July 2017, the town council also approved a Façade Improvement Grant Project
for businesses along the town’s Corridor Overlay District and Town Square Overlay
District. Three businesses were awarded each $2000. None were located on the West end
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of town – of course, there are no businesses on the West Side of Pendleton. The majority
of the businesses, restaurants, and shops are located around the Village Green, the town’s
polis. However, the fact that the West Side has none of this commerce is both part of this
problem and the reason for it. If more money was allotted to improve the West Side, if
more businesses moved to this area, perhaps some of the blight would turn around as
well. This poverty in the West Side of Pendleton is, of course, echoed throughout cities
and towns in the United States, particularly in urban regions. Especially in the current
administration in Washington, “urban” is now code for “Black,” “Hispanic,”
“Immigrant,” “Poor,” and/or “Dangerous.”33 But these so-called “urban” issues are just as
relevant in a small, rural town like Pendleton, which leads me to believe that these are not
“urban” issues—they are racialized and classed problems that exist in cities, towns, and
rural regions across the country.
Just above and to the left of the sign is another sign—“Do Not Enter.” That sign,
of course, is to keep drivers from using the left side of the road, which is for incoming
traffic. However, as an assemblage: the welcome sign, the “Do Not Enter” sign, the
empty flower bed, the battered homes lining the street, and a human being, this Do Not
Enter sign is a work of material rhetoric, both inviting the viewer to subvert the rules and
enter anyways as well as warning viewers from settling too long on the West Side of
Pendleton. The Do Not Enter sign is an actant, and part of the assemblage that I have just
described, instills a sense of apprehension.
Do. Not. Enter.

While there are countless examples of the misuse of these words, here is one example of Donald Trump
referring to the spaces and places where people of color reside as “ghettos”: https://wapo.st/2tTFWEr.
33
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As Jane Bennett asserts, “Humanity and nonhumanity have always performed an intricate
dance with each other. There was never a time when human agency was anything other
than an interfolding network of humanity and nonhumanity; today, this mingling has
become harder to ignore” (31). It’s impossible to ignore the Do Not Enter sign, especially
because of its placement directly behind the welcome sign. The sign also adds to the
affect of this region – it instills a sense of fear and foreboding. It does not invite us to
come any closer.

Stone Monuments
Directly to the west of the welcome sign there are several stone monuments that lead to
the rusty metal memorial. These worn monuments are an enigma, especially when
viewed in the light of the assemblage that I have described. What is the meaning of these
monuments? Is there a relationship between these monuments to the African American
histories of the West Side of Pendleton? According the “Hundreds” marker, this area has
historically been a space where African Americans have resided. Are these monuments
meant to commemorate the loses and complicated histories of the African Americans that
have lived on the West Side? The monuments have always evoked a mournful and
melancholy feeling to me, but even more so when I consider how and why they were
crafted.
Not one of these monuments was created with the help of the black community on
the West Side of Pendleton. These monuments, along with the rusty metal memorial,
were built by Clemson University architecture students. The students’ envisioned that
residents and visitors could stand just to the east of the monuments and look through
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FIGURE 3.4 Engraved stones at Keese Barn Memorial. Photograph by the author.

FIGURE 3.5 Stone monuments near Keese Barn Memorial. Photograph by the author.
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them toward the rusty metal memorial as one large installation. When I first encountered
the monuments, I immediately imagined that they represented various histories of local
residents, but I was incorrect. Residents on the West Side had no agency in the
establishment of the stone monuments.
Not one of these monuments was created with the help of the black community on
the West Side of Pendleton. These monuments, along with the rusty metal memorial,
were built by Clemson University architecture students. The students’ envisioned that
residents and visitors could stand just to the east of the monuments and look through
them toward the rusty metal memorial as one large installation. When I first encountered
the monuments, I immediately imagined that they represented various histories of local
residents, but I was incorrect. Residents on the West Side had no agency in the
establishment of the stone monuments. Instead, the installation was a senior capstone
project for architecture students (Hassan). While I am sure that many of the student had
altruistic intentions, the fact that the residents had no voice – with regard to the formation
of these monuments or the words on them – speaks volumes about the attitudes
toward/about the Black residents of Pendleton.

Keese Barn, the Hundreds, and the Rusty Memorial
More than any of the examples of material rhetoric I have analyzed, this rusty metal
structure has perplexed and intrigued me the most. It is the most visible piece of visual
and material rhetoric in the West Side of Pendleton, and while many might consider it an
eyesore, I find it haunting and mysterious, and a material example of rhetorical affect.
Some of the “tiles” have words carved into them, and although it is a structure, it does not
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offer any particular cover or apparent purpose. In spite of that lack of purpose, the
structure does seem to invite a sense of socialization. It is not uncommon to see residents
of the West Side sitting around, beneath its shade, talking and laughing. Aside from my
observations and musing, when I studied Pendleton’s archives, I discovered the purpose
and origins of it.

FIGURE 3.6 Keese Barn Memorial. Photograph by the author.

The rusty metal memorial was once where Keese Barn stood, a significant place
for African American history in Pendleton, as well for as the region. In 1910, Benjamin
Keese, an African American businessman, opened Keese Barn as an antique store and
café. For forty years or so, the space served as a community meeting point. It was the first
public place where black residents could eat. During these years, black Pendletonians
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could not go to the drugstore soda fountain and get a drink, so Keese Barn served a social
and economic purpose for the West Side of town. The store and café closed, and the
building fell into disrepair. In the mid-1970s, the Pendleton Foundation for Black History
and Culture bought the building for the purpose of turning it into a Black History and
Cultural Center. The Foundation desired to remember Pendleton’s black history in a town
where only white history was (and is) celebrated. They tried to raise the money or find
grants for close to 25 years before the town made a deal with the Clemson University
Architecture program, who tore down the building and built the rusty metal memorial in
its place. This structure is loathed by residents on the West end of town, some calling it a
“travesty” and an “invasion.” Perhaps most stinging to residents is the fact that the
professor who was responsible for the establishment of the rusty structure and the stone
monuments was African American (Hassan). Nearby is a historical marker called “The
Hundreds.” While it does not directly reference this fact in the writing, Keese Barn was
known as The Hundreds because of the number of African Americans that came
throughout the week and on weekends to the Barn. Whether there for Friday night fish
fries or Saturday barbeques, Keese Barn – the Hundreds – was the epicenter of black
culture during the first half of the 20th century.The metal structure cannot offer the same
protection from the elements, and it certainly does not benefit the local economy. Since
the structure was built, many residents still use the space as a meeting-place; plastic and
foldable lawn chairs stand in rows along the structure. Nearby is a dart-board that has
been nailed to one of the metal posts, as well as a meat smoker and grill. One elderly
gentleman explained, while gesturing to the nearby chairs, “We have asked the town to
give us a park here. They said they would work on it, but nothing has happened. We just
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want a park here like you all have down there,” he said, pointing a half-mile down the
road to the Village Green, a greenspace in the center of Pendleton where restaurants and
shops line the perimeter and where town-wide events are held.
The shop-turned-university-architecture-project reminds me of the process of
renaming streets after African American leaders and the importance of place-naming and
identity, which is analogous to re/making the antique store as an architectural project.
Much of the time, these movements to rename streets are not welcomed by local
residents. Although at first glance, street-naming appears to be a magnanimous act by
city officials, it actually confirms the limits of some marginalized groups’ rights in the
street naming process as well as the city officials’ control over the street-naming process
(Alderman and Inwood 211). Who controls the naming process? Are the streets located in
the same neighborhoods as the individuals naming the street? Similarly, how much
authority did the residents of the West Side of Pendleton have in the matter of the metal
memorial? In many cases, the residents who live in these neighborhoods do not have the
resources to protest the renaming of streets or the erection of monuments, so an act that
appears altruistic is just another material example of spatialized hegemony.
I realized from my study of the archives that Keese Barn truly is the center of my
study. It was one of the immediate sources of punctum in my chora/graphy, indeed, and
as I learned more and more about this contested space, the more I am convinced that it is
the epicenter of the problem in Pendleton. Rather, it is not the problem, but it is a
physical representation of the problem. In some of the archived newspaper articles about
Keese Barn throughout the years, it became less about the legacy and more about it being
an eye sore and dangerous. The conversation began to shift, and the Foundation for Black
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History and Culture were unable to raise the money needed to tear down the Barn and
turn it into a cultural center. A significant juxtaposition exists between Keese Barn and
another contested space in town: the Pendleton Oil Mill. While both buildings could have
been considered an “eyesore” and a “risk” to the community, only one of them was torn
down. To this day, the oil mill still stands, an obvious and imminent danger to the
community, and in spite of various efforts to tear it down, it stands. One immediate
difference between the buildings is the location: where Keese Barn stood on the West
Side of town, the Oil Mill stands on the East Side of town. Why does it still stand? Is this
a double standard? Instead of getting a cultural center, residents on the West Side of town
instead got a rusty metal monument that was intended to disintegrate over time. It hasn’t,
though. It’s more and more rusty and bizarre-looking with every passing year.

Community Engagement and Chora/graphy
A true chora/graphy is characterized by an individual and a collective perspective. I have
already depicted the personal, but in order to do chora/graphy, I must consider the
collective. Ulmer contends that in order to participate in any sort of social change, we
must remember that “Problems B Us” (Internet Invention 2). Taking the notion of
“Problems B Us” as a methodological approach is the MEmorial, which joins “individual
and collective identity” as it bears witness “to a disaster in progress” (Electronic
Monuments xxii, xxiv). Chora/graphy provides the means for us to recognize, theorize,
and dismantle socio-spatial exclusion in our communities. Specifically, I apply this
methodology to Pendleton, South Carolina for the purpose of partnering with my
community to enact change that will be reflected in the public sphere. I am concerned
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with how Pendleton utilizes its spaces and places, how histories and narratives are
materially represented, where community resources are spent, and how community
members are given voice. In this chapter, I have traced how chora/graphy draws from
chora, cultural geography, cartography, chorography, and choragraphy. I have also
considered Google Maps, ArcGIS, and digital storymapping as tools that complement
chora/graphy – in using these tools, we can demonstrate chora as we note the
metaphysical and material spaces that move us; cultural geography as we enact the
relationship between residents on the West Side of Pendleton, the metal memorial, and
the unacknowledged histories that exist therein; cartography as we create maps for others
to interact with various African American histories; chorography as we describe these
maps via tours; and choragraphy as this entire project is inspired by Ulmer’s conductive
logic and heuretic invention.
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Chapter 4
The Politics of Remembering and Forgetting (and Erasing)

“For the critic must attempt to fully realize, and take responsibility for, the unspoken, the
unrepresented pasts that haunt the historical present.” – Homi Bhabha

Following the violence in Charlottesville, a thought began to circulate in
American discourse: “This is not my America34. These racist bigots do not represent the
America that I know.” This notion of American Exceptionalism is not a new one, and
according to Ryan Kelly, it is “a woolly concept with roots that extend back to the era of
colonial settlement [that] views the United States as somehow immune from the forces of
history.” The term originated in the mid-20th century as social scientists tried to make
sense of two world wars and the effects of the Holocaust. During this time period,
Americans viewed themselves as outside the fray surrounding ethnic cleansing and sociopolitical hatred. To come to this conclusion, though, Americans had to ignore or erase a
few hundred years of history, including the slaughter of Native Americans, the
Transatlantic and domestic slave trade, the enslavement of African Americans,
sharecropping, and Jim Crow laws (Kelly). Our country is in a similar place of blind
assent right now: according to public sentiment, the growth of white nationalism does not
represent our country.

While there are many examples of this discourse, Virginia Representative Thomas Garrett’s response to
the white supremacist presence in Charlottesville was that they were not a part of our America:
https://nws.mx/2tXXG2v.
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But it does, in fact.
As a nation, we may argue that Richard Spenser and his followers are aberrant,
but this is an unfounded argument. Racism was a core value when this country was
conceived, and hundreds of years later, it is still firmly a part of our national identity. In
light of the fact that we suffer from selective amnesia when it comes to remembering our
histories, it is not a surprise the memorials, historic markers, and historical societies
present a sanitized perspective. As a result, “America has ended up with a landscape of
denial” (Loewen 5). In response to problematic memorialization, I argue for a different
kind of memorial to help us grapple with socio-political issues with a personal connection
– MEmorial. Where a traditional memorial causes us to look outward, MEmorial forces
us to look inward and consider our personal association with sociopolitical issues.
In chapter two, I defined and clarified chora/graphy as my methodological
framework, an affective methodology that led me to more closely examine how
Pendleton, South Carolina uses its spaces, places, and objects. More specifically, I study
spatialized racism in Pendleton and its network of associated issues, including historical
markers that circulate a hegemonic narrative and a tourism industry that minimizes, and
in many cases, erases Black history. While I use Pendleton as a case study, I still want
intentionally situate this issue as a national problem – in many cases, historical markers
and memorials actually legitimize “racism’s ignoble presence throughout American
history” (Doss 11). But these issues of memorialization are not isolated to rural South
Carolina. They affect us as a nation. However, there is a difference in the way the South
deals with certain aspects of African American history that slightly differs from the way
other parts of the United States do. As a way to preserve a distinctly Southern nationalist
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identity, for much of the 20th and 21st century, African Americans have been written out
of public memory. While there are many nuanced reasons for this omission, the most
glaring reason is tied to the transatlantic slave trade and the ensuing culture of slavery in
the American South. So, the current method of remembering has more to do with
forgetting than it does remembering, as well what and whom we are remembering. In that
way, Pendleton is an excellent case study of what is wrong with our current system of
memorialization around the nation. Pendleton – and the United States in general – wants
to remember wealthy, white individuals. As a nation, we want to remember those who
were “successful,” and in our capitalistic society, success is measured in terms of prestige
and money. Because Pendleton became a place for elite members of South Carolina
society to congregate during the sweltering summer months, it is that Pendleton that the
town wants to remember. So the historic markers, the memorials, and the Historic
Foundation all echo those memories. The truth is lost in that kind of memorialization,
though.
What is more, it is easy to “way to write oneself outside the scene of public
rhetorical action” when we distance ourselves from the ugly side of American history
(Jenny Rice 177). To offset this tendency to distance ourselves from socio-political
problems in our communities, I turn to Gregory Ulmer’s argument that “Problems B Us”
(Internet Invention 2). By incorporating Problems B Us into the current memorialization,
we move from memory à memorial à MEmorial. MEmorial begins with noticing the
“abject loss” within a community that “has not been accepted as a sacrifice on behalf of a
belief or value structuring a group subject” (Electronic Monuments 134). In principle,
then, the MEmorial begins where memorials leave off, and it encourages participation by
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citizens to view digital spaces as civic spaces (xvii). As a result, MEmorial intervenes in
the way we study and perform memory studies – an argument that I unpack in this
chapter and in the next.
I have several aims in this chapter that set up the ultimate intervention of this
project – a MEmorial35 that takes the form of a 360 degree virtual reality (VR)
counter/tour. First, I discuss the notion of memory and public memory, focusing
especially on the work of the United Daughters of the Confederacy and how the
American South erases slavery from public memory. I then move to examine a
connecting idea – memorials – and draw from Dickison, Ott, and Aoki’s work with the
Plains Indian Museum (PIM) to relate how memorials function in the United States to
absolve white Americans from guilt over ethnic cleansing and racism in our history. As a
result of the uptick in discourse surrounding Confederate monuments over the last several
months, it is worthwhile to situate my research within contemporary sentiments about
memorialization. Using this framework, I then apply the current work in memory studies
to the specific spaces, places, and objects in Pendleton, including the historical markers,
plantation houses, tours, as well as the unrecognized ones that I discovered as a result of
interviewing Black residents in Pendleton. To do so, I position these spaces, places, and
objects through a publics-based, new materialist framework. The chapter’s overarching
goal is to present some of the current conversation in memory studies, demonstrate how

While I unpack MEmorial and demonstrate how and why I use it to frame the counter/tour in Chapter 4,
this chapter aims to define why historical memory is an issue in Pendleton. The VR counter/tour can be
viewed here: https://bit.ly/2CA1GuV.
35
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memory and memorialization is represented in Pendleton, and establish the need for a
different kind of memorial via MEmorial.

Remembering Pendleton
The way we remember history reflects our values and judgments. As a nation, we have
struggled to accurately represent contested historical events like the transatlantic slave
trade, the years of enslavement, and the ripples of slavery that continue to this day. In the
case of Pendleton, it is particularly stinging the way the town takes great pride in its 227year-old history yet diminishes, and in many cases, erases its Black history. In their book,
Places of Public Memory, Greg Dickinson, Carole Blair, and Brian Ott synthesize much
of the current scholarship on public memory and list six positions based on the research. I
spend time with each of these positions because they help explain the role of public
memory in a general sense, and they also act as a springboard to clarify some of the ways
in which this plays out in Pendleton, and, by extension, around the nation.
The first position asserts that “memory is activated by present concerns, issues, or
anxieties” (6). In other words, people share their stories with themselves and others to
make sense of their current situation. Many times, we “make choices” about how much
and what we share about the past “on the basis of how [we] understand or value [our]
present conditions” (7). In the case of Pendleton, I examine the historical signage, as well
as the date it was erected and who or what organization initiated its placement. For
example, the sign titled “The Hundreds” was erected by Pendleton Pride in Motion
(PPIM) in 2011. Many of the other historical markers were placed 20-30 years ago, so
this is one of the more recent ones. Pendleton Pride in Motion’s logo is “Forging
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FIGURE 4.1 Flyer from Christmas Tree Lightning from 1983
that was held within the West Side of Pendleton. Image courtesy
of the Pendleton Foundation for Black History and Culture.
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Alliances and Strengthening Neighborhoods,” and their mission is “to create and
maintain a healthier community by enhancing the quality of life for all citizens in the
Pendleton area” (“Pendleton Pride”). The nonprofit organization built a playground and
have contributed to various health initiatives around the area, and based on their mission
the historical marker they erected in the West Side of Pendleton, PPIM seems to want to
connect with all residents, including the African-American community in the West Side
of Pendleton. According to Terence Hassan, president of the Pendleton Foundation for
Black History and Culture, PPIM is composed of “well-meaning” white Pendleton
residents who want to address the underlying segregation between the West Side of
Pendleton and the rest of the town. In spite of this goal, there is a disconnection again
between the individuals who raised the money to put up “The Hundreds” marker and the
residents who live in the community – not unlike the disconnection between the Clemson
Architecture students and faculty who crafted Keese Barn Memorial and the residents
who resent its existence. Erecting “The Hundreds” marker seems like a decision to honor
black history in Pendleton, but because residents were not involved in the process, it loses
its significance. Along the same lines, it is important to consider the ever-widening gap
between the West Side of Pendleton and the rest of the community over the last several
decades. For example, one of Pendleton’s holiday traditions is to hold a tree-lighting
ceremony the day after Thanksgiving in the town square. In my time in the archives, I
discovered brochures dating back to the early 1980s advertising the tree-lighting
ceremony – located on the West Side of Pendleton near Keese Barn (this was before the
barn was torn down and replaced by a rusty memorial vis a vis Clemson University). I
was surprised to learn that the annual event occurred on the West Side in the 1980s and
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now in the Village Green. In a shifty move, Pendleton’s officials co-opted the lighting
ceremony and moved it to the town’s polis, the Village Green, the part of town that
Pendleton wants to recognize and be known for. There was no discussion with residents
on the West Side or with the Pendleton Foundation for Black History and Culture. It was
simply moved, and the ties to the West Side were severed (Hassan).
Dickinson, Ott, and Aoki argue that memory is activated by present-day concerns,
it is worthwhile to consider the rhetorical significance of the Hundreds marker in
relationship with South Carolina’s public memory. The last several years in South
Carolina have been tumultuous with issues regarding overt racism and the Confederate
flag. It was not until July 10, 2015 that the Confederate flag was removed from state
grounds in Columbia, South Carolina—and it was a heavily debated topic among South
Carolinians (Gass). Based on the current racial climate in South Carolina, Pendleton’s
history that includes the enslavement of African Americans, it is not a stretch to argue
that PPIM’s decision to erect the Hundreds marker is an example of how the current
racial climate impacts how we deal with public memory. The Hundreds marker can be
read as an attempt for Pendleton to address its African American residents who have
resided here throughout its 226-year-old existence as a town. The sign, although a
magnanimous gesture by PPIM, still does not provide answers about the state of the West
Side of Pendleton and the unchanged demographics over the last hundred years. In
addition, as I note in chapter 2, it is relevant that the Hundreds marker attempts to
chronicle several historic events/people within one marker: it discusses Keese Barn,
Anderson County Training School, Faith Cabin Library, and the West Side of Pendleton.
The result of packing all that information on one historic marker is that the marker loses
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significance and much of what is to be remembered is actually lost. In sharp contrast,
though, there are markers around the Upstate of South Carolina that are devoted to one
building or one individual – and usually, these markers relay information about wealthy,
white people in South Carolina history36.
Dickinson, Ott, and Aoki propose that “memory narrates shared identities,
constructing senses of communal belonging” (6). This sense of shared identity is closely
tied to memory. In the American South, the shared identity is almost mythic in nature –
Southern pride and “The Lost Cause” are commonplace in public discourse. For example,
Southern shared identity is evident in the way that Pendleton tends to convey its white
nationalist narrative via historical signage. Pendleton circulates a wealthy, white,
patriarchal history. Even white women are relegated to the margins, and black and
indigenous narratives are either erased or used to highlight prominent white individuals.
For example, the town marker promotes a shared identity—how white settlers
“established” the town in 1790. Similarly, the museums that highlight indigenous people
in the United States like the Plains Indian Museum (PIM) create an atmosphere where the
visitor takes on the identity of the anthropologist/curator, which distances the visitor from
the Plains Indians’ narratives and sets up the Plains Indians as the Other. Pendleton’s
town marker uses similar colonist language, and, in doing so, positions the reader to take
the position of the settler.
Along the same lines, this notion of a “shared identity” is often plagued by
inaccuracies as organizations will craft an identity that fits an agenda. In the case of the

The following website offers a comprehensive list of the historical markers currently standing in South
Carolina: http://www.lat34north.com/HistoricMarkersSC/MarkerIndex.cfm.
36
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American South, no organization has been more effective in crafting Southern identity
more than the United Daughters of the Confederacy (UDC). Formed after the Civil War,
the UDC wanted to create a Southern identity that people could be proud of, especially
after the Civil War when the American South was at a low point, economically and
socially. They wanted to make sure that Confederate leaders were valorized, so in the 40
year span between 1880-1920, countless memorials were erected in the South to
commemorate Confederate leaders. The UDC were proponents of a new ideology that
argued 1) the Confederate fight was heroic, 2) enslaved people were happy, and 3)
slavery was not the root cause of the war (Lowndes). Needless to say, the UDC was proslavery. While there are no such monuments in Pendleton, just 8 miles to the south in
Anderson, South Carolina is a monument in front of the County Courthouse with this
inscription: “Though conquered, we adore it! Love the cold dead hands that bore it!” The
words reference the Confederate flag and several Civil War battles that occurred nearby,
and they serve as an excellent representation of the UDC’s “Lost Cause” discourse. The
UDC infiltrated public discourse through the creation of a shared Southern identity via
memorials and markers, as well as through textbooks for children. They set up rigid
guidelines that referred back to the three tenets, and history textbooks had to adhere to
them. The textbook writers were frequently Confederate soldiers as well. These textbooks
were a part of the History classroom in the South as late as the 1970s. That is a whole lot
of influence over a period of time.
The UDC created a shared Southern identity – one that persists to this day.
Especially in small, insular communities like Pendleton. Historical memory does not
have to be accurate; in fact, it is often quite inaccurate. But that doesn’t make it any less
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powerful or pervasive. We observe the span of the UDC’s influence in Pendleton’s
annual Ghost Walk, which avoids any discussion of slavery and highlights Confederate
heroes and the Southern “cause.” It is also evident in the way spaces like Woodburn and
Ashtabula are used. While both are what E.V. Walter would deem as “sick spaces”
because of the injustices that occurred therein, they are instead places for destination
weddings or used for tourism (44). Tour guides spend a large portion of time describing
life from the perspective of the plantation owners, their prosperity and way of life.
According to Derek Alderman, “The depiction of slavery as a benign institution of caring
masters and faithful slaves is the cornerstone of an Old South mythology that southern
whites have not only marketed to tourists but used to justify racial inequalities in the New
South” (93).

FIGURE 4.2 Screen capture from United Daughters of the Confederacy website.
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As with the Pendleton town marker, a tour of Woodburn or Ashtabula places us
automatically in the position of settler/slave owner. Slaves and slavery are mentioned in
passing, and in a tour that I took, several items were mentioned that reveal an underlying
UDC ideology. The tour guide, when talking about how the slaves cooked in an outbuilding and that there was no kitchen in the house, casually explained that slaves were
not used to “nice things” and could not be trusted to cook in the house because they
might burn the whole house down. Another time, the guide attempted to downplay the
lack of freedom that slaves had – both during slavery and during the years of
sharecropping – by explaining that the slaves would sneak off at night and move about
the surrounding wooded areas. She explained that it was difficult to trace them because
they knew the wooded area so well. Interestingly enough, this guide said those things
with full knowledge of my research and on a private tour. I would not be surprised if tour
guides made even more overt racist comments during public tours. This white-centric
narrative is not isolated to the plantation homes in Pendleton, of course. In a study that
spanned 122 plantation homes in several Southern states, Jennifer Eichstedt and Stephen
Small found a similar reluctance to address slavery and a focus on white plantation
owners in the narrative:
[At] most sites “slavery and people of African descent either literally were
not present or were not important enough to be acknowledged.” These
sites focused instead on the social life, achievements, and possessions of
the white planter class. Historically, tourism operators and docents have
been reluctant to even utter the words “slave” or “slavery” when
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discussing plantation history and have used euphemisms (e.g., servants) to
describe the enslaved if they are mentioned at all. (105)
Even aside from the side-comments that attempts to diminish the significance of slave
labor to the plantation, the most glaring disparity was in the time spent discussing the
plantation owners in comparison with the African Americans who also lived there. I
marveled that the tour guide spent as much time as she did discussing the
accomplishments of the various white owners, in spite of the fact that she knew that my
research centered around black history in Pendleton. I had to frequently turn the
conversation back to the lives led by slaves at the plantation and was discouraged to find
the original ruins of slave cabins (the one built on the property was a reenactment).
Similarly, in Eichstedt’s and Small’s study, they found that docents spent considerably
more time discussing the home’s architecture, the furnishings, and the owner’s
accomplishments than the lives of the enslaved who worked there. There is an obvious
avoidance to talk about slavery – even at the site of slavery in the South – because many
small towns rely on these spaces for tourism:
Even if southern tourism operators, many of whom are white, are willing
to discuss slavery, they probably fear that retelling the whole, traumatic
story may alienate white audiences and hence lower attendance figures.
However, a growing number of historic sites are pursuing a more frank
discussion of slavery, if not out of a sense of social responsibility then
certainly in response to the growing demand of tourists (including white
tourists) for more authentic, less sanitized, and even tragic historical
narratives. (Alderman 93)
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While Alderman argues that more historic sites are beginning to craft a less sanitized
account of Southern history, this is a slow-moving process. If we just consider the battle
over taking down the Confederate flag at the state capital in Columbia, South Carolina –
in 2015!! – or the fact that only a handful of states have issued “formal expressions of
regret” about slavery37, we clearly have a long way to go (93). However, in 2015,
wealthy Wallace, Louisiana resident John Cummings and owner of Whitney Plantation,
spent $8 million of his own money to turn the plantation into the first slavery museum in
the United States. In response to questions of white guilt and confusion by local residents
about why he would turn a plantation house into a slavery museum when the majority of
other plantations are used for sorority reunions and weddings, Cummings responded with
stark honesty: “If ‘guilt’ is the best word to use, then yes, I feel guilt,” he said. “I mean,
you start understanding that the wealth of this part of the world — wealth that has
benefited me — was created by some half a million black people who just passed us by.
How is it that we don’t acknowledge this?” (Amsden). Cummings clearly does not take
part in the shared Southern identity of the “Lost Cause,” but countless other docents do,
as well as residents of towns and individuals serving on town councils in the South.
While the fear of displeasing tourists is certainly a factor in these circumstances, I also
contend that the impact of the UDC is far-reaching and a significant player in crafting a
shared Southern identity and one that we see playing out within publics and public
discourse.
On June 19, 2018, the city of Charleston, South Carolina issued a formal apology for its role in
establishing slavery in the United States. While “the resolution pledges city officials will work with
businesses and organizations to strive for racial equality, and suggests the creation of an office of racial
conciliation to help the process of racial healing,” many residents doubt that it will be enough to improve
systemic racism in the city.
37
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Along the same lines, Dickinson, Ott, and Aoki also state that “memory is
animated by affect . . . public memory embraces events, people, objects, and places that
it deems worthy of preservation based on some kinds of emotional attachment” (7). The
town marker exhibits this selective memory in how it recounts the town’s inception. The
marker was erected by the Pendleton Bicentennial Committee and the Anderson County
Historical Society in 1990, and it appears that both groups share an emotional attachment
to a white, colonial narrative. The Cherokee Indians are merely a footnote of Pendleton’s
history—as the sign expresses it, the land was “once Cherokee Indian land.” If
Pendleton’s Bicentennial Committee and the Anderson County Historical Society
represent the town’s public memory, they are choosing the stories and people who can be
included in this memory. It’s more significant to consider what people and events are not
included on the town marker, actually. What of the enslaved individuals who worked on
those “summer homes”? If the land was once Cherokee land, what events precipitated the
takeover by Scotch-Irish settlers? What were the implications of settlements and
colonization for the Cherokees? As Dickinson et al identify, the gap between history and
affect is closing, and this is partially a result of what Jay Winter calls “historical
remembrance” (289).
The fourth assertion about public memory is the idea that “memory is partial,
partisan, and thus often contested” (Dickinson et al 9). With regard to the two historical
markers that I have mentioned, it is clearly evident that some memories are clearly
articulated and others are deflected or erased. If many of us recall our Social Studies
lessons in secondary education, the same idea persists: some memories are passed on, and
others are consistently disregarded or effaced in lieu of a white-centric model of
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education. Indeed, Marita Sturken argues that memory and forgetting are “essential to
each other’s existence (2). In the case of the historical markers in Pendleton, which
memories are acknowledged and which ones are overlooked? The forgotten narratives—
of African Americans, Cherokee Indians, and others—illustrate how institutional power
structures reinforce some memories and omit others.

FIGURE 4.3 Screen capture from South Carolina Historical Marker Map

Memorials
Memorials remember people, events, or movements by circulating a shared history. For
my purposes, I consider memorials, monuments, markers, and even some museums to
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function under this premise. According to Erika Doss, there is a definitive link between
memorials and public affect:
Memorials, I argue, are archives of public affect, “repositories of feelings
and emotions” that are embodied in their material form and narrative
content. Pairing discussions of particular memorials with the affective
conditions in which they are imagined, produced, and received (or
experienced and understood), I contend that fresh insights about American
history, memory, and self and national identity are especially realized
through the lens of public feeling. (13)
As archives of public affect, memorials both make an argument about dominant national
sentiment when the memorial/monument/marker was erected as well as have the
capability of evoking a new set of emotions each time we encounter it. While memorials
may be easily overlooked, they have a lot to say about what we stand for as a nation.
Recently, I was speaking to someone who disagrees with the removal of Confederate
monuments and memorials, and he argued that these leaders lived in a time when slavery
was acceptable, so we cannot expect them to behave differently. He contended that these
memorials remind us of a time in our history that should not be removed from public
memory. One glaring problem with his argument – which I pointed out to him – is the
fact that these monuments and memorials do not accurately represent the history because
of the framework that they come from. The intention behind these monuments is not to
accurately represent history but to re-create the Lost Cause and maintain that the Civil
War was not a war about slavery.
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Because memorials function as memory aids (38), it is imperative that we assess
what we are being told to remember and what we are told to forget. Without doubt, the
way the United States uses memorials, monuments, and historic sites is deeply flawed. As
I have already established, the United Daughters of the Confederacy are responsible for
most of the 718 Confederate monuments and memorials around the country. The
Southern Poverty Law Center performed a study to uncover the history of Confederate
monuments and memorials:
The study identified 718 monuments. The majority (551) were dedicated
or built prior to 1950. More than 45 were dedicated or rededicated during
the civil rights movement, between the U.S. Supreme Court’s school
desegregation decision in 1954 and the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. in 1968. The survey counted 32 monuments and other symbols
that were dedicated or rededicated in the years since 2000. (“Whose
Heritage?”)
In fact, the study also made connections between when these monuments were erected
and/or rededicated and the rise in racist sentiments. The following graphic has been
widely circulated since the riots in Charlottesville and the rise in debates over
Confederate monuments and memorials in the United States. As the graphic illustrates,
the greatest number of Confederate monuments occurred in two time periods: when the
NAACP was formed and during the Civil Rights Movement – both periods of time when
Black Americans openly were fighting for equal rights. The argument, of course, is clear
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FIGURE 4.4 Graphic demonstrating the rise in Confederate monuments and memorials in conjunction with key historical events.
© Southern
– especially in light of what we now
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Confederacy’s goals and beliefs. Under the guise of “Southern Pride” and “The Lost
Cause,” the primary goal of these monuments and memorials was to promote a white
supremacist agenda through valorizing overtly racist individuals and erasing social ills
like slavery from public memory.
Similarly, scholars like James Loewen have pointed out for years that the way our
nation memorializes its histories is troubling. Loewen’s research studies American
History textbooks and historical monuments, and other lesser-known details about how
racism has functioned in the United States. His research soundly proves that across a
variety of platforms, Americans believe outright lies or heavily biased stories about
colonialism, slavery, the Civil War, and many other problematic aspects of our history.
Monuments notoriously valorize the wrong people, miss the full narrative, or construct
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false stories. Similarly, Dickinson calls attention to Native American museums and notes
that the way that they are structured prevents visitors from dealing with the colonization
and subsequent slaughter of millions of Native Americans during the so-called “westward
expansion.” Dickinson also establishes that museums like the Plains Indians Museum
(PIM) compels visitors to maintain a “reverent eye,” which encourages visitors to keep a
distant eye that admires the Plains Indians but does not compel them contemplate the
implications of white Americans in the deliberate displacement of indigenous people.
Most recently, since the events in Charlottesville have unfolded, towns around the
country have been propelled to tear down monuments that honor Confederate leaders.
While this is a possible step in the right direction, it does not help Americans to own our
transgressions—especially when we consider how other countries negotiate with
unpleasant histories. Germany, for example, does not make any attempt to mask its more
ugly moments in history, and historical sites around the country unswervingly remember
the Holocaust instead of erase or ignore these events. Although it is significant that the
United States is finally attending to how we memorialize people and events, I am not
convinced that completely removing these artifacts is the correct response. Instead, we
need to consider how we should memorialize our histories.
Around the nation, more monuments and memorials are being removed, and because
events unfold in near real-time, they greatly affect how instructors teach composition and
rhetoric.
In many ways, we are ashamed of our histories – especially in the American
South. However, where Germany channeled that shame into creating various memorials
and monuments that compel us to experience the loss and grief of the Holocaust, we
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hesitate to follow suit in the United States. An excellent example of the contention over
monuments and memorials is in Savannah, Georgia. In 2002, the city erected the first
African American monument. The city of Savannah is rich in historical narratives, and
there are 43 monuments in the city – none of which deal with slavery or of Savannah’s
role in the slave trade (Alderman 95). I bring up this particular monument, though,
because it was met with such resistance from the community – both white and black
residents. Residents and town officials debated over the placement of the monument, the
way the African American family was represented, as well as the accompanying text
(Doss 287). A retired educator, Abigail Jordan, fought to get this monument erected since
1991, and she wanted a quote from a Maya Angelou speech to accompany the monument.
The words were graphic and chronicled images from the Middle Passage. Concerned
about the city’s tourism industry, officials did not want this monument to be the first
thing happy tourists saw when they disembarked from their tour boat. Some black
residents and officials, too, were concerned that the monument would stir up racial
conflict because of the language used on the monument (Alderman 91). Keep in mind
this, too: the monument was built in 2002. It wasn’t until 2007 that Savannah gave an
official statement about the city’s role in the trans-Atlantic slave trade. If larger cities like
Savannah have a difficult time dealing with its histories, it is no wonder that small, rural
towns like Pendleton still operate under the premise of the Old South.
While Alderman does not use language like “shame” to define what kept
Savannah and (and the rest of the American South) from remembering slavery and telling
the stories of enslavement, Erika Doss explains that shame has a lot to do with the
politics of remembering (and forgetting) slavery:
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Today, shame about the nation’s transgressions is generally absent in
terms of how most Americans think about themselves and the nation [...]
To acknowledge shame, after all, is to admit that there is something to be
ashamed about. And for many Americans, shameful monuments in the
nation’s past are just that--in the past and therefore removed from present
personal and/or collective understandings of relevance and responsibility
(256).
Why would Savannah – or Pendleton – want to acknowledge slavery when tourism plays
such a significant role in how the South uses its histories? To acknowledge slavery, we
would have to acknowledge the shame that accompanies this period of history. Emotions
like sadness, anger, and shame do not coincide well with the tourism industry, so rather
than facing these events in history with transparency, we avoid and erase. In the words of
Doss, “As cultural geographer Ken Foote observes, ‘shame can be a powerful motive to
obliterate all reminders of tragedy and violence,’ to the degree that stigmatized places
often become invisible in the national landscape” (257). My project seeks to make visible
what has been forcibly erased from public memory.
In their article, “Spaces of Remembering and Forgetting: The Reverent I/Eye at
the Plains Indian Museum,” Greg Dickinson, Brian Ott, and Eric Aoki discuss how
memory, memorials, and historic sites function in our culture. They focus their study on
the Plains Indian Museum (PIM) and argue that the museum uses a rhetoric of reverence
to distance white visitors to deal with the implications of westward expansion for the
Plains Indians. According to Dickinson et al, reverence simultaneously performs two
functions:
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Reverence exercises a double articulation, evoking both a profound sense
of respect and a distanced, observational gaze. This unique double
articulation, which combines the ideologies of admiration and difference,
performs the symbolic function of transcendence. The social guilt
associated with the violent colonization of the West is assuaged by a
discourse of reverence, which erects a new social hierarchy in which
respect for and celebration of difference becomes the valued social virtue.
As visitors move through the PIM, they avoid (even forget) the sins of
colonization by participating in a discourse of reverence—a discourse that
celebrates the Other without identifying with it. (28-29)
While visitors admire the Plains Indians’ culture, they are able to keep themselves
emotionally distant from the colonization of the West. Although Dickinson et al speak of
the reverent gaze, in some ways, it is similar to Laura Mulvey’s “determining male gaze”
(62). For Mulvey, the gaze is sexualized, and the male observer/viewer projects his erotic
fantasies onto the female subject. She is a purely an object, and the viewer is not meant to
identify with her as a human being. The reverent gaze is similarly objectifying; visitors to
the PIM view the artifacts and the narratives, but they remain distanced from what they
see. In both Mulvey and Dickinson et al, the objectification of the Other prevents viewers
from identifying with the people behind the stories.
Dickinson et al make important connections to “the West” as both a physical
region and an idea: “A visit to the PIM necessitates travel through ‘the West.’ The
American West is both a material, geographic region and a textual construction—a set of
memory images in the collective national imagination” (“Spaces” 31). Similarly, the
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American South is a geographical region, spanning a large portion of the United States—
with highly controversial borders that, in some circles, run as far north as Maryland and
as far west as Texas. The Deep South, though, is an even more distinction designation,
and generally refers to states like South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, and
Louisiana. However, if we consider the “textual construction” of the American South or
the Deep South, we encounter a host of “memory images” including the enslavement of
African Americans, plantations, Jim Crow South, lynching, and countless other such
images. Dickinson et al argue that visitors are already trained “to look reverently” at the
PIM because of traveling through the dramatic beauty of Wyoming’s wide open spaces,
mountains, and, of course, Yellowstone National Park to get to Cody, Wyoming (32).
The Deep South is rather famously known for its hospitality, its wide, welcoming
verandas, and a glass of sweet tea for visitors—and Pendleton, South Carolina capitalizes
on this rhetoric of hospitality. The town’s motto is “History, Hospitality, and
Happenings!”, and this attitude is reflected in the seasonal town-wide socials as well as
the use of historical buildings as tourist destinations. Pendleton wants to be known as a
place where people feel welcomed—as a part of the Deep South “experiential landscape”
(Dickinson et al 30). It is the same rhetoric of hospitality that creates a inauthentic
atmosphere in Pendleton; therefore, when visitors or residents tour the plantation houses
or stop to read the historical markers, they are not able to grapple with the full narrative
of the Deep South—one that includes the stories of Cherokee Indians and African
Americans. The rhetoric of hospitality whitewashes historical markers like the one near
Woodburn, a plantation house in Pendleton. The large “interpretative” sign includes
information about the structure, the agricultural history, as well as famous white
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individuals who resided there—but not a single reference to slavery or the African
Americans who lived there. The sign acts as a material “bless your heart38”—avoid, look
way, and smile. There’s nothing to see here. Where the teepee activates the memory
image of the uncivilized Other at the PIM (35), the plantation house triggers the
rhetorical memory of Gone with the Wind, beautiful women in large hoop skirts, and a
nostalgia for a different time and place. A visit to the PIM will “recount the rich culture
of premodern Plains Indians [while] absolving Euro-Americans of the violence of
conquest” (41). Similarly, a tour through Woodburn depicts the prosperity and beauty of
the plantation era, but through a rhetoric of hospitality, visitors never grapple with the
reality of enslavement or the colonization of the land that originally belonged to the
Cherokee nation.
Similarly, it is not uncommon to view various types of memorials in a historic
town like Pendleton, but as Greg Dickinson et al explain, these memorials often
encourage viewers/participants to distance themselves from whom/what is being
memorialized through a “reverent eye” (“Spaces” 29). In contrast, though, Ulmer
contends that in order to participate in any sort of social change, we must remember that
“Problems B Us” (Internet Invention 2). Taking the notion of “Problems B Us” as a
methodological approach is the MEmorial, which joins “individual and collective
identity” as it bears witness “to a disaster in progress” (Electronic Monuments xxii, xxiv).

For those unfamiliar with this Southern colloquialism, “bless your heart” is not usually a kind statement.
It is often used in tandem with mean gossip or as a scornful phrase. The tone is important, though. “Bles
your heart” sounds courteous, but it is deceptively derogatory.
38
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Pendleton’s Publics
As I continue my study of the intersection between memory and public – in the spaces,
places, and objects in Pendleton – it is helpful to consider the various ways that publics
and public rhetorics function. While some scholars have questioned how we use
monuments and museums to convey ideals (Loewen; Dickinson, Ott, and Aoki), others
have drawn our perspective back to publics and public rhetorics in an effort to think
about the relationships between ecologies and publics (Warner; Dobrin; Jenny Rice;
Rivers). In the coming section, I study these interrelated ideas – publics, public rhetorics,
and materiality – for the purpose making connections between the role of publics and
chora/graphy. How do publics function in general; more specifically, how do they inform
the way we view the past? How are publics and public rhetorics ecological in nature?
What can we glean from material rhetorics, and what must we remove from it in order to
consider both the individual and the collective response? While chora/graphy does not
necessitate a careful study of publics, because I am working within the spaces and places
of a historic town with countless monuments, ruins, markers, and buildings, I am
purposely bringing in this conversation to provide a more rich context.
From the beginning of this project, I have openly positioned myself as a
participant in this research – there is no guise of the “objective” researcher here. As a
result, it is relevant to set up my experiences as a resident in this small Southern town. I
was (and in many ways am still) an outsider looking in. I consider myself a resident of
Pendleton, but I do not have the same shared history that many of the residents can claim.
Many residents have lived in Pendleton their entire life, as well as their parents,
grandparents, and great-grandparents. As an outsider, situations that are commonplace for
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long-term residents are more obvious to me. The everyday becomes mundane and
commonplace, and what David Sibley calls “opaque” forms of exclusion do not make the
nightly news because we are so used to seeing them (ix). As I have sought to understand
these geographies of exclusion in Pendleton, I look to the everyday, what we might even
call the “mundane artifacts” (Blythe; Rivers and Weber). While I recognize that historical
markers and tours may not technically be considered “mundane” by some, I do see these
public forms of rhetoric as mundane to resident of Pendleton or even to the tourist. Many,
many people walk past the town marker in Pendleton’s Village Green and do not
contemplate the rhetorical implications or the histories that are currently still be erased –
in 2018. These public rhetorics are mundane; they are opaque. Most do not see them or
acknowledge them. However, in spite of the fact that many do not truly consider the
implications of public rhetorics, we are, nonetheless products of these ecologies. We are
all a part of these living and nonliving assemblages, and we are deeply impacted by being
a part of these communities. This is the work of publics and public rhetorics – they
persuade even as we are unaware – which is why it is so vital that we consider how we
communicate to the public and the voices that speak and the voices that are silenced.
Publics and public rhetorics are ideas that are complementary, but it’s necessary
to understand publics before we can explore public rhetorics in greater depth. There is a
difference between a public and the public, and there are many publics as well. As
Michael Warner explains, the public is a “social entity” that is often characterized by a
town, city, state, or even a religious group or a denomination (65). Furthermore, the
public is not concerned with the individuals who are outside the group; instead, this kind
of public shares a common experience, belief, or spatial relationship. The kind of public
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that Warner reviews is a third kind, “the kind of public that comes into being only in
relation to texts and their circulation” (66). It this third kind of public that is most
relevant to my work, but I would further extend Warner’s use of the word text. What is a
text though? Many times, the word connotes alphabetic text, but as many within rhetoric
and composition have maintained, a variety of living and nonliving entities are textual,
from a landscape to a town’s monthly newsletter (Shipka; Gries; Palmeri; Arroyo;
Haynes).
Throughout this chapter, I introduce various publics in Pendleton – some that I am
part of and others that I am not. I investigate the process of public formation even as I
recognize that I am creating new publics simply by writing these words. It’s impossible
to not consider the current socio-political climate as I write as well. Ideas have been
circulating for years about monuments and the way we memorialize histories, but within
the last year, we have seen an increased fervor and attention because of the rise in a more
openly expressed white supremacy. When we think about ideas and theories that circulate
within publics and forming new publics, we must pay careful attention to the current
moment in time, as I do in this work. In the case of Pendleton, there are multiple publics
at work, including the Pendleton Historic Foundation, store owners, the Pendleton
Foundation for Black History and Culture, residents on the West Side of Pendleton, the
Pendleton Community Center, residents who reside elsewhere, public signage, tour guide
information and pamphlets – as well this new public that is created as a result of my
research into the town’s spatialized racism and mis/use of historical narratives. Warner
further breaks down how a public functions and how we can recognize it. He makes the
point that “a public is self-organized […] and exists by virtue of being addressed” (67).
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My research certainly falls under this designation, especially because I am inputting my
ideas on a town that has existed for over 225 years with multiple publics at play. Here I
am, addressing a problem and creating a new public. As someone who reads these words,
you, by extension, are a part of this new public as well.
An important distinction that Warner also makes is this:
No single text can create a public. Nor can a single voice, a single genre,
even a single medium. All are insufficient to create the kind of reflexivity
that we call a public, since a public is understood to be an ongoing space
of encounter for discourse. Not texts themselves create publics, but the
concatenation of texts through time. (90)
This oft-quoted section from Warner’s book addresses an idea that reoccurs in this
chapter and throughout other parts as well. No single text, voice, genre, or medium
creates a public. Publics are relational, cumulative, ecological, and complex. This is why
it’s an important distinction to refer to a public and not the public. A single public
reinforces an over-simplified view of public relationality and rhetorical movements. We
miss the nuance of varying perspectives or the impact of non-human influences when we
talk about the public as a monolith. Rather, as I continue my study of Pendleton, I must
consider the concatenation of rhetorical participants, including easily missed participants
like historical markers and plantation houses, as well as the remnants of the Keese Barn,
town council members, and construction workers who are working to improve the
Village Green area (and not the West end of town). How do these networked publics
inform the way the town functions? How do the various publics in Pendleton reinforce
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the town’s motto of “History, Hospitality, and Happenings”? These are just a few of the
questions that I interrogate.
A public is also brought together through the effects of harmful circumstances or
individuals. In Jane Bennett’s discussion of Dewey’s The Public and its Problems, she
explains the process of bodies with shared harmful experiences evolving into a problem:
In The Public and Its Problems, Dewey presents a public as a
confederation of bodies, bodies pulled together not so much by choice (a
public is not exactly a voluntary association) as by a shared experience of
harm that, over time, coalesces into a “problem.” Dewey makes it clear
that a public does not preexist its particular problem but emerges in
response to it. A public is a contingent and temporary formation existing
alongside many other publics, protopublicss, and residual or postpublics.
Problems come and go, and so, too, do publics: at any given moment,
many different publics are in the process of crystallizing and dissolving.
(100)
Dewey, by way of Bennett, argues that a public only emerges in response to a shared
problem, and, as a result, the entire notion of publics is constantly evolving, moving,
beginning, and ending. While one public is beginning, another one may be ending.
Similarly, new publics can be formed as off-shoots of other publics—what Bennett calls
“protopublics” or “postpublics.”
In the case of my research in Pendleton, Bennett’s definition of publics is
particularly relevant. As a resident of Pendleton, South Carolina, I have noticed several
problems: segregation, poverty, an ignorance or erasure of non-normative histories, and
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so, I respond to these problems via my research. Because of my work, I am a part of a
public in Pendleton; I am a part of a public that is troubled by the above mentioned
issues, and I am a part of a public that desires to study it and come to conclusions that
might be helpful to the town. However, as I have stated elsewhere, the problems that
concern me are not simply relegated to one small, Southern town. Rather, these issues of
spatialized, racialized, and classed distinctions are actual glocal issues—meaning that the
local is global (Chun; Lu and Horner; Brandt and Clinton; Canagarajah).
While there are many publics in Pendleton, I am part of a public that overlaps
with others. My research intersects with the Pendleton Historic Foundation, Lake
Hartwell Country Tourism Region, the Pendleton Community Center, the Bart Garrison
Agricultural Museum of South Carolina, the Pendleton Foundation for Black History and
Culture, Hunters Store and Pendleton Archives, as well as to private residents who own
historic homes, residents of Pendleton, residents in the West Side of Pendleton, and many
other publics as well. As I mentioned in the previous chapter, the nature of chora/graphy
is both collective and individual, so the fact that I work independently yet within these
imbricating publics demonstrates a project that is both personal and community-based. I
concur with Ulmer, who contends that when we consider any sort of cultural, social, or
environmental ills, that we must remember that “Problems B Us” (Internet Invention 2).
In other words, we must not distance ourselves from the problems in our culture; instead,
we must analyze how and why we are implicated as well. As a result, we do not distance
ourselves from societal ills but consider our own culpability. This idea of “Problems B
Us” is vital to chora/graphy – as well as to any community-based project. While Jenny
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Rice does not use this terminology in Distant Publics, I observe parallel ideas that are
applicable.
In Distant Publics, Rice proposes a different perspective as we study the
interaction between places and publics; she argues that by focusing on how people view
themselves as a part of or in relation to publics, and these publics “populate, change, and
undergo the effects of material places” (14). This theory – what she calls a “publics
approach to place” – partially informs the way I view publics in relations to the spaces
and place in Pendleton. Affect does guide chora/graphy, but I would agree with Rice that
a strong rhetorical argument is not necessarily felt. Sometimes when we feel, it is easier
to write ourselves outside the problem:
To point out and decry racism (or any social ill) is not the same as
adopting a truly public subjectivity. Ironically enough, it may be a way to
write oneself outside the scene of public rhetorical action. To simply call
for an end to racism (or an end to any other public crisis) risks closing the
line of intervention too soon. We leave no space to consider the multiple
networks across which this crisis is embedded, and through which we may
rework the relations of power. (177)
I’m certain that many, if not most, residents in Pendleton would assert that racism is
wrong and has no place in our town. However, this statement is usually the beginning and
the end of such thinking and may be a way to write ourselves out of the problem. What of
the “multiple networks across which this crisis is embedded”? There are many
intersecting publics in Pendleton at play, between the Pendleton Historic Foundation to
the zoning commission. Is it enough to decry racism yet fund a $700,000 improvement
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project for the Village Green and not put any resources towards creating a park on the
West Side of Pendleton? In spite of the fact that residents already use the area around the
metal memorial as a park and have repeatedly asked the town to help them create a green
space? Or what of the Pendleton Pride in Motion, the organization created to improve
relations within the town between black and white residents? Pendleton Pride in Motion’s
logo is “Forging Alliances and Strengthening Neighborhoods,” and their mission is “to
create and maintain a healthier community by enhancing the quality of life for all citizens
in the Pendleton area” (“Pendleton Pride”). The nonprofit organization built a playground
and have contributed to various health initiatives around the area, and based on their
mission and the historical marker they erected in the West Side of Pendleton, PPIM
seems to want to connect with all residents, including the African-American community
in the West Side of Pendleton. PPIM is another network within Pendleton as part of the
many networks that impact issues of race and class. What is the relationship between
Pendleton Pride in Motion and the Pendleton Historic Foundation? Or of the zoning
commission and the residents in the West Side of Pendleton? My point is this: it
oversimplifies social problems when we simply assent to racism as a social ill and do not
consider all the forces at work within publics, spaces, and places.
My work makes the overt connection between Rice’s argument of a public
subjectivity and Ulmer’s theory that “Problems B Us.” Taken to the most basic level,
Rice is saying that we distance ourselves from social or cultural problems by not adopting
a public subjectivity; we remove the burden from ourselves and objectively – from a
distance – claim that racism is wrong. But we don’t write ourselves into the problem. If
Problems B Us, then I am compelled to get involved. For example, I observe that there
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are not historic tours that inform people about African American histories in Pendleton,
perhaps because we don’t want to know about those stories. They make us
uncomfortable. They implicate us. In the next chapter, I will more fully elaborate on this
idea, but I believe that this is where MEmorial allows us to work through social problems
on a personal level and make sense of them before we too quickly intervene in
complicated socio-political issues.
In the same way, because a public is “a cluster of bodies harmed by the actions of
others or even actions born from their own actions as these transact” (Bennett 101),
public rhetorics scholarship looks to engage with social problems, community problems,
and bring them into the writing classroom as a learning tool. Public rhetorics are also
ecological – we cannot consider one area of a public unless we consider the various
interactions and relationships between publics, material objects, organizations, histories,
buildings, spaces, and landscapes. While Marilyn Cooper is talking about the act of
writing, I think we can make a similar conjecture about public rhetorics: “Writing is an
activity through which a person is continually engaged with a variety of socially
constituted systems” (367). As I engage with this project in Pendleton, I am continually
engaged with a variety of socially constituted publics and public rhetorics. I have
interacted with residents from the West end of town and from other parts of town. I have
conversed with various players in the historical scene, from the executive director of
tourism for the region, to members of town council, board members from the Pendleton
Historic Foundation, to historians. I have also engaged with material spaces, historical
markers, and choral spaces that I observe with the Felt. All of these systems interact in
the many ecologies that exist in Pendleton. As an ecologist, too, I study these systems and
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the systems that are still forming (368). I don’t believe that I can explore publics and
public rhetorics without firmly placing them within an ecological framework (Dobrin;
Edbauer; Cooper; River and Weber).
Taking these ideas about publics, public rhetorics, and ecologies further, I turn to
Jenny Edbauer (Rice). When I think about all the players, these publics, in Pendleton, I
place them within rhetorical ecologies, and in doing so, I take into account how the past
affects the present. As Edbauer explains, “. . . the elements of a rhetorical situation can be
re-read against the historical fluxes in which they move” (8). I would up the ante and say
that the elements of the rhetorical situation must be re-read against the historical fluxes in
which they move. When I think about the current situation in Pendleton, the town’s
refusal to acknowledge black histories and stories and spaces/places, as well as the
whitewashing of history through touristy plantation houses, I must consider the historical
fluxes. This includes the town’s inception – taken from Cherokee Indians – and how the
town became a place for aristocratic Low Country residents to spend their summers. I
must remember the plantation houses and the black individuals who labored and died
there. I cannot forget about the legacy of share croppers in Pendleton, and the same
repetitive pattern that kept black residents from gaining any sort of economic advantage
or equality. I must ponder the role of the Rosenwald School that offered “separate but
equal” schooling for black children and how it mysteriously burned in the 1960s and of
the Faith Cabin Library – one of two that are left in the entire country – where black
people could pursue literacy. I must think about the inception of the Pendleton
Foundation for Black History and Culture, that was formed in the 1970s in response to
the Civil Rights movement with the goal of remembering and preserving the history of
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black Pendletonians. I must remember Keese Barn, and its Friday night fish fries and
Saturday night barbeques for residents on the West Side of town, and how all that is left
now is a rusty metal memorial and a few lawn chairs scattered underneath. As Dickinson,
Ott, and Aoki aruge, “The ‘production’ of memory places is ongoing. Their rhetorical
invention is not limited to simply their initial construction. We must attend as well to the
intervening uses, deployments, circulations, and rearticulations in the time between the
establishment of a place and our current practices in and of the place” (Places 31). These
publics are not separate or separated from when and where they formed.

The Forgotten Pendleton
As someone who has not lived in Pendleton for long, it would be easy for me to create a
tour that represents what I think should be remembered. However, because I do not have
the experience of living here my entire life, nor do I have the experience of living through
Jim Crow Pendleton as an African American, or of a longtime resident watching her
neighborhood deteriorate. I am just as much a participant of Pendleton’s narrative – I
have learned much of what I know through observation, as well as through chora/graphy.
But what of other people’s affective spaces and places? What of the objects that I do not
know about? These are Pendleton’s forgotten histories.
A typical historic tour in Pendleton might traverse east on Queen Street, past some of the
antebellum homes and St. Paul’s Episcopal Church, as well as past Hunter’s Store, a
mercantile-type store dating back to the early 19th century. Other tours of Ashtabula and
Woodburn are provided by the Pendleton Historic Foundation. Some tours may even
offer a token side trip to see the marker text for the site of an African American school
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site or to King Chapel AME Church (a historic Black church in the community). But the
way Black history is remembered in Pendleton does not venture past these sites and
certainly does not invite tourists or residents to the West Side of Pendleton. In fact, one of
the glaring issues in the memorialization/tourism industry in town is how it does not
glean from the community to learn more about the untold stories. This is why MEmorial
is such an impactful mode of remembering – it draws from the individual and the
collective to consider the abject suffering that has not been publicly recognized. Even
after I toured the plantation houses, went on the Ghost Tour, and allowed chora/graphy to
take me on an affective tour, there was so much that I missed. This is where community
engagement is vital to MEmorial.

Riverside Middle School
To me, Riverside Middle School has always been a significant site for current Pendleton,
but I did not realize that is also a site of memory. As I have previously noted, Riverside is
significant to Pendleton’s socio-political conversation because it is located on the West
Side of Pendleton. Because it is the sole middle school that serves the entire Anderson
County District 4, the children who previously attended elementary schools like Mount
Lebanon and Townville39 must attend a school that is only 52% white. On top of those
demographics, parents must drive to and from the school twice a day, which means they
must drive through the West Side of Pendleton – past the Welcome/Do not enter sign,
Keese Barn Memorial, Pendleton Community Center, Faith Cabin Library, the Hundreds
historic marker – and past people of color who may be playing basketball in front of PCC
39

The demographics of Mount Lebanon and Townville are 83% and 90% white, respectively (“About Us”).
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or sitting near Keese Barn Memorial. This route is unattractive to many of the white
parents, so there has been an ongoing struggle within these communities to move the
middle school out of the West Side and back into a predominately white neighborhood.
The rhetoric surrounding this movement does not discuss race, though. Rather, parents
make the argument that the school is too isolated, and that location could be a danger in
case of an emergency40 (Hassan; Gantt).

FIGURE 4.5 Screenshot of a map of the West Side of Pendleton. The blue line represents the way parents have to
travel through the West Side to get to Riverside.

Members of the Pendleton Foundation for Black History and Culture, as well as
those involved with the Pendleton Community Center, are actively fighting to keep the
location at Riverside Middle. They do so because of the school’s location in the heart of a
historically Black neighborhood, but they also fight it because of the school’s rich

This argument is linked to the school shooting that occurred on September 28, 2016 at Townville
Elementary. Ironically, this perpetrator of this shooting was a white male, and the school’s demographics
are 90% white.
40
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history. The school was built in 1954 and was meant to be an African American
“equalization school” – during a time when Black children were not allowed to attend
school with white children (“South Carolina”). It picked up where the Anderson County
Training School left off, but the situation was not much better for Black students who
attended Riverside. It was common for books to be falling apart with pages removed and
broken desks and chairs. Students in science classrooms dealt with limited equipment –
for example, all students had to share one Bunsen burner for chemistry experiments and
one microscope in the biology classroom (Gantt). In spite of the lack of supplies,
Riverside was still the first time where Black students in Pendleton could attend a school
that was built for them. To this day, Black Pendletonians remember walking to their
neighborhood school. Riverside was a part of the community, and even after federal
integration changed the dynamics within the school, it has remained on the West Side of
Pendleton (Hassan). As a result, it would be devastating to the Black community for the
school to be moved out of the West Side and to a predominately white neighborhood on
the east side of town.
I argue that Riverside is forgotten space in Pendleton – not forgotten by the Black
community but forgotten by the town’s historic foundations and tourism. To an
uninformed observer, the space is simply a middle school for Anderson Country District
4. Because there is no historical marker on the property, as well as the fact that the school
is not listed as a historic site by the town, residents or tourists do not recognize the
significance of the school to the Black community.
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Faith Cabin Library
While this building is slightly better recognized by the town, Faith Cabin Library does
not enjoy the same financial attention or tourism that other spaces like Woodburn or
Ashtabula do. The library was built in1936 by Willie Lee Buffington, a white mill
worker, who later became a minister and college professor. Because of segregation laws
in the late 19th and the first half of the 20th century, African Americans were not allowed
to use public libraries, so Faith Cabin Library provided library services to Black residents
in Pendleton, as well as the nearby rural communities in Pickens and Anderson County.
This Faith Cabin Library is significant because it is “. . . one of only two remaining freestanding Faith Cabin Libraries extant of the thirty built in South Carolina between 1932
and 1943” (“South Carolina”). In spite of the Library’s undeniable historical impact in
Pendleton, it is not a part of any historical tours and does not have its own historical
marker. As I previously mentioned, there is a passing reference to Faith Cabin Library on
The Hundreds historical marker, but there is no depth to this discussion. As a result,
residents and tourists do not realize the significance of this building, and its memory
continues to fade from public memory. The Library is in rough shape as well, and the
PFBHC recently saved money to repair the metal roof and drew from local labor to make
these improvements. It’s noteworthy that the town council did not play a role in these
improvements, nor did the Pendleton Historic Foundation, and no portion of the
$750,000 used to beautify the town square was used for even basic repairs towards Faith
Cabin Library.
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FIGURE 4.6 Faith Cabin Library. Photograph by the author.

FIGURE 4.7 Pendleton Community Center. Photograph by the author.
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Pendleton Community Center
To someone driving by the Pendleton Community Center (PCC), it appears like another
dilapidated building on the West Side of Pendleton. It’s white paint is peeling in places,
and the roof is worn. Located on the same property as Faith Cabin Library, as well as a
playground and basketball court, this building is easily overlooked. While some of the
other spaces in Pendleton receive even a passing mention on The Hundreds marker text,
there is nothing about Pendleton Community Center. I assumed – as I’m sure many do –
that it used to be a space for people to congregate for meetings and events but is not used
anymore due to its physical appearance. However, the Center is another forgotten space
in Pendleton, and again, its significance to/within the Black community is not publicly
circulated.
Throughout the years, the Center has served the community in a variety of ways.
First, it is not just a building, but a nonprofit organization dedicated to civil rights and
creating a safe space for the youth. Once federally mandated integration finally changed
the educational environment in Pendleton, Riverside and other schools became
integrated. This was not an easy transition in Pendleton or elsewhere, so there were
frequent issues between students and between Black students and faculty as well
(Peppers; Hassan; Ingrid). The PCC acted as a liaison between the community and the
school; if there were incidents where Black students experienced racist overtones or
treatment, the PCC would step in and meet with school officials. It was not uncommon
for parents to look to the PCC board to fight their battles, and as a result, parents felt like
they had a voice during a time of tumultuous transition. Board members like Robert
Henry Thompson and Albert Gantt were vocal participants in school board meetings and
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“were a force to be reckoned with” (Yvette). It was commonly known that if there were
“racial problems” at school, that parents could call the PCC to intervene; therefore the
PCC functioned like a local chapter of the NAACP (Yvette). Along the same lines, the
PCC served an educational function for young people on the West Side of Pendleton.
Throughout the summer, there were summer programs so that children could enjoy
recreation, reinforce skills at school, as well as receive free breakfast and lunch daily.
Parents knew that their kids were safe at the PCC, and children grew up among their
friends during the summer months (Peppers). In many of my interviews with residents,
they cite their summer years at the PCC as some of the most formative in their life.
Instead of the PCC continuing to fall into disrepair, the board members are
actively trying to keep the building in work order. Others in the town, like Don Peppers,
has created summer programs similar to the ones that he attended as a child. Camp
Proverbs and Camp Essence, respectively for young men and young women, provide
breakfast and lunch for kids, character training, along for football and basketball time.
Peppers, along with the PCC, wants to see the space again used to improve the
community, but because of a lack of finances, both Peppers and the PCC struggle to stay
afloat. While a nonprofit organization, if the town at large valued spaces like this and the
history represented therein, there would be options for members. At the very least, the
PCC should be a part of the town’s historical narrative.

The Dog House
On the same property as the Anderson County District 4 is a large abandoned brick
building that was once a gymnasium called “The Dog House.” Some of Pendleton’s
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greatest athletes (many of them African American) played in that gym. The current
Pendleton High School gymnasium is named after Booker T. Davis, who was a famous
coach during the years of The Dog House. Davis was a prominent African American in
the community, though many are unaware of his influence, other than the current gym
that is named after him. Residents would pack out the gym during events even though it
was not air-conditioned (Peppers). Like many of Pendleton’s forgotten spaces, The Dog
House is closely linked with prominent African American individuals and is currently
unrecognized by the town. Many residents wish that a historical marker could be placed
nearby to remember its significance to the town.

The Path to School – Anderson County Training School
Prior to the construction of Riverside as an “equalization school” in 1954, Anderson
County Training School was were Black residents were educated. This building, which
burned in the 1960s41 no longer exists, but it was located on the same property as the
PCC and Faith Cabin Library – all on the West Side of Pendleton. The path to school
each day was often a traumatizing one for Black children though. While most people of
color have historically resided on the West Side of Pendleton, some did live on the east
end of Queen Street. For children who had to make the trek from the east side to the West
Side of Pendleton, they had rocks thrown at them by white children and even adults.
They were taunted and abused on a daily basis as they made their way to school, to be

41 According to The Hundreds marker, the school burned in the 1960s, but there is no other information
about the burning that I could find. However, many Rosenwald schools were burned during the Civil Rights
Movement by white supremacists in response to the growing conversation about equality. While I cannot
definitely prove that Anderson County Training School was burned by white supremacists, it is historically
possible that this was the case.
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educated in a subpar building with not even the bare essentials, like paper, pencils, and
adequate books and materials.

FIGURE 4.8 Mapping “the path to school.” The blue line on the bottom half of the image illustrates the route that
some Black students took to get from the east side of town to Anderson County Training School, on the West Side of
Pendleton.

Lessons Learned
There are many spaces, places, and objects that have been overlooked by Pendleton’s
dominant narrative, some of which I have just discussed. The stories that are linked to
these areas leave an indelible mark on the town’s ethos, but most of these narratives are
unknown by the white community nor is there any movement to open up the discussion
or the way we remember Black history in Pendleton. Unless I spoke to the people who
inhabit these spaces and places, I would not know as well. This is why I argue that
memorials can and must be a community-based effort and must consider the stories that
have been erased or ignored by the dominant narrative. This is also why I insert Ulmer’s
notion of MEmorial into conversation with community writing scholarship and memory
studies. As a theory and method that is characterized by an individual and collective
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component, it naturally resides in these liminal spaces that are unseen. In the following
chapter, I clarify the notion of MEmorial and describe how I apply it to Pendleton, South
Carolina.
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Chapter 5
An Inward Look: From Memorial to MEmorial

“The hypothesis of electronic monumentality is that commemoration is a fundamental
experience joining individual and collective identity, which must be adapted in any case
to the emerging apparatus of electracy.” – Gregory Ulmer

“. . . MEmorial theorizes how we might write our relationship to nature differently
through digital media and digital writing. . .” – Sean Morey

Recently, I toured the McLeod Plantation near Charleston, South Carolina as part
of my ongoing examination of how memory is practiced and performed in the American
South. Immediately upon walking into the Welcome Center, I noticed a distinctly
different narrative than what is circulated in Pendleton’s public spaces, including its two
plantation houses. Centered in the Welcome Center is a cotton gin, surrounded by
informational signage. Directly below the gin is a large, rectangular sign entitled,
“Transitioning to Freedom” with the following text:
The story of McLeod Plantation is a tale of tragedy and transcendence.
Through generations of enslavement, a brutal war, and the challenges of
building lives amidst institutional inequality and repression, African
Americans asserted their humanity while plantation owners struggled to
maintain wealth and power. Do you think plantation owners like the
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McLeod family experienced and perceived these tumultuous times
differently than the Dawsons, Forrests, and other African
American families who lived here? Despite their differences, do you think
the people who lived here for decades shared any similar feelings?

FIGURE 5.1 Sign in McLeod Plantation’s Welcome Center. Photograph by the author.

Several differences were immediately evident to me: (1) The focus is altered from simply
viewing the artifacts from the perspective of wealthy white plantation owners to
contemplate the spaces, places, and objects from the Black families who lived and
worked at McLeod. (2) The rhetorical choice to name African American families instead
of lumping them together as a homogenous group of slaves. (3) The visuals that
accompanied the text were of Black individuals in various socio-economic positions.
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While this example of progressive tourism is hopeful, it unfortunately does not
represent the current discourse represented in Pendleton’s spaces, places, and objects, as
well as the majority of towns and cities in the South. The tour did raise some larger
questions about the relationship between tourism and theoria, a term in the ancient Greek
world that refers to the practice of interacting with spaces and places. E.V. Walter
explains that, “Originally theoria meant seeing the sights, seeing for yourself, and getting
a worldview. The first theorists were 'tourists'—the wise men who traveled to inspect the
obvious world. Solon, the Greek sage whose political reforms around 590 B.C. renewed
the city of Athens, is the first 'theorist' in Western history” (Walter 3-4). Where we would
most likely view tourism through the lens of how it is practiced in the United States,
replete with overpriced aquarium tickets, tacky, low quality tee shirts from the local
beach store, theoria-tourism is a contemplative practice that considers how we interact
with spaces and places and how those spaces and places remember various historical
events. Gregory Ulmer writes, “When tourists add theoria (witnessing) to their itinerary,
they expose a problematic dimension of the environment to a new kind of attention
whose function would not be ‘spectacle’ but ‘healing’” (Metaphoric Rocks). The kind of
tourism that MEmorial accomplishes is theoria-tourism because it compels participants to
examine the spaces that they visit through the lens of “the problem.” Theoria-tourism
asks questions like: What socio-political issues are related to this building? How can I
look past the “spectacle” of this historical site and participate in its healing? What are
some marginalized voices/experiences/perspectives that are not currently circulated in
this public discourse?
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Using MEmorial as theoria-tourism as a starting point, this chapter acquaints us
with MEmorial and answers basic questions about what this practice is and how it differs
from traditional forms of memory practice. I discuss previous MEmorial projects and
distinguish my work from the others vis a vis its community engagement component. The
term “MEmorial” may connote a distinctly me-centered project, but this assumption
couldn’t be farther from the truth. The distinguishing factor of MEmorial its relationship
between the individual and the collective. The remainder of the chapter explains the
process of creating the virtual reality (VR) counter-tour, Counter-Tour: Remembering
Pendleton’s Black Histories, (hereafter referred to as Counter-Tour), along with
screenshots, interviews, and textual commentary. Ultimately, this chapter argues, with
Ulmer, that “MEmorial allows us to help ‘compose’ public facts” that push back against
hegemonic historical narratives (Electronic Monuments xx).

Problems Be Who/m?
In Chapter 4, I established some problematic aspects about the way we traditionally
approach memorials. One conspicuous issue is that memorials, monuments, and markers
do not represent history accurately. Frequently, they are erected by groups like the United
Daughters of the Confederacy (UDC) for the purpose of circulating a rhetoric of the Old
South. As Loewen writes, many of the monuments and memorials are outright lies, or at
the very least, focus on a white man’s history. Similarly, the textbooks used by many
schools omit uncomfortable aspects of history – something the UDC also had a hand in
through the early 1980s (Lowndes). However, these issues of remembering and forgetting
are persistent problems, both in public monuments and curriculum development. One
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group in Texas – Mexican American Studies (MAS) – is currently fighting to change the
way students are taught about Mexican-American relations. The current course of study
valorizes the Texas Rangers but does not divulge the amount of Mexicans who were
slaughtered during the late 19th century (Garcia and Garcia). There are many such stories
around the United States – whether we are studying a small Southern town like
Pendleton, a larger city like Savannah, or the borderlands of Texas.
For the purposes of my research, the issue that I focus most on is the way
memorials distance us from what is being memorialized. As Dickinson, Ott, and Aoki
point out, we are taught to reverence but not identify with what is being memorialized.
Similarly, as Jenny Rice establishes, it is easy to write ourselves outside the scene of
rhetorical action too soon (177). Assembling together these two overlapping ideas, I see
MEmorial as a potential way to mitigate these issues facing traditional memorials and
monuments. Where traditional memorials cause us to look outward – and distance
ourselves – MEmorial forces us to consider how “Problems B Us” and look inward
(Internet Invention 7). What exactly does “Problems B Us” mean though? Instead of
Problems B You, them, anyone else other than me, Problems B Us considers the range of
personal responsibility in socio-political, environmental, and ecological issues. As an
example of how individuals tend to distance themselves from social problems, Paul
Wright, activist and editor of Prison Legal News, explains in the documentary American
Jail how wealthy people disassociate themselves from issues of explicit racism in their
communities: “People in rich suburbs don’t want to talk about the zoning restrictions that
they have that are there to keep poor people out, and blacks are disproportionately poor in
this country. Those are real issues, but no one looks in the mirror and says, ‘How am I
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contributing to the problem?’” Wright’s explanation of why issues like zoning
restrictions and other forms of spatialized racism do not change, as well as my argument
in Chapter 3 about the problem with traditional memorials, is why I position MEmorial as
an intervention – both in Pendleton as well as around the American South and the United
States as well.
As I have explained, traditional memorials differ from MEmorial. For example,
Keese Barn Memorial is an example of a traditional memorial in Pendleton. It was
erected by architecture students from Clemson University under the direction of their
professor. While the creators of the memorial did speak with stakeholders in Pendleton,
according to the Pendleton Foundation for Black History and Culture (PFBHC), they
were misled about its appearance and function. In addition, the Architecture Department
did not ask for thoughts and perspectives about the memorial; rather, they had an idea and
created the memorial based on the idea. Another way of saying this is: It was not an
organic process, and they did not draw from the memories of the community when they
built the memorial. Rather than being the West Side of Pendleton’s memorial, it was
Clemson Architecture Department’s memorial.
As I have developed ideas for creating a MEmorial for the West Side, from the
beginning, I have made an effort to balance the individual (my perspective, hopes, and
plans) with the collective (the community’s perspective, hopes, and plans). Thus far, I
have chronicled my process, which includes chora/graphy as a methodology that
functioned as the vehicle that eventually got me to the place where I hypothesize about
Pendleton’s problems. However, if I stopped at that point and created the MEmorial with
only my assumptions and observations, I would have completely missed the collective
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component of the project. As I have interacted with the community, met with
stakeholders, and participated in meetings, my perception of Pendleton (including its
problems) has become far richer and more nuanced. Likewise, I have expanded the sites
of memorial as a result of learning the stories of the community.
In his MEmorial, “Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth,” Sean Morey explains
the difference between traditional memorials and MEmorial:
Traditionally, we memorialize events through the construction
monuments, which demonstrate the collective values of a society through
the nexus of the monument and the ideals associated with what it
represents. But as Gregory L. Ulmer (2005) pointed out, the official values
symbolized by a monument often mask the abject values and sacrifices
that support these overt values. Through associative networking, the
digital internet offers the possibility for a distributed monumentality that
can raise these abject sacrifices to the surface. A distributed practice of
monumentality can affect and change how we collectively read the oil
spill, altering how we collectively read oil itself.
As Morey establishes, a typical memorial is thought to convey the values of a society, but
when a society is co-opted by groups like the United Daughters of the Confederacy or the
Pendleton Historic Foundation, the only values that are conveyed are the ones proffered
by that group. What is missing is this notion of “associative networking,” where several
different groups of people can interact with issues from a variety of perspectives. What
happens then is the abject sacrifices – the ones that are either unrecognized or simply
erased/forgotten – are acknowledged. A simple examples is seen in the historic markers
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posted near Woodburn and Ashtabula. While both markers clearly acknowledge the
wealthy, white men who “built” the homes, they do not recognize the abject sacrifice of
the black men, women, and children who labored on those plantations to support the
lifestyle of those wealthy white men. While there are monuments and memorials that deal
with remembering slavery in Cincinnati, Ohio – the National Underground Railroad
Freedom Center – and the National Museum of African American History and Culture in
Washington, DC, “there are significant voids in public recognition of slavery, especially
within the U.S. South” (Alderman 93). A MEmorial takes into account all of those
narratives but equally asks: how am I implicated?
Without a doubt, though, MEmorial is an experimental, creative, post-critical
method. It is about invention, though it does necessitate that we understand the sociopolitical and historical issues at stake. MEmorial makes it possible for us to use digital
methods and internet spaces as civic spaces, so it helps us intervene in space/place and
public rhetorics. To clarify and make concrete the concept of MEmorial, I unpack it in
three different yet interconnecting ways: 1) MEmorial is theory and praxis, 2) It is
composed of a peripheral and a testimonial, 3) It is the convergence of community-based
practice and digital writing.
The line between theory and praxis is a blurry one. I have always believed that my
theory informs my praxis and my praxis informs my theory. At the core of this blurred
theory/praxis continuum is the concept of invention and movement. To maintain that
theory and praxis are stationary and unchanging is unrealistic, and at the heart of this
project is an intentional blurring of theory, method, and praxis – both in the community
and in the classroom. The movement between theory and praxis is what makes both
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stronger and in a state of continual learning and growing. Throughout this project, I have
moved between reading theory, inventing new theory, and practicing theory as I write,
photograph, edit video, shoot video, learn Google Tour Builder, decipher between VR
methods and equipment, practiced with Thinglink, read, write, and the cycle goes on and
on and on. This is the blurry line between theory and praxis. Invention happens in the
space between these movements. It happens before, during, and after I write, video, or
edit photos. Likewise, that MEmorial straddles the theory/praxis continuum. It is theory
in that it responds to several different discourses – public memory, civic engagement,
public rhetorics, digital writing – to invent a new kind of monumentality that is a true
collective and individual project and has the capability to “go ‘live’” as a result of its
virtual capacity (Electronic Monuments xxi). It is praxis in that it is not something we
simply talk about in a classroom, in a book, or in a virtual environment. The nature of
MEmorial is to take knowledge and do something with it. Ulmer views MEmorial as a
bridge between humanities and STEM: “The MEmorial is a form of humanities
visualization of data sets, giving insight into large-scale complex processes and events
within an arts and letters frame of reference” (44). As a practice, MEmorial starts with
noticing the abject sacrifice and creating an electronic monument to note the disaster in
progress (xxvii). In the case of my research, I focus on the abject sacrifice of African
Americans in the town of Pendleton – in both a historical and contemporary context.
Secondly, MEmorial has two components, a peripheral and a testimonial. The
peripheral is “the proposal for an electronic device to be placed at the site of an existing
monument associating it with an abject sacrifice,” and the testimonial is “a Web site
representing a meditation on the abject sacrifice” (57). Ulmer’s “Florida Rushmore” and
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Sean Morey’s “Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth” are two examples of MEmorials
that involve (in some capacity) both a peripheral and a testimonial. While neither
MEmorials were materially constructed, Morey’s is published in Kairos and is a part of a
circulating public discourse. Ulmer’s ultimate goal was that “Florida Rushmore” was to
be placed as an electronic installation in the Devil’s Millhopper sinkhole in Gainesville,
Florida. He chose that location as a psychogeographic allegory that might help visitors
deal with national identity. Ultimately, Ulmer wanted that MEmorial to be one that could
be digitally altered, based on the four people that make up a person’s relationship with
family, entertainment, community, and school. Ulmer pointed out that the Devil’s
Millhopper site might be one of the regions of repulsion because of an increase in crime
in wooded areas in Gainesville, so he saw it as the perfect opportunity for residents and
visitors to consider attraction and repulsion and see their place in a larger, national
problem.
Similarly, Sean Morey’s “Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth” is a MEmorial
that reimagines the relationship between nature and digital media, and, to do so, it
focuses on oil production and the forms of public rhetorics that surround this industry.
Morey observed the abject sacrifice of the wildlife that suffered as a result of the 2010 BP
oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, and he created a MEmorial to uncover the causes,
impacts, and long-term results of the spill. His MEmorial is a webtext, but it incorporates
video, photography, sonic elements, music, and a voiceover. It also appears in the form of
a map, and as the viewer/user clicks on each icon, s/he is transported to the site in
Florida. Because Morey filmed part of the MEmorial from inside his vehicle, it reorients
the viewer as the participant. Thus, is it difficult to view the MEmorial without
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considering the personal as well as the collective. Morey’s MEmorial, which is a digital
artifact, can circulate in ways that a traditional monument or memorial cannot. It is
through these circulating networks that we can experience the multiple perspectives and
participants that are a part of public memory. In both Ulmer’s and Morey’s MEmorial,
there is a peripheral as well as a testimonial. Both Ulmer and Morey crafted a letter to the
appropriate channels to express interest in installing an electronic monument. While
Ulmer’s testimonial remained confined to his book, Electronic Monuments, Morey’s
testimonial is within his webtext. Users can click on various links and view video, text,
and images that convey the purpose and breadth of his MEmorial.
It is helpful if we imagine MEmorial as disruption – a disruption in the world as
we have come to see it. In David Sibley’s work with spatialized exclusion, he studies
“opaque examples of exclusion,” and these are the kinds of exclusionary practices that go
unnoticed because they seem inconsequential, or because they are so commonplace, that
they do not disturb our sensibilities (x). MEmorial disrupts opaque exclusion through the
peripheral, which opens the gaps in the conversation, and through the testimonial, which
transforms all kinds of writing into spaces of invention. In Pendleton, African American
stories are excluded – materially, spatially, and digitally – from the town’s narrative. By
and large, though, this practice is commonplace in the American South. So common, in
fact, that it does not warrant any action. How does this look in real life though? It looks
like $700,000 spent on the town square and none on the historic West end of town. It
looks like no sidewalks to link between the West Side and the center of town. It looks
like no streetlights near Keese Barn Memorial and no money to restore Faith Cabin
Library. It looks like the Christmas tree lighting abruptly moved from the West Side to
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the town square. These are opaque exclusions, but if we don’t look for them, we won’t
see them. The result of years and years of opaque exclusions is a group of people who
feel disenfranchised, unheard, and frustrated. MEmorial cuts through these opaque
exclusions and considers the abject sacrifice that is overlooked by a community.
There is a direct link between MEmorial, the abject sacrifice, and trauma. In the
case of Morey’s MEmorial, he traces the abject suffering of marine wildlife as a result of
the Deepwater Horizon oil spill. There is a distinct trauma in the suffering of the fish,
birds, and other wildlife as a result of the spill – but it is a trauma that many are unaware
or unwilling to grapple with. As with Pendleton, tourism is an industry in Florida that
keeps its economy successful. Part of Florida’s tourism is to suppress stories about dead
animals and polluted beaches. Thus, the need for a MEmorial. As with Kevin Brooks’s
MEmorial for Afghanistan (with his student) and Geoffrey Carter’s and Cortney
Smethurst’s work with MEmorials and MEMEmorials, in all cases, they were dealing
with some notion of trauma, violence, and sacrifice. In Pendleton, the abject sacrifice is
that of black Pendletonians who built most of the town, who are the reason why the town
was known for its wealth and prestige, who labored without pay, and who have never
been recognized for their vital role in the formation of this 227-year-old town. Instead,
the town recognizes the wealthy, white individuals who lived in the grand houses built by
slave labor. Pendleton does not recognize the part of town where black residents live, rich
with history that is ignored. The trauma is both a historical and contemporary one – of
course there is trauma when we think of slavery and the transatlantic slave trade, but
there is trauma that grows from that noxious root of inequality. It is a trauma that
continued through the transference from slavery to sharecropping, a trauma that
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continued through Jim Crow laws, through the fight for Civil Rights, residential and
spatialized racist laws, through textbooks that whitewash the role of black Americans and
the significance of Africa in the development of technology and mathematics, through
memorials and monuments that document the successes of white supremacists, and
through the continued advancement of police violence towards people of color
throughout the nation. The trauma in Pendleton is a trauma that is echoed around the
nation. As Ulmer explains in Electronic Monuments, “The combined tasks of the
MEmorial (peripheral and testimonial) are to show how a consultation on a social issue
[…] cohere around the rhetorical sense of trauma (63). The important word here is
“consultation,” which connotes a collaborative element. While much of the process of
this MEmorial has been individual, especially as I’ve used chora/graphy to map the
material and metaphysical spaces, the actual creation of the counter-tour in Pendleton is a
collective process that involves residents from the West Side of town as well as the
PFBHC.
Finally, and possibly the most significant for my research, MEmorial meets at the
intersection of community writing and digital rhetorics. It is a natural intersection, and
Ulmer explains this relationship at length:
The purpose of the proposed experiment is to explore the possibilities of
the monumental electronic, to help invent a role for digital technology in
general, and the Internet in particular, in a counter-public sphere, applied
to community formation and identity. The focus is the memorial aspect of
monumentality, concerned with the way the rituals of mourning contribute
to the formation of a community. (34)
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Ulmer asks, what is the role of digital technology in the public/counter-public sphere and
for community formation and identity? While digital technologies have a variety of
purposes, one of its most valuable purposes can be to intervene in the public sphere.
Alongside Morey’s “Deepwater Horizon Roadkill Tollbooth” are a variety of digital
projects that may not officially situate themselves as community pieces, yet they are. The
Trace Innovation Project, developed by Sidney Dobrin at University of Florida, has
several projects called “Augmented Reality Criticisms” that use digital technologies like
Augmented Reality (AR), video production, photography, and web design to raise
awareness of a variety of social, political, humanitarian, and environmental issues.
“Seeworld: Look Beyond the Glass,” invites participants to uncover information about
how SeaWorld treats their animals via multimedia overlays when they visit the
amusement park. Other projects, like Madison Jones’s and Jacob Greene’s “Death
Drive(r)s: Ghost Bike (Monu)mentality,” uses AR to create a MEmorial for the cyclists
who lost their lives in traffic accidents (Greene). These are just a few of the examples of
projects that straddle the line of digital and community. In Chapter 5, I will unpack some
of the work in community writing and digital rhetorics and chronicle my communitybased project. For the rest of this chapter, though, I focus on laying out the theory and
justification for using MEmorial to create a counter-tour in Pendleton, as well as
depicting Counter-Tour.

MEmorial as a “Site of Counter-Memory”
As I have already explained, there is a memory problem in Pendleton. There is also a
tourism problem. Memory, publics, tourism, and spatialized racism all converge in this
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rural, Southern community. The way we remember is problematic because it positions us
as outsiders, and this is why MEmorial is such a different way to remember. Where
traditional Memorials have us look outward and perhaps recognize the significance of an
act, an individual, a historical moment; MEmorial has us look inward and make
connections between ourselves and that which is being memorialized.
The MEmorial in Pendleton fulfils what Stephen Legg calls a “site of countermemory” (180). In the case of Abigail Jordan and the contested African American
monument in Savannah, it, too, was a site of counter-memory that was “. . . a tool for
challenging not only white-dominated representations of Savannah history but also the
conventional ways that history had been celebrated by African Americans in the city”
(Alderman 95). Other sites of counter-memory are slowly being introduced into the
discourse in the United States, but this is definitely a slow process. I have already
mentioned the Savannah monument and the plantation-turned-slave-museum in Wallace,
Louisiana, but recently, a new memorial and museum opened in Montgomery, Alabama.
The National Memorial for Peace and Justice remembers the 4400 men, women, and
children who were killed by white mobs between 1877 and 1950. The accompanying
museum, The Legacy Museum: From Enslavement to Mass Incarceration, uses
immersive media to draw connections between enslavement and prison life. These two
sites, created in an effort by criminal defense attorney Bryan Stevenson, seek to subvert
how we remember our histories. These sites of counter-memory inspire and inform my
own creation of a MEmorial, and I traveled to them to capture via photography and
videography inspiration for my own project.
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In some ways, Pendleton mirrors Savannah on the small-scale. The town is
obviously significantly smaller than Savannah, but just as Savannah has historically
struggled to represent the contributions of black individuals, Pendleton does as well.
Abigail Jordan fought for the creation of the monument from 1991 until it was finally
unveiled in 2002. Prior to 2002 there were no monuments or memorials in Savannah that
recognized historical events from the perspective of black residents. Similarly, the first
marker42 in Pendleton to remember the spaces and places that were significant to black
Pendletonians was not built until 2011. While I still content that “The Hundreds” marker
is woefully lacking and attempts to pack in several different narratives that would be
better off in separate markers, it was still the first time that the West Side of Pendleton,
Keese Barn, Faith Cabin Library, or the Anderson County Training School were
officially recognized and remembered as spaces of remembrance. It is still lacking,
though. And this is why many more sites of counter-memory need to be put into place in
Pendleton – through MEmorial and virtual reality. As Ulmer argues, “If we don’t like that
value [that comes from the MEmorial], let’s change it. Once we see it as a collective
behavior that we’re committed to -- we look at it and don’t recognize it, we abject that
value. Then we begin to change our behavior. This would be the EmerAgency, the way
the new consulting works” (“Ulmer Tapes”). Along the same lines, I would say: If we
don’t like the value that Pendleton is placing on black history, then we change it –
collectively. As we create these sites of counter-memory, it begins to change how we

There was a marker built in 1995 to commemorate an African American school site, but it does little to
remember the relationship between black Pendletonians and the town’s place in society.
42
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value black history and spatialized racism. As memory changes, behavior changes.
Especially as we consider our own participation in the problem.

Problems B Us.

Erika Doss writes, “Shared recognition that these acts of racial terrorism are
shameful does not translate into shared representational strategies or shared notions of
self-and/or assumptions that Americans share a single collective memory of racial
terrorism, like essentialized notions of black or white identity, are fallacious” (297).
There is no single collective memory of racial terrorism, of slavery, of Ben Keese, of
Faith Cabin, of anything. So how can we create a memorial that taps into a variety of
perspectives and forces us to consider our own culpability?

Crowdsourcing and Virtual Reality
One of the defining factors of a MEmorial is the fact that it is both personal and
collective, so it is important to me that this MEmorial reflect my own perspectives as well
as an engagement with community voices in Pendleton. I thought through a couple of
different technologies to serve as a medium for the MEmorial. Initially, I thought that
augmented reality (AR) would be an excellent vessel for this project. It would be a way
for individuals to interact with the material world and have visual overlays as sites of
counter memory. I intended to use HP Reveal (previously Aurasma) to build a series of
overlays around sites in Pendleton that are currently un(der)-explored by the Pendleton
Historic Foundation, including where Keese Barn once stood, the Pendleton Community
Center, Faith Cabin Library, Anderson County Training School, Woodburn, and
Ashatuba. Users would need to download HP Reveal on their smartphones, follow the
channel that I created, and then hold their phone up to these sites to reveal informative
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and persuasive overlays that would tell counter-narratives. Additionally, I planned to
include any sites that the Pendleton Foundation for Black History and Culture wanted, as
well as sites that residents on the West Side of town felt were significant – either as a
historic or personally significant space.
However, I decided against AR in favor of interactive virtual reality (VR) to be
housed on a website for a few reasons. First, it is more important to me that people can
engage with the West Side of Pendleton even if they are not physically in the space. With
AR, individuals have to be geo-spatially located in front of these sites to be able to
experience the auras that I overlay. This narrows the amount of people who will be
impacted by the MEmorial to people who either live in the area or are willing to travel to
Pendleton. On the other hand, interactive VR allows individuals to be immersed into the
spaces and places in Pendleton via the click of a few buttons on their keyboard. The
sphere of influence is significantly larger, and because 360 degree footage compels the
user to be immersed in the site, there is a deeper engagement with the material spaces,
virtually. Secondly, I am concerned that this project be sustainable even after I am not
living in Pendleton, so it is helpful to be able to house this VR MEmorial on a website
that I will create. Additionally, the website component is something that the PFBHC
specifically asked if I could make. My vision is to create a website that will exist for
research purposes but also for the community to have. The PFBHC has no website and
none of the members of the committee have the technological knowledge to create one.
They are actively trying to raise money for improvement projects for the West Side, but
they have no “home base” to do so. The website that I create will serve a variety of
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functions, then. It will be a place for the PFBHC to advertise events, to provide
information to the public about who they are, and will house the VR tour.
At this point, there are no finances available to materially represent a MEmorial in
Pendleton, and there is also a lot of bureaucratic red tape to go through. Finally, using VR
will afford me several options that AR (specifically, using HP Reveal) will not. The most
basic versions of VR and AR are HP Reveal and Thinglink, respectively. It’s important to
me that I can spend the majority of my time on the actual digital artifact and not have to
code or know complex computer technologies to be able to accomplish it. With HP
Reveal, I can add overlays of either videos or images, but it is challenging to work in the
technology and revise it. Much of the creation has to occur on the fly and in the material
space. Thinglink, on the other hand, is a platform that allows me to add a variety of things
right in the virtual space, from Google Forms, YouTube videos, videos I create, photos,
text, as well as a mix of these mediums. The flexibility will allow me to be more creative
and intuitive in the creation of the MEmorial. The VR project with 360 degree video is
populated with the collective and the individual perspectives – I will include my
interaction with the choral and material spaces, but it is also crowdsourced using
Survey123 and personal interviews.

Vision
For the remainder of this section, I lay out the purpose, goals, and objectives of the
counter-tour. As part of this process, I wanted to make sure that I didn’t get so lost in the
details as well as to keep my project all in the visionary stage. I wanted to have a clear
purpose, that fed into the goals, that informed the objectives. Keep in mind, though, that
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this was a fluid process, and I invented this counter-tour as I went along. I allowed the
interviews and what came of the interviews to guide my thinking and not have such a
definitive plan that I could not be flexible. After each interview (that I recorded on my
cell), I translated the pertinent details into a document that I could refer to as I added to
the Google Map and/or took the 360 degree photos.

Purpose
The purpose of this counter-tour is twofold yet interconnecting and represents the
individual and collective element. First, this counter-tour is a direct response to the
problem of erased or forgotten histories in Pendleton. While the town relishes the
opportunity to speak about its “famous” residents like Anna Calhoun Clemson or Thomas
Green Clemson and takes tourists and residents on Ghost Tours in the plantation houses
or to Gallows Hill, Pendleton limits its discussion about its Black history, including its
enslaved residents, as well as its many significant entrepreneurs, civil rights leaders, and
public figures. When I originally began this project, I thought that it simply an issue
surrounding slavery and enslaved individuals – telling their stories. However, as I have
been immersed in the town and developed relationships with stakeholders, I have learned
about a variety of Black individuals whose stories are simply ignored, suppressed, and/or
erased by the town.
The secondary purpose of the counter-tour is to develop an awareness of the
Pendleton Foundation for Black History and Culture and to promote this nonprofit
organization’s mission to the community and beyond. PFBHC has struggled to raise
finances since its inception. They worked for 25 years to raise money to turn Keese Barn
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into a cultural and historical center but were unable to do so. And then Keese Barn
Memorial happened. They did accumulate enough funds to repair the roof on Faith Cabin
Library, but they still have more plans for the community and not enough funding. The
counter-tour will “remind” the community about the West Side of Pendleton, its forgotten
histories, and the need to re-remember the lost stories. By extension, residents from all
parts of Pendleton can be a part of the future, and tourists from all over can be educated
about Pendleton’s finest – their Black residents and their stories.

Goals
The goals for the counter-tour align with the two-fold purpose. Along with the purpose
that seeks to open the narrative to educate residents and tourism alike about untold Black
histories in Pendleton, the first goal was to accumulate oral histories from African
American residents in Pendleton. Particularly, I focused on residents who were born in
the 1960s and earlier, so that I could discover stories that relate to the Jim Crow era, the
fight for Civil Rights, and the birth and development of the PFBHC. I did not interview
white residents in Pendleton because the primary objective of the counter-tour is for the
unknown and marginalized to be heard and circulated. I have argued at length that the
focus of Pendleton’s memory-politic centers around white narratives of wealthy men and
women and the corresponding spaces and places where they resided. The result of this
over-saturated discourse is that stories that are Other/ed are not commonly known or
circulated. Resultingly, I make it a point to only focus on the histories of Pendleton’s
Black residents, past and present. A corresponding goal is to visualize the oral histories
on Google Maps and develop a 360 degree VR counter-tour of these sites related to the
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stories. The secondary purpose of the counter-tour is to raise awareness about PFBHC in
the community, and to that end, the project goal was to link the VR counter-tour to the
website and other social media channels like Facebook. Once traffic gets to the website,
the goal is for individuals to be moved to donate to the organization so that they can raise
more funds for the needs of the community.

Objectives
To pursue these purposes and goals, it is important that I had clear, understandable,
measurable and achievable objectives. A corresponding objective was to remediate the
interviews into a Google Map that visualized unseen boundaries, various routes that
individuals took to get to school, work, or stores, sites of memory, historical locations,
and other such locations. The Google Map – Mapping Chora in Pendleton – seeks to
make visible that which is (or has been) invisible or unknown. Along with the map, I
needed took 360 degree photos of each of the spaces, places, and objects that came up in
the interviews for the purpose of uploading them to Thinglink for the counter-tour. The
final part was to create the VR counter-tour on Thinglink and link it to PFBHC’s website
(that I worked with the Foundation to create for them).

Interviews
My initial plan was to crowdsource the oral histories using Survey 123, but for several
reasons I had to alter it because of functionality issues. For one, the individuals that was
targeting for stories were not digital natives, so even with carefully crafted step-by-step
directions, I did not accumulate any stories. With Survey 123, respondents could click on
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a pre-established link, drop a pin on a map where their story connected to, and add text,
images, or audio. As much as that sounds like a technologically sound plan, residents did
not respond. Aside from the technological concerns, another possible obstacle was trust.
Because of previous dealings with Clemson University faculty and students, the residents
on the West Side of Pendleton are resentful and hesitant to trust. Prior to the erection of
Keese Barn Memorial, members of the PFBHC and PCC believed that the memorial
would function as a representation of Benjamin Keese’s memory and other elements of
Pendleton’s Black history. The resulting rusty metal structure, concrete blocks, and
engraved stones was not what the residents wanted nor expected (Hassan; Ingrid; Gantt).
When I approached the PFBHC about the counter-tour, I had to overcome many years’
worth of trust issues before I could even get residents to participate in the interviews.
Survey 123 could not mitigate the issue, and I needed to communicate in person with
people. While I still think that Survey 123 has the possibility to be an excellent tool for
crowdsourcing location-based data, it was not the appropriate tool for this project.
Instead, I reached out to the PFBHC first via email, and then gradually connected with
other residents through word of mouth. For the interviews, I met with people at the
Pendleton Public Library, which is located about a mile away from the West Side of
Pendleton. The library offers private “tutoring” rooms with a desk and two chairs, so it
was an excellent space to record oral histories. In what follows, I describe the highlights
of four interviews: the director of the PFBHC, Terrence Hassan; the first Black member
of the town council, Sandra Gantt; and the director Proverbs Mentoring Organization,
Don Peppers.
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I did not create a premeditated set of interview questions because I wanted the
interviews to “feel” conversational, especially because many of the individuals that I
interviewed still have lasting resentment towards white academics. I did ask each
interviewee if I had their permission to record the session with my phone. Once in the
library’s tutoring room with the interviewee, I usually recapped the goals of the project,
and I stressed the fact that the counter-tour is not going to be composed of my thoughts
about Pendleton’s Black history. Rather, I would remind them, the counter-tour is to be a
collection of oral histories that have not been represented by the town. I also discussed
the VR aspect of the counter-tour and demonstrated examples that I created on Thinglink
so they could visualize the end result. These steps were important because they broke the
ice, as well as reminded the interviewees of my intentions and set the tone that returned
agency back to Black Pendletonians.
After setting the tone and confirming the purpose and goals of the counter-tour, I
explained to interviewees that I wanted to collect as many stories from Black residents to
populate the counter-tour. I talked about the fact that there are few historic markers or
public signage that conveys the richness of Pendleton’s Black history, so everything that I
can learn would benefit not just this project, but by extension, the PFBHC and PCC.
From that point on, usually interviewees began to relay their Pendleton stories, and I only
needed to interject with questions for more specifics. I also had a Google Map of
Pendleton open on my laptop, so I could ask interviewees to point out on the map the
spaces, places, or routes that they were describing. I used that data, too, when I
transcribed the interviews into my map. Within a day or so of the interview, I transcribed
the stories into a document according to topic. In the next step, I added the spatial
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elements to the Google Map. By spatial elements, I am referring to the ideas/stories that
can be represented on a map like various walking or biking routes, unseen boundaries, or
contested areas in Pendleton where Black bodies were (and perhaps still are) not
welcome.

Terence Hassan
Over the last several months, I developed a trusting working relationship with Terence.
Once he was aware of my goals, I was fortunate enough to gain his confidence in spite of
the fact that he was still reeling over the erection of Keese Barn Memorial from over ten
years ago. I met with him in the spring to while the project was still an amorphous idea,
and after that meeting, he invited me to the next month’s PFBHC meeting to discuss my
ideas for a counter-tour and ask for members’ help with accumulating oral histories.
During that business meeting, I explained the goals of the project and ask members to add
their stories via a QR code I created for Survey 123. As I previously explained, this
method was unsuccessful though. However, during the meeting, Terence and other
members discussed the Facebook group they created to get out the word about PFBHC,
as well as thoughts about creating a website unsuccessfully. They were waiting for over
year for a Clemson faculty member to develop their website. I offered to develop a
website for the Foundation as well, which is an ongoing project to this day. I was
fortunate enough to partner with a colleague, Brian Gaines, who crafted a logo for
PFBHC, and I volunteered to pay for the first year of the website management. The
process of developing a website is a difficult process for several reasons, though.
Members of PFBHC are uneasy about including their archival photos on the website
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because one individual had a museum steal one of her photos and include it in an exhibit
without her permission. Likewise, they are concerned about individuals downloading
those historic photos off the website. As one member insisted, “Those photos are all we
have.” I have encouraged them to digitize the archival materials, because they are
currently in boxes, located in a member’s basement. I would like to digitize the materials
for them, but only with the members’ permission. Another challenge with the website is
content creation; because this is not my project, I have asked members to contribute to
various informational sections of the site. This has been a slow process.
After that meeting, I sent a group email to members to ask if they would be
willing to meet with me so I could interview them and collect stories. It was a long
process that required patience on my part; sometimes a couple of months passed before I
could set up an interview with even one person. Throughout the process, though, Terence
was my point person. He understood the goals of the counter-tour and was excited about
being a part of it. After I learned more about his history with Pendleton, it made even
more sense because of his background as a civil rights activist, even as a child. In the
following, I chronicle the various stories from the interviewees and include a screenshot
its representation on my Google Map, as well as the 360 camera image.

The Garbage Dump
Prior to the 1970s, the area behind the PCC was used as a garbage dump for the town.
Dump trucks drove right up and several times a week, dumped the town’s refuse right on
the West Side of Pendleton. During this time, the PCC was used as a trade school, as well
as a summer program for area children. The odor was overwhelming at times, especially
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FIGURE 5.2 Screenshot of my Google Map that showcases the location of the Garbage Dump.

FIGURE 5.3 360° VR Photo of the sports field behind the Pendleton Community Center that was previously a garbage
dump. Photograph by the author.
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during the hot summer months from May-October. After many years of protesting this
injustice, the town finally agreed to move the dump. However, instead of a proper waste
removal, they covered it with grass and transformed the dump into a sports field for the
West Side. Currently, neighborhood kids that play on those fields are actually playing on
top of a garbage dump. The garbage dump – and its remnants – is a material
representation of the town’s explicit and implicit racism, as well as how little value
Pendleton has historically placed on the West Side. Especially when I consider the
significance of the PCC as a local branch of the NAACP or the fact that Black children
played steps away from the area – it is obvious how little Pendleton’s leaders have valued
its Black spaces and places.

Bike Riding Boundaries
As a child, Terence’s parents defined clear boundaries where he was allowed to ride his
bike – all within the boundaries of the West Side of town where people of color lived.
Terence was only allowed to leave these boundaries with specific permission from his
mother or grandmother, usually to go to the small grocery store located on the town
square (which has not been open for several decades) or for a treat at one of the two
convenience stores. At any time when Terence did leave the boundaries, it was only for a
specific purpose and he was expected to immediately return to the West Side with no side
trips or lingering where the white folks lived.
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FIGURE 5.4 Screenshot of my Google Map that showcases the boundaries where Black children could safely
ride their bikes.

FIGURE 5.5 360° VR Photo that shows the line between where Black children did not cross when riding bikes.
Photograph by the author.
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Unfriendly Spaces for Black Residents
When Terence and his friends rode their bikes to either of the convenience stores (located
outside the confines of the Black community), they were to make their purchases and
immediately return back to the West Side. They were not allowed to stop over and drink
their Slurpees on the town square. Most of the time, their drinks were melted by the time
they got back to their neighborhood. One day, Terence and his friends decided that they
were done with all the rules and stop at the Village Green and ate their snacks etc. After
not much time, the mayor came to them and told them that they weren’t allowed there
and needed to “move along.” They refused, and the only reason why the sheriff didn’t
come and haul them away was because

FIGURE 5.6 Screenshot of my Google Map demonstrating one of the unfriendly spaces for Black residents, the
Village Green.
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Terence and the other boys had families who were well-known in the community. If they
were any other Black boys, the mayor wouldn’t have hesitated to call the police. It is
significant that few Black bodies populate the town square to this day. Whether there is a
town-wide festival or a just a quiet Saturday morning, it is rare for a person of color to
spend time on or around the Village Green. While this is something I have noticed since I
have lived in Pendleton, it is stories like Terence’s that clarifies why this space is
unfriendly to Black residents.

The N-word
For Terence and his friends, hearing the n-word was a daily occurrence – in fact, multiple
times a day. The Black children were used to being called “n*****” by both white
children and adults in the community, particularly if Black bodies encroached on white
territory. Some of the most common locations to hear the n-word were on the bus, after
federally-mandated integration, when Black children had to walk through white spaces in
town, and even from white teachers at school.

Swanyville
An area south of Riverside where a large family – the Swany’s – lived (and still do!). The
Black kids knew that they should never cross the line into Swanyville or the would be run
off by guns and violence. Despite the fact that the Swanys were just as poor as the Black
families on the West Side, they felt that they were superior because they were white. The
Swanys populated a space south of Mechanic Street, and the people of color lived north
of that street. The road acted as a boundary, and along the road, the Swanys built a fence
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to keep people of color off of their property. The Black residents in Pendleton knew that
they would be risking their lives if they jumped that fence as Swanys were known to
shoot first and ask questions later – especially if the targets were people of color.
According to Terence, some of the Swanys have moved away from an openly racist
attitude, but many still reside with their children and continue to circulate a vocal racist
ideology.

FIGURE 5.7 This sign is located on Swaney Dr. near the intersection of Swaney and Mechanic Street. Photogrpah by
the author.
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FIGURE 5.8 Screenshot of my Google Map that shows the boundaries of Swanyville.

FIGURE 5.9 360° VR Photo that shows the entrance to “Swanyville,” a space where Black residents are not welcome.
Photograph by the author.
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On the bus, Terence had an altercation with Randy Swany, and one day while he was
standing outside of his house on W. Queen St with his friends, a pickup truck drove up. It
was Randy Swany and his dad, One-Eyed Jake Swany. The father took out his gun, called
Terence a “n****” and threatened him to never come near his son again while waving the
gun at him. These narratives – laced with violence – were a common occurrence for
Pendleton’s people of color.

Terence’s Grandfather’s land
Terence’s family originally had a large farm outside of town, along Old Greenville
Highway. Terence’s grandfather was a saver and taught Terence from the time that he
was a child to save his money and not to rely on white people to help him with anything.
White men frequently burned his grandfather’s crops as a way of “keeping him in his
place” and he was harassed because he owned land in a space other than the West Side
of Pendleton. Terence’s grandfather had to meet his daughters halfway home from school
because they had to walk the several miles to and from the farm to their school, Anderson
County Training School, the Rosenwald school located on the West Side of Pendleton.
There was constant concern that white men would do more than just yell insults at the
young women along that deserted stretch of Old Greenville Highway.
Thomas, the oldest son, was accused of raping a white woman (an extremely
common accusation during this time). He was innocent, but the sheriff came and were
going to take him to the lynching tree. Somehow they ended up taking him to the jail
instead, but the town people said that it would all go away if Grandpa would sell his land
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FIGURE 5.10 Screenshot of my Google Map. The farm icon represents Terence’s Grandfather’s property, and the long
blue line moving southwest indicates the long journey that his children had to take twice a day to Anderson County
Training School.

and move to the West Side. He sold the farm, and the white folks left him alone because
he lived on the West Side.

Integration
Integration was optional for Terence’s 6 and 7 grade years, but it was mandatory for 8th
grade. He didn’t integrate until 7th grade. It was a violent time, both on the bus and in the
school. At the high school, there was a fight in the cafeteria between Black and white
students. The police came and used excessive force on the Black students, including
female students. One girl, the daughter of Robert Henry Thompson, had her leg badly
injured by the club, and many other students needed hospital care. They were taken to the
jail instead. Not a single white student. Robert Henry Thompson called the NAACP and
ACLU, and in fear of the repercussions, the town released the students and paid the
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medical bills. In protest of the entire situation, Terence and his friends decided to wear
black bandanas and paint Black Power logos on their shirts and wear them to school the
next day (even though they were at the middle school). Terences’s mom was a teacher
and was opposed but Terence still wore the shirt and bandana. The next day, he took off
his “appropriate” shirt to reveal the Black Power shirt, tie on the bandana, and walk into
school with 7 of his friends in protest. In Terence’s words, “It is one of my proudest
moments to stand up to such fierce social pressures in those days.”

Graduation Issues
During Terence’s senior year of high school (only a few years after Brown v. Board of
Education), some white parents and administration tried to move the graduation to a
white church that year even though it had always been held at the Dog House. They did it
subversively, at the last minute, in the hopes that the tickets wouldn’t be able to be
reissued and the Black students would not attend graduation. Again, the PCC got the
NAACP involved, and the plan was squashed. The entire situation clearly illustrated the
town’s attitudes towards its Black students and the movement towards equality.

“Mean Blacks”
Terence took a job in Westminster, South Carolina after college. The small town is
located about 40 minutes northwest of Pendleton and is notorious for his historic racism
problem. During the Jim Crow years and Civil Rights era, it was common for white
residents to throw rocks at or shoot at Black children as they walked to school or waited
for the bus. When Terence told white co-workers that he was from Pendleton, they said to
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FIGURE 5.11 Screenshot of my Google Map with the Dog House, where graduation was held for Pendleton High
School students.

FIGURE 5.12 360° VR Photo of the Dog House and the nearby community space. Photograph by the author.
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him, “Oh, you were one of those “mean blacks!” This was, of course, because the Black
residents in Pendleton fought for their rights and did not quietly take violence and abuse,
thanks to the work of Henry Louis Thompson and the Pendleton Community Center.

Benjamin Keese’s Legacy to Young Black Men
When Ben Keese was alive, he would hold bonfires near his store. The bonfires were
located where the stone monuments currently exist. He invited all the young Black men
of the community there to educate them on what they would need to do to survive as a
Black man during Jim Crow. He encouraged them to get out of Pendleton as soon as they
could and pursue an education. He also told them to not look at white folks in the eyes,
particularly stay away from white women, and be extremely polite at all times during
interactions with white people. This legacy is especially significant in the light of
violence towards young black men today.

Liquor Store
A white woman owned the liquor store on the West Side, and she had an affair with a
Black man in town. They eventually broke up, but she accused him of hitting her. The
police and white man came with their dogs to hunt him down, and someone got him away
to a different county so he could actually have a trial and not just be lynched. This story
scared many families and they encouraged their Black sons to stay away from white
women at all times. When Terence was growing up, this story was told as a warning for
him to stay away from white women for his own safety and protection. Black men lived
in a perpetual state of fear that they would be accused of rape, which was frequently a
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FIGURE 5.13 Screenshot of map with Benjamin Keese’s bonfire location.

FIGURE 5.14 Remnants of where Benjamin Keese held bonfires for young Black men. Photograph by the author.
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FIGURE 5.15 Screenshot of map that highlights the location of the old liquor store.

FIGURE 5.16 360° VR Photo of the liquor store. Photograph by the author.
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means to an end – a lynching. Many white leaders and residents wanted to rid the town of
as many Black bodies as they could, so a “rape charge” was an excellent opportunity for
them to lynch Black men. There was no trial, so it was necessary for any accused Black
man to escape to a nearby county to possibly receive a fair trial.

Sandra Gantt
One of the first people that I interviewed was Sandra Gantt, who is also the first Black
woman to serve on the Pendleton Town Council. She has served in this position for over
20 years, and she also grew up in the town during Jim Crow. The direct quotes in this
section about Sandra Gantt come from a talk she gave to Leadership Pendleton Class of
2009 called “Growing up Black in Pendleton” that she insisted that I use for my project43.
Growing up in Pendleton was challenging, as Sandra dealt with explicit racism on a daily
basis:
We were in the days of segregation - that means to the few who are too
young to remember, black people, or colored people as we were called
then, were not allowed to partake of the privileges we have today. The
national anthem did not apply to people of color because we were not in
the land of the brave and the home of the free. In fact we were thought to
be less than the animals in some households. We had to drink water from a
“Coloreds Only” water fountain and that was hard to find. Our water
drinking was done at home or in a café that catered to “Coloreds Only.” If

As a town council member, Sandra Gantt did not want to verbally share (especially because we met in a
public space), but she encouraged me to read this speech as a way of “hearing” from her.

43
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we went to any other restaurant our place was at the back door of that
restaurant where we placed our food order. Eventually, they let us in the
front door but we had to stand at a corner of the counter and place our
orders because we were not allowed to sit down. I often wondered how
was it that if we were not good enough to come in and sit down in those
restaurants – how could there not be a problem with us cooking the very
food that we could not enjoy?
To this day, there are few people of color that dine at the restaurants that are located
around the Village Green. Ben Keese was known to Sandra as “Uncle Ben,” because he
was married to her mother’s sister:
His antique store was known all across the upstate, and you would always
find white people purchasing his antiques. He traveled to Philadelphia,
where he had a home, a few times during the year and returned with a new
load of furniture. He owned a lot of property in Pendleton and was always
bailing out someone who had gotten into financial trouble. He was a
legend in his own way.
Keese Barn Memorial is a particular sore spot for Sandra because he is not just a memory
or an icon to her; he was family. Her memories of Keese are vivid, and she recognizes the
significance of his store and café in ways that I cannot. When Clemson faculty and
students erected the rusty structure, it was an insult to his memory and another example
of white ignorance in the town of Pendleton.
Sandra remembers countless examples of Black people being refused service in
Pendleton. At the drug store soda fountain, she explains that she and her friends were not
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FIGURE 5.17 Screenshot of map that shows how “white-only” restaurants were located in the center of Pendleton,
near the Village Green.

FIGURE 5.18 360° VR Photo of the Village Green and restaurants and shops that surround this town square, spaces
and places that were not friendly to Black residents – and are still not frequented by people of color. Photograph by the
author.
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allowed to sit down – they were to stand at the corner of the counter until they were
recognized or until everyone else that was white had been served. One time a young
black woman, that had moved to the North, came home for a visit and went to the soda
fountain where she proceeded to placed her bottom on the stool to place her order. She
was refused service. They went so far as to remove the stools from the soda fountain to
prevent it from happening again. Sandra recalls Mr. Robert Thompson talking about
when he was a young boy that Black people were not even allowed to order a Coca Cola.
It seems that was a forbidden drink for people of color.
Sandra attended school before Brown v. Board of Education, so she went to the
all-Black Riverside School. In Chapter 3, I depicted Riverside as a “forgotten” space
because there is no historical signage to indicate its role as an all-Black school or the
challenges that Black students faced at Riveside once integration took place. Sandra
remembers that the schools were separate with all black teachers trying their best to give
students an education with used books and equipment:
Can you imagine the first day of school and getting your books for the
year to find that they had been written in and torn from the previous
owners? It was a rare thing to get a new book for school. Can you imagine
teaching science classes with only one Bunsen burner in the whole school?
It took a student sit-in a few years after I graduated from high school to
correct this injustice. The school district had the money but because no
one had ever stood up to the superintendent and said enough is enough
they did not bother to hand over new supplies. All that changed on the day
of the sit-in when the students, in an orderly fashion, refused to go to
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FIGURE 5.19 Screenshot of map with Keese Barn Memorial and Sandra Gantt’s memories of “Uncle Ben.”

FIGURE 5.20 360° VR Photo of Keese Barn Memorial. Photograph by the author.
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class and demanded that they be heard. In the next few days, truckloads of
new books, supplies for art and science classes along with all the other
things that had been “not given” to our school suddenly appeared. My hat
is off to those courageous students!

Don Peppers
One of the younger people that I interviewed, Don Peppers, does not have some of the
same memories of Pendleton, simply because he grew up after Brown v. Board of
Education. He attended Riverside as an integrated school, but that does not mean that he
did not face daily battles with racism in Pendleton. As a young person who came to the
Pendleton Community Center in the summer for various educational programs, that space
holds a special place for him. After spending many years coaching students at Riverside
Middle School and Pendleton High School, he now runs a nonprofit organization called
Proverbs Mentoring. Every summer, he runs a camp for boys (Camp Proverbs) and a
separate one for girls (Camp Essence). It is his desire to see PCC renovated as a space for
the community again. As of now, the facility is still being used, but most of the time, the
actual building is vacant (except during meetings of PFBHC and PCC, as well as during
the camps).
During my conversation with Don, I discovered the financial struggles of his
nonprofit, and his difficulties getting the appropriate grants. One of his biggest issues is
not wanting to use language like “underprivileged” to label the young men and women
that he mentors because of the derogatory nature of the terms. While I unpack these ideas
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FIGURE 5.21 Screenshot of map of a “forgotten space” – Riverside School – the all-Black school that was built to
replace Anderson County Training School. Sandra Gantt remembers having meager supplies as compared to the white
schools.

FIGURE 5.22 360° VR Photo of Riverside Middle School, which was originally an all-Black school called Riverside
School. Photograph by the author.
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much further in Chapter 6, this conversation with Don sparked an idea for my students in
my Technical Writing course to develop their grant writing skills and simultaneously
meet a need in the community. There is nothing more valuable that providing students
with the opportunity to work with real stakeholders on issues that actually matter. It is
especially important that Clemson students, who tend to be upper-middle class to wealthy
white students, the opportunity to work around and with people of color to prepare them
for a diverse workforce.

Conclusion
The overarching theme of chapters 3 and 4 has been a movement from memory à
memorial à MEmorial. I started with memory and specifically focused on this notion of
“shared memory,” and more specifically, how the United Daughters of the Confederacy
(UDC) have shaped the collective memory in the American South. Through the erection
of over 170 monuments and memorials valorizing the “lost cause,” as well as influencing
the production of American history textbooks through the late 1970s, the UDC have
constructed a shared memory that is inherently a white supremacist one. While the UDC
have not built any monuments or memorials in several decades, their influence is still farreaching. The Pendleton Historic Foundation functions in a manner similar to the UDC,
and because many of the members of the Foundation are descendants from wealthy,
influential (white) Pendletonians, the focus of the Foundation is to continue the narrative
from “the good old days.” This focus, which one member of Lake Hartwell tourism
division calls “none other than ancestor worship,” continues to distribute a narrative that
honors white plantation owners and avoids or diminishes the role and significance of
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African American residents throughout the years. Homi Bhabha writes, “The Western
metropole must confront its postcolonial history, told by its influx of postwar migrants
and refugees, as an indigenous or native narrative internal to its national identity . . .” (9).
While Bhabha is specifically writing about postcolonial history, the same can be said of
the United States, with regard to its indigenous population and its African American one.
I would paraphrase Bhabha’s argument in this way: The United States must confront its
history of domestic slave trade, racial terrorism, and Jim Crow South, told by African
Americans, as an unfolding narrative internal to its national identity. Specifically, until
the American South is willing to confront its history – to remember it, to change the
collective memory, then spatialized racism will continue and places like the West Side of
Pendleton will continue to receive little funding and will continue to disintegrate.
I then moved from memory to memorial and positioned memorials as “archives of
public affect” (Doss 13). In the American South, in particular, memorials, markers, and
monuments are tied to a sentimental view of the Civil War that omits the institutions of
slavery and injustice from the conversation. On the other hand, memorials, monuments,
and museums tend to position the viewer as the outsider looking in, as Dickinson, Ott,
and Aoki explain. This looks like two different things: it looks like the “reverent eye” that
Dickinson talks about, where a memorial may cause us to feel a sense of reverence for
the person, people, or event that is being remembered but without any identification with
those people. Along the same lines, when we distance ourselves with reverence, we are
never able to consider how we are implicated in the situation. In the case of the PIM,
visitors do not ever think of themselves from the perspective of the colonizer. It’s easier
to erase guilt and memories when we feel like we are doing something good, i.e.,
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speaking fondly about the Plains Indians’ advancements and way of life. Similarly, the
way historic marker texts are framed sometimes performs the same function. For
example, when we read about plantation houses like Woodburn and Ashtabula, as well as
Pendleton’s official town marker, we are immediately put into the role of white colonizer.
It’s our land. We built these plantation homes. These so-called agricultural advances are
because of us. The language keeps us as a distance from the complete narrative. Another
issue with memorials is, of course, the fact that they are notoriously incorrect or biased.
As James Loewen writes, “. . . [M]ost historic sites don’t just tell stories about the past;
they also tell visitors what to think about the stories they tell” (8). Someone else is telling
us what to think about places like Woodburn and Ashtabula, or about how Pendleton was
formed, or about the significant people and places on the West Side of Pendleton. In the
case of Pendleton, those organizations tend to be heavily influenced by members whose
deceased relatives were influential, wealthy residents in days gone by. They also cling to
a memory of the “Old South” and are still fighting a world where everyone is equal, in
spite of our socio-economic status or the color of our skin – hence, the election of Donald
Trump and the contention over the Confederate flag in 2015.
So, because memorials tend to be misleading, dishonest, and position us as
outside the problem, this chapter ultimately argues that MEmorial is a true disruption – a
necessary disruption – into the way we remember. Because MEmorial incorporates both
the individual and the collective, participants look inward instead of merely outward. The
outward look is distancing, formal; but the inward look insists that “Problems B Us.” The
MEmorial that I am creating in Pendleton is, of course, deeply personal. By
crowdsourcing the stories from people in the community, I am able to put together an
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interactive 360 degree MEmorial that truly incorporates my stories and the stories of
those who have lived in Pendleton their entire life. As Gregory Ulmer writes, “Theoria
does not rely only on chance to bring tourists to sore spots (repulsions)” (Electronic
Monuments 30). Thus far, Pendleton has avoided its Black histories, and it is only by
chance (or through vigorous and sustained research), that anyone would know about the
sore spots in Pendleton. Most white residents do not even know that the West Side of
Pendleton exists, that it was a center point for the fight for Civil Rights, or the significant
men and women of color who have lived in the town. This is where the counter-tour
enters into the discussion. These narratives that I have included, as well as the images of
the maps, and 360 degree photos, represent a counter-story, a counter-tour that is meant
to put a finger on Pendleton’s sore spots for the purpose of awakening a sense of true
community, one that both Black and white residents can openly acknowledge. There is no
doubt about it – the narrative has to change, and the MEmorial counter-tour is that first
step for Pendleton.
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Chapter 6
Writing For/With the Community and Beyond
“Rather than sustainability, I think a key term in community writing should be
relationships. What I value, and what I find so beautiful, humbling and awe-inspiring
about the community work I’ve studied and participated in is both the power and
fragility of relationships. When relationships are strong and vital, even the most
impossible project can succeed in astonishing ways.”(Mathieu 46).

My research in Pendleton is not a solitary project. It is a community project.
While there have been many solitary aspects of it – especially the beginning stages of my
chora/graphy when I mapped the Felt spaces and later on when I studied the archives –
but the deeper I have gone into the research, the more collaborative it has become. I have
interviewed various members in the community to piece together a narrative for
Pendleton. I have attended town-wide events as an observer and as a participant. I have
gone on historic tours, ghost tours, and plantation tours. Eventually, I realized that my
interest in recovering black history in Pendleton intersected most with the Pendleton
Foundation for Black History and Culture (PFBHC) and the Pendleton Community
Center (PCC). As Terese Guinsatao Monberg explains, we must assess where community
members “live, work, gather, collaborate [and] locate community in specific geographical
locations: a city, neighborhood, community center, or nonprofit organization,” and these
individuals primarily exist outside the material spaces of the university (32). The PFBHC
and PCC share goals to revitalize the West Side of Pendleton, represent black history to
the public, and develop the space where Keese Barn Memorial stands. As a researcher
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who is troubled by how the town represents (or does not represent, more accurately)
African American history, my goals intersect with these community members. As Eli
Goldblatt writes, “I don’t think English stops at the edge of the campus; literature,
rhetoric, and linguistics grow poorer when they remain purely academic studies” (2). This
project does not stop at the edge of campus; in fact, it begins in Pendleton, and I hope that
it will remain there and flourish.
Since I moved to Pendleton three years ago, I have been troubled by Pendleton’s
obvious (yet invisible) boundaries that keep black and white residents from interacting
and sharing public spaces. Complementary to that observation is Pendleton’s town motto
of “History, Hospitality, and Happenings,” a phrase that demonstrates the town’s desire
to be known as a warm, welcoming place and one that conveys historic events and people
to its town and visitors. A historic town like Pendleton relies on tourism for its economic
success. Thus, the Pendleton Historic Foundation gives official tours with guides dressed
in antebellum costumes and Woodburn and Ashtabula are used for ghost tours during
autumn, regular tours during weekends in spring and summer, weddings, fraternity
reunions, and other social events. A historic town also has monuments, markers, historic
buildings, and ruins. In the case of Pendleton – as well as throughout the American South
– there are memory politics in the way Southern history is remembered and circulated, as
I analyzed in Chapter 4. Because Pendleton’s narrative features prominent, white
individuals and erases or minimizes black history, this issue of memorialization and
tourism is suspect. As I argue in Chapter 5, this is where MEmorial intervenes in
problematic tourism, memory, and memorialization. Where traditional memorials look
outward, MEmorial compels us to look inward and consider how “Problems B Us”
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(Internet Invention 2). Since I have already set up the rationale and explanation of
MEmorial in Chapter 5, this chapter elaborates on a service learning/community writing
project that organically emerged from relationships that I built with community
stakeholders.
As Jenny Rice writes, “Rhetorical pedagogies have a deep commitment to helping
students make connections with public issues, including helping them to understand how
those issues affect them” (165). In Chapter 6, I situate my work among community
writing scholarship and demonstrate how electracy (and electrate justice) intersect with
this subfield with rhetoric and composition and writing studies (RC/WS) (Welch;
Goldblatt; Rivers and Weber). I also describe a serving learning project that emerged as I
collected oral histories for the counter-tour. Students enrolled in an upper-level writing
course that I taught, “Technical Writing in the Public Sphere,” participated in a two-part
project: a field research/audience ethnography report and a service grant writing letter. As
part of the project, students interacted with the stakeholder(s), visited the site(s), and after
completing the project, presented their grants to the stakeholder(s) using diverse digital
storytelling platforms like Microsoft Sway, Adobe Spark Page, or ArcGIS Digital
Storymaps. The project represents the importance of allowing students to engage with
real individuals in diverse settings.

Community Writing
Several months ago, I attended the second-ever Conference on Community Writing in
Boulder, Colorado. There, I conferred with hundreds of scholars in RC/WS whose
research interests intersected with social justice initiatives, service learning opportunities,
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and community writing goals. It was unlike any conference I have ever attended, and I
mention it here for two reasons. First, I want to highlight the relative newness of
community writing within RC/WS. Second, after attending the conference I realized that
there were other scholars who were concerned about “real-world44” issues, that my
research interests aligned with this subfield, and that I had something new to contribute
via electracy.
Community writing is both old and new. As a practice, it is ageless. Teachers of
writing have written about and practiced service learning for several decades. Scholars
like Ellen Cushman and Eli Goldblatt have united institutional and community-based
practices through activist research, participation in literacy non-profits, and teaching
public engagement courses since the 1990s. Journals like Community Literacy Journal
and Reflections have been in circulation for the last 15+ years. However, it is only since
2015 that scholars could join together and share their research via the Conference on
Community Writing. As Laurie Cellar writes, “Coming to Boulder in October felt like
coming home to my people; everyone had the same questions, worries and dreams about
community literacy that keep me up at night” (42). I attended the 2017 event, and the
atmosphere was just as engaging, with a tinge of frustration, concern, and even anger in a
Post-Trump presidency. Regarding the 2015 event, Steve Parks writes, “For while the
topics at CCW were diverse, those attending were not” (48). However, I noted a
noticeably diverse group of participants just two years later, and several “Deep

I use the phrase real-world issues not to suggest that areas outside of community writing are not “realworld,” but to highlight the urgency and timeliness of the topics the community writing scholars address in
our current socio-political climate.
44
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ThinkTank” sessions were devoted to what I would describe as painfully open, honest
discussion about continuing issues with racism and politics of white, patriarchal
scholarship within the field. I was challenged to consider who I cite and why I cite them.
I was challenged to be silent and to listen to other voices. At times, I felt attacked, but I
realize that it was the first time that I had experienced conversations like these in an
academic conference.
As I attended various panels, keynote talks, and Deep Thinktank sessions, I felt
more connected with the people surrounding me than I have ever felt as a conference
before. This, in spite of the fact that I came to this conference with no colleagues or
friends. I did not know anyone at CCW well, yet I felt like I had found my people. Now, I
have had people define my research in terms of its digital production and focus on avantgarde methodologies. This may be true. But I see my work differently. I see it as above
all a community-based, social justice-driven project that uses digital technologies as a
leveraging mechanism and a tool to promote change. This is where I think a fringe idea
(fringe in the way it is known and/or practiced within the larger field of RC/WS, certainly
not in my mind or in my research) like electracy is a logical connecting point. While
electracy is understood and practiced in a variety of ways by Gregory Ulmer himself, as
well as scholars who draw from Ulmer like Sarah Arroyo, Sean Morey, and others, for
me it is above else a way to make digital rhetorics a pursuit of civic engagement.
Technology must be used strategically, for a specific pedagogical and ideological
purpose, so I do not propose that we use multimedia or multimodal writing simply
because it is “current” in the field, or so we can impress colleagues or promote ourselves.
For example, I contend that we use technologies like Spark Video to reach a broader
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audience in a timely matter, or use a platform like Thinglink for 360° Virtual Reality
images and videos to immerse a participant in a space or place so he/she considers his/her
body in relation to these spaces and places. After attending the conference, I realized that
my research fit within community writing but even more significant, of the hybrid
potentiality of bringing electracy and community-writing together. Similarly, the first
time I heard Eli Goldblatt speak was not at CCW but at the Watson Conference in the
Fall of 2016. He spoke of his work in the neighborhood around Temple University in
Philadelphia rather than his work in the university. Goldblatt is closely involved with a
neighborhood literacy non-profit where he serves on the board and works closely with the
young people who come as well as the individuals who work there. He explains his role
as well as the challenges, “Most important, I was willing to invest time and energy
without being in charge, to build alongside others working in the neighborhood rather
than enter the scene with a plan already formed” (Because 141). Goldblatt personifies the
attitude that we need to take when we work with/in communities – a humble, open
attitude goes far to make a difference. At one point in his keynote talk, Goldblatt said
these words, “Segregation in one area leads to segregation in other areas . . .” Those
words struck me as I was still in the early stages of my research question. In the case of
Pendleton, the town’s overt residential segregation leads to segregation of town wide
events, as well as the relative disinterest in African American history and/or bringing that
history into the town’s “historical narrative.”
My work with the PFBHC is what Linda Flower calls “a rhetoric of engagement,”
which is characterized by “exploring such a discourse with others and for a revisable
image of transformation that community literacy tries to make its contribution to a new
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rhetoric of public engagement” (2). Community writing intersects with public writing,
community engagement, and service learning and these multiple relationships connect
and interconnect. For example, I have relationships with members of the PFBHC and
PCC and have partnered with them to create content for their website, crowdsource the
geographic markers on a map and the stories, but my students in ENGL 3140 Technical
Writing do as well. My students learn to engage with stakeholders, write with
stakeholders, and communicate on a professional and personal level. As Flower explains:
The dominant discourses of engagement in composition have indeed
taught our students and us how to speak up as an expressive practice and
how to speak against something with techniques of discourse analysis and
critique. But this is not enough, for they do not teach us how to speak with
others or to speak for our communities in a nonfoundational way. (2)
Community-based writing allows students to develop their skills on how to speak up, how
to speak against, but it also teaches them the valuable, transferable skills of how to speak
with and speak for others. At a university like Clemson University, where most of the
students in my classroom are not people of color, this can be a valuable lesson about
working with diverse individuals, developing empathy, and contributing to solutions in
communities.
An aspect of my work with the PFBHC intersects with the archives, both in
Hunter’s Store in Pendleton as well as the few boxes of artifacts housed in a member’s
basement. The photographs, letters, and newspaper articles are precious to the PFBHC,
and they hesitate to post the images on a website or their Facebook page. Working with
archival material is an act of community engagement that “urges us to look out from the
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archives with rhetorical awareness of our communities” (Douglas 38). When I first
encountered the brochures from the 1980s or the photographs that illustrated a different
Pendleton, it was for me a way to piece together a narrative. However, for the PFBHC,
these archives are personal and highly prized. The process of using any archival material
needs to be done so with the input and approval of the community members. As Douglas
explains, “Creating alongside others demands an openness that requires us to look out
from the archives to consider what ideas, questions and concerns exist in the local
community in relation to archival materials and making those considerations in
conversation with community” (38). Part of that openness is being aware of the concerns
and needs of the community participants, and the other is being able to communicate
openly with them. A potential solution to the concerns surrounding the archives is to
digitize them, and I am working with Cooper Library and Clemson to do so.
Whether I am digitizing the archives, creating a website for the PFBHC, crafting a
VR counter-tour that depicts black history in Pendleton, this is inherently a digital
project. In general, community writing projects tend to be based in traditional text-based
writing, so I feel like my project provides a useful new space for reflection within the
field. Similarly, electracy is not a concept that I have heard expressed or read about in
any community writing texts. Electracy is not opposed to literacy, it is just another way
of communicating and is typically using digital technologies for civic engagement. In
Chapter 4, I chronicled several electrate projects that addressed social justice and/or
environmental issues. Thus, I see a direct connection between electracy and community
writing, especially via the VR counter-tour. The counter-tour is a MEmorial—which is an
electrate form of memorialization—but it is also a community project that pieces together
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personal narratives and histories with my perspectives as well. My work with electracy –
an electrate community-based project – brings a new perspective to community writing
and opens up further contemplation about how we might incorporate electrate practices
into this area of discussion.

Technical Communication in the Public Sphere
Teaching a course on technical communication can mean a number of different things,
depending on the focus of the instructor. I teach the course with a focus on publics, public
discourse, and community engagement – all within a framework of digital rhetorics and
multimedia/multimodal composition. Students must complete six major projects over the
course of the semester including a field analysis, a cover letter/resume project, create a
professional website, and a panel presentation. The other two projects help me situate the
course within the public sphere, and they include a field research/audience ethnography
report and a service grant letter. Students work with a range of technologies throughout
the semester including Spark Page and Spark Video, InDesign, ArcGIS Story Maps,
Microsoft Sway, and Thinglink. The purpose of introducing these technologies alongside
the projects is so students can develop rhetorical sophistication, transferable technical
skills, as well as digital storytelling and multimedia argumentation, that will remain with
the student long after he or she leaves the classroom.
The course intends to equip students to communicate effectively with a variety of
audiences and expands on skills that students learned in ENGL 1030: Accelerated
Composition, including research, analysis, rhetorical situations, fallacies, and
multimedia/multimodal communication. Students use visual, digital, written, and
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oral/sonic rhetoric to persuade his/her audience and establish an awareness of how
rhetoric resides within an ever-evolving ecological framework (i.e., within the relations
among individuals, communities, objects, technologies, and the like). In this class,
students’ audience(s) may be a future employer, viewers of a webpage, stakeholders for a
nonprofit organization, community members, potential employees, or a number of other
audiences. Students learn that technical writing is vital to effective communication and
that the course is practical, hands-on, and focused on digital and web-based writing. In
addition, I include workplace communication and writing in the disciplines because my
students will come from a variety of majors and need to know how to write for their field.
Every field and profession has its own genres and conventions for how writing is
accomplished. This course is designed to help students gain proficiency with technical
writing in general, but also to give them an opportunity to explore and research how
technical communication functions in their chosen field of study or future profession.
For the purposes of this chapter as it relates to the community writing part of my
project, I will focus on two of the projects in this class, the field report/audience
ethnography and service grant letter. While it is not uncommon for students in a technical
communication class to work with local nonprofit organizations, I still want to clarify and
justify my reasoning for partnering with Proverbs Mentoring Organization, as well as
explain how this partnership emerged.

Partnering with the Community
To create the counter-tour, I interviewed various stakeholders in the community. Years
earlier, Don Peppers was my daughter’s basketball coach, so as a family, we already had
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a relationship with him. I was aware of his work in the Black community in Pendleton, so
I met with him to hear more about his projects, as well as to collect more oral histories
for the counter-tour. We met at the Pendleton Community Center during one of the camp
sessions – Camp Proverbs, a two-week camp for boys ranging in elementary to high
school age. When I arrived at the PCC, I sat at a folding table in the front of the room,
and boys milled around from the back room and outside. Peppers stopped many of them
to introduce them to me, as well as a few of the volunteers who helped out. When I first
arrived, the boys were finishing up a session with one of the volunteers, and I could hear
snippets of the dialogue about making positive choices and developing character. Shortly
afterwards, the boys moved to outdoor football – on the field behind the PCC that used to
be garbage dump.
Initially, Peppers spoke about his childhood and explained the significance of the
PCC and his desire to give back to the community and continue to create a space for
young men and women. He expressed his desire for the camps to be for all children –
regardless of skin color – but because it is located on the West Side of Pendleton, almost
no white children attend the camp. Similar to parents’ attitudes about the location of
Riverside Middle School, parents are not interested in sending their children to a summer
camp in a neighborhood dominated by Black bodies. He motioned to the piles of papers
in front of him and explained that he was trying to develop funding sources but was
struggling to gain any traction. As an aside, he mentioned that he felt uncomfortable
using terms like “marginalized” or “minority” with regard to the young people that he
works with. At the same time, he recognized the importance of setting the correct tone
and establishing the need.
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As he spoke, I realized that I could help, but even more importantly, I could
involve my students in the project – if he was interested. I explained the course that I was
teaching and how it would benefit my students to work an actual nonprofit organization. I
also explained that the nature of Clemson students is that they come from privileged
backgrounds and do not often spend time with people of color. As they go out into the
workforce, they are not prepared for working in diverse settings with people who do not
look like them or come from the same background as they do. It’s imperative that I create
a setting where they can learn about intercultural communication. At the same time, these
same students tend to work hard and have a distinct skillset as writers, and I explained
that they could be of help to him as well. Everyone would benefit from the partnership,
but I did not want to seem like I was taking over his project in any way. He did not
hesitate to express his excitement in the partnership, and we have been working together
since then.

Projects
For both projects, students worked in groups of three or four (same teams for both
projects). The purpose for this is clear: working in teams is an important part of technical
communication, both in the workplace and in whatever field my students go into. I have
them fill out a collaborative team planning sheet before they begin so that each member
has a specific job and there is no confusion about meetings or due dates. The first project
was Field Research and Audience Ethnography Report, and as part of this project, I asked
the stakeholder, Don Peppers, to speak to the class about Proverbs Mentoring
Organization as well as meet up with the students at the Pendleton Community Center.
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During one class meeting, we met up at the PCC so students could see the facilities as
part of their ethnography. Drawing from their knowledge about writing professional
reports, students were to include the following in their report: (1) A detailed description
of the location so as to paint a vivid description of the service client’s location with
pictures included, (2) A frame for their problem and solution, including who, where,
when, why, and what questions answered, (3) A description of the goals, including
overall goals and outcomes in writing the service grant, and (4) An audience ethnography
that describes in detail the beneficiaries of the service grant with pictures. The entire
report was to be 3-4 pages in length, so students needed to focus on being direct in their
approach and using concise language in their description. The challenge, of course, was
that since it was the fall semester, there were no children at the facilities since Camp
Proverbs and Camp Essence takes place during the summer months. To alleviate this
issue, though, I asked Peppers to bring photos and videos to his presentation so that
students could get a sense of the program.
To prepare for both projects, students read the text Storytelling for Grantseekers.
In the text, Cheryl Clarke frames the grant-writing process in terms of creating a story
with characters, conflict, and a resolution. In class, we discussed the power and efficacy
of narratives and practiced presenting five-minute lightning talks about an issue related to
students’ fields as a story. I also spoke about my research in Pendleton, and, in doing so,
gave a brief history of the town’s historic problem with spatialized racism, segregation,
and inequitable housing policies. I wanted to be sure that they understood that we were
dealing with underserved communities, especially because many of my students come
from economically privileged environments. I shared a bit about the Pendleton
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FIGURE 6.1 Collaborative Group Planning Sheet, from The Essentials of Technical Communication (4th edition) by
Elizabeth Tebeaux and Sam Dragga.
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FIGURE 6.2 Student work from Field Research and Audience Ethnography Report
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FIGURE 6.3 Student work demonstrating audience ethnography of participants
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FIGURE 6.4 Student work demonstrating photos taken from site visit

Community Center, focusing on the football field that was once a garbage dump and the
uses of the facilities throughout the years. While the town of Pendleton lacks information
about the PCC’s historical value in the community, I wanted to make sure that my
students did not suffer from this lack of information as well.
Also, in preparation for the projects, as well as Coach Pepper coming to class, we
viewed YouTube videos about Proverbs Mentoring Organization (PMO) with interviews
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from participants and volunteers. Since PMO does not have a working website at this
time, students did research via YouTube, Facebook, and other news bits they could find
online. I randomly chose groups, but I was careful to group students with others who did
not sit near them. Prior to Peppers’ class visit, in their teams, students discussed their
research and organization plan, filling out the Collaborative Team Planning Sheet,
sharing contact information and schedules, and planning when they could meet outside of
class, if needed. Additionally, students researched potential grants for PMO and listed
them on a Google Doc with links and a pros/cons list for each. From there, I met with
each group, and we narrowed down each list to one to two grants in time for Peppers’
visit. As a result of their initial research, students had many questions for Peppers, and I
encouraged them to add to their Google Doc with a list of questions that they could pose
to Peppers during his class visit. Some of the reoccurring questions that the teams shared
included concerns about PMO’s status as a 501(c)(3), to what extent the organization is
religious, their yearly budget, a projected grant amount, the daily activities of both Camp
Proverbs and Camp Essence, the demographics of participants, and information about
volunteers or employees.
The first day that Coach Peppers visited the class was for the purpose of
presenting information to the students about himself and PMO. For the first 45 minutes of
class, he spoke about his relationship to the town of Pendleton, his participation in
summer programs at the PCC as a child, his coaching experiences at Riverside Middle
School and Pendleton High School, and the reason why he began Camp Proverbs, Camp
Essence, and eventually, Proverbs Mentoring Organization. He engaged with the
students, shaking each students’ hand, and finding out their majors and interests.
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FIGURE 6.5 Don Peppers’ first visit/presentation to students

FIGURE 6.6 Don Peppers and students from Technical Communication in the Public Sphere
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The students visibly and immediately connected with Peppers, and a few of them
expressed their excitement to be a part of the project to me after class. For the last 30
minutes of class, students asked Peppers questions from their prepared list and took notes
in their collaborative Google Docs. They then got into their teams, and Coach Peppers
spent a few minutes with each group. During that time, each team presented their initial
ideas for the grant, including the type of grant and any additional questions that pertained
to their grant.
A week later, students met up at the PCC for the site visit during their normally
scheduled class meeting. Both Terence Hassan and Don Peppers were present – Hassan
as a representative of the PCC and Peppers to provide a tour and more detailed
information about the facilities. Prior to the site visit, I spoke to Terence about his
reservations about the students’ use of the building. His concern was a legal one, because
the PMO is not legally under the umbrella of the PCC. He wanted to be certain that even
as students wrote the grants, that they would not be linking PMO and PCC in any official
capacity. Rather, I was to frame PCC as a space rented by PMO and not a part of each
other in any official capacity. I of course agreed to Hassan’s wishes and clarified this
information with the students and with Peppers. Peppers long time goal is to have a space
of his own for the camps and organization to run, but without the resources, he uses the
PCC each summer.
Terence was present to open the PCC’s doors to us, and I asked him to describe
the PCC’s historical value, as well as its connections to Pendleton’s Black history at large
(seen in Figure 5.7). While PMO does not exist under PCC’s domain in any official
capacity, it was valuable for students to grasp the significance of the site as a material
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FIGURE 6.7 Terence Hassan discusses the history of the Pendleton Community Center

FIGURE 6.8 Students tour the outdoor facilities at the Pendleton Community Center

FIGURE 6.9 Students ask Coach Peppers near the football field and Faith Cabin Library
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representation of Black history. Understanding the space’s historical value widened their
knowledge about the impact of PMO, especially because it meets the needs of the town’s
young African American residents. In the light of the town’s explicit and implicit racism
to residents on the West Side, an organization like PMO is in direct opposition to the
town’s narrative of white supremacy.
After Terence presented, Peppers physically walked students through various
rooms inside the PCC, including a currently unused space (aside from storage). He asked
students for their ideas and feedback about this larger second room that is currently used
for storage, and students suggested that the large room be used as an after-school
program, with computers, WIFI, and homework tutors. As Peppers’ desires to expand the
summertime program to run throughout the year, these ideas visibly excited him and he
jotted down ideas. He took students outside as well, explaining some of the issues with
the outdoor spaces, including the tennis courts that are currently unusable because of the
cracks in the asphalt, the weeds growing in those cracks, and the broken net. Closer to
Faith Cabin Library, he showed the students the piles of rubble and wood, and pieces of
glass around, as well as the danger of snakes due to the encroaching bushes. After the
tour, a few students were reluctant to leave, and asked Peppers more questions. As a
result of both the class meeting and the site visit, it was evident that students were
becoming invested in PMO, which was my goal for this community writing project. I
openly expressed to them from the beginning that I wanted for them to develop their
technical writing within the civil sphere and with actual people who exist outside the
confines of our classroom in Daniel Hall.
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Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 are of one team’s Field Research and Audience
Ethnography report, which was created as a result of their research online, Peppers’ first
visit to class, and their site visit. This information would be directly useful for writing the
actual grant, and I wanted to make sure that they could adequately describe the site, the
stakeholders, and their needs before they could attempt to write the grant. This team in
particular went above and beyond my written expectations, including a variety of their
own images from the site visit, as well as a thorough audience analysis that included
statistics that situated Pendleton (and the West Side of Pendleton) within the upstate and
the state of South Carolina at large. The extent of the details they included is something
that they could include in their grant letter as well.
The second project was the actual grant and was called Service Grant Letter
project. Students worked in the same groups and filled out a collaborative team planning
sheet again. The Service Grant Letter project had three separate components: the draft for
teacher review, final draft, and presentation to the stakeholder. For the first part, I asked
students to bring in a completed draft to class for individual meetings with me. The
meetings were to be focused and directed by the students. I would meet with each group
separately. For students to be prepared for class, they needed to bring a completed draft,
as well as 3-5 specific questions (or areas in the grant) that you want me to address and/or
offer feedback. Students would then take the feedback and revise the grant for the final
draft. For the main part of the project, the actual letter in its final form, students needed to
turn in a completed draft to me via Canvas in a single PDF with both the cover letter
(addressed to the stakeholder) and the grant proposal. Students would also email the
completed grant and cover letter to the stakeholder and copy me on the email. The actual
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letter needed to include the follow components, drawing from Cheryl Clarke’s book,
Storytelling for Grantseekers: (1) State the problem and provide an innovative solution,
(2) Funnel to a thesis that explicitly and specifically states your solution, (3) Include the
seven elements of a grant letter: location and characters, thesis statement, context,
connections, methodology, restatement of thesis, and closing (with possible enclosures),
and (4) The grant letter should be two pages, single-spaced, and should follow the genre's
general format and style.
As students moved from the first part of the project to writing the grant letter, I
encouraged them to communicate often with Coach Peppers to clarify any questions or
concerns. Although students spoke with Peppers in the classroom and at the site visit, as
they were further along in the process, new questions needed to be addressed. Figure 5.10
illustrates one of the letters sent from a student to Coach Peppers. As professional emailwriting is a genre within technical communication, it was important that students had
another real-world opportunity to communicate in a professional setting beyond the email
prompts that are frequently found in technical communication textbooks. The genre of
professional emailing is something that we develop throughout the semester, and I even
include a model email exchange on the syllabus to encourage students to address me (and
others that they may email) in a clear, professional manner and use a formal greeting and
conclusion for every email. In the email example, the student addressed Coach Peppers
by his professional name, clearly addressed the potential concern, and asked for specific
guidance. As a result, they were able to focus their grant letter on literacy training and
had a clear monetary goal.
While I created a parameter of two pages for the grant letter, I allowed each group
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FIGURE 6.10 Example of email sent from a student to the stakeholder, Coach Peppers

the flexibility of adding additional pages or eliminating pages based the instructions of
the grant. In the case of this group, the grant letter was to be no more than one page, so
they had to incorporate an introduction, rationale, and budget information in a focused,
concise manner. Since the project was to include a memo with detailed instructions for
Coach Peppers and his board to address, their project was two pages in totality, which
can be seen in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. Students used principles of document design that
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we discussed and practiced in previous projects and in-class exercises, including balance,
alignment, proximity, space, repetition, and contrast. In the grant letter, students chose a
bold italicized font for the introductory quote and the headings and utilized as much
white spaces was feasible between each of the sections. Based on the limitations of a onepage grant letter, the document is readable and clearly written.
However, the final component of the project was not “turning in” the assignment.
Instead, students presented their grant to Coach Peppers, which gave students the
opportunity to once again practice their public speaking skills as well as hone the genre
of presentations. In many classrooms, students create for their professors and never
experience an audience outside of that one professor. I seek to broaden my students’
audience(s) so that they are more aware of the complex network of audience(s) that exist.
Students were to use a new presentation method that we previously discussed in class –
either Microsoft Sway, Spark Page, ArcGIS Story Maps, or Thinglink – to break outside
of the boundaries of traditional, text-heavy Powerpoint presentations45. This team used
Spark Page, a scrolling web page format and included many images provided by Coach
Peppers and from their visit to the Pendleton Community Center. Figure 5.13 illustrates a
split-screen format, and presenters described how the mission of the PMO aligned with
the grant they chose.

45

One of the teams’ presentation can be viewed here: https://adobe.ly/2Bv7G7q.
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FIGURE 6.11 Memo that accompanied service grant letter
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FIGURE 6.12 One page service grant letter (based on the parameters of the grant)
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FIGURE 6.13 Screenshot of the team’s presentation that utilized Spark Page

Results
Overall, this project was a success in that students moved through the process of
knowing, doing, and making. They further developed technical communication skills
including composing emails, memos, presentations, grant letters, reports and practicing
document design, visualizing research, and working in teams. Furthermore, students
cultivated an awareness of local ethical issues such as residential segregation and
income/educational inequalities. However, as part of a self-reflexive pedagogy, the next
class period after they turned in the project, I asked students to evaluate their learning
during a 10-minute writing period in the beginning of class. Students used paper and
pens/pencils (rather than their computers) and wrote the highlights and lowlights of both
parts of the project. I instructed them to not include their name so they could
anonymously assess the project without of fear of attaching their name to their critique.
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Students tend to more freely critique when they don’t need to worry that I will be
offended with their comments, so this method works well.
I received helpful feedback, and based on students’ comments, when I assign this
project in future courses, I will make several revisions. First of all, I need to consider the
amount of time that students were given to complete the task. Since this is a technical
communication class and not a grant writing class, I needed to include a variety of
projects and in-class assignments to develop a language about technical writing in
general. As a result, I could only use about a month towards this large project. Students
felt rushed, and they weren’t able to perform other aspects of grant writing, including
crafting a budget or actually applying for the grant. In the future, I need to stretch this
two-part project over a longer period of the semester. Secondly, many students were
unclear about the guidelines of an audience ethnography, and I realize that I did not
provide models of this genre or allow them to practice in other situations prior to the first
part of the project. In the future, I will provide models for them, as well as include an inclass assignment about ethnographies. Thirdly, some students expressed the desire to
practice the act of writing more overtly within this project. While both parts of the project
did include quite a bit of writing, their comments reminded me to be more reflective in
class about how they are writing and the skills that they are developing. Many times
students need to be reminded about the writing that they are performing so that they
develop an awareness of the skills they are learning instead of assuming that they
understand the significance of their actions. Finally, quite a bit of the students’
evaluations remarked about the team dynamics. As I already explained, students were to
use the collaborative team planning sheet so that everyone had a specific job, but some
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complained that as the “team leader,” they were somehow expected to finish any work
that wasn’t completed in class, rather than the entire team working together outside of
class. For future iterations of this project, I will take one class period to discuss team
projects within technical communication. We will troubleshoot through any potential
issues and act out team projects gone wrong so that students develop a framework for
team projects and learn how to deal with communication issues.

Final Thoughts
Chapter 5 picks up with how using MEmorial as a community community writing
practice translates readily into classroom applications. To this end, I documented how I
adapted Technical Communication in the Public Sphere into a service-learning course. In
my discussion of the project, I showed how student-based research that employs
community writing practices can extend how we think about the constructions of
space/place as well as the function and practice of memory. The two-part research project
developed a variety skills within technical communication including report writing, email
communication, audience ethnography, document design, grant writing, and groupwork.
As part of their work, students also interacted with the stakeholder(s), visited the site(s),
and after completing the project, presented their grants to the stakeholder(s) using diverse
digital storytelling platforms like Microsoft Sway, Adobe Spark Page, or ArcGIS Digital
Story Maps. They were able to practice many of the skills that their textbook described in
a real-world setting, which will benefit them in their future careers. Through the field
research, students developed their own insights, crafted multimedia artifacts (maps,
videos, etc.), and wrote a persuasive service grant letter on behalf of the nonprofit
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organization. On a larger scale, though, my students’ work demonstrates the impact of
community writing and location-based learning.
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Chapter 7
Digital Projects

“Electracy impacts all areas of our lives– not just when we turn on our computers or
mobile devices– and is creating a need to invent new practices for living in an electrate
world.” – Sarah Arroyo

Chapter 6 is a compilation of the digital components of my multimedia
dissertation, including an interactive map, the VR counter-tour, and a short film. The
maps chronicle my evolving relationship to and understanding of the spaces, places, and
objects in Pendleton; the VR counter-tour is the artifact (the MEmorial) that brings
together my research/methodology and the perspectives and stories of Pendleton
residents; and the short film allows the viewer to perceive the spaces, places, and objects
that I discuss throughout the written portion as a creative, sensory, and narrative
experience. Together, these pieces both enact and illustrate an electrate research project.
Meaning, I do not only read, discuss, and analyze spaces/places, but I work to actively
construct spaces/places that convey academic argument or insight.
Mapping Chora in Pendleton, South Carolina
https://goo.gl/KHSZpg
Counter-Tour: Remembering Black History in Pendleton, South Carolina
https://bit.ly/2CA1GuV
Composing Counter-Memories
https://goo.gl/YtH6kw
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Coda

“Public memory lives through acting out renditions of these memories […] actual sites of
memorials embody public memory.” – James Chase Sanchez

“In this rhetorically inventive capacity, what new things can be said and written that
happen as a result of being there?” – Casey Boyle and Jenny Rice

I began this dissertation with a nod towards beginnings or “rebeginningly” in that
I re/turn again and again to my first emplaced sense of being (Vitanza, “Week #2”). I
began with my Rust Belt origins, and I traced a path towards the rusty metal memorial in
Pendleton, South Carolina – a journey that is based on being there, dwelling, Da-sein.
While I have not spent the majority of my life in South Carolina, these last few years
have provided a sense of embodied knowledge that has altered my sense of being,
especially through the lens of my childhood in Western New York. As Casey Boyle and
Jenny Rice write in the introduction of Inventing Place, “[E]mbodied knowledge arises
from a bodily experience of being there, turning space into a place, whether that place is
an armchair or the whole earth” (2). Being there, or what Boyle and Rice call a “poiesis
of a body-place assemblage,” is a defining feature of this project. I may have objectively
known about the rhetorics of public memory in the American South, but having been
there, I have an embodied knowledge that has altered my sense of self, my understanding
of community, and my concern about how we remember and communicate a history of
place. This project, which merges the theories and practices of MEmorial and community
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writing, is ultimately an example of “writing rhetorics of place [that] captures writing that
emerges from the event of being there: the assembly of body in place” (3). Dwelling in
Pendleton, being pricked by the punctum of Pendleton’s “sore spots” has made all the
difference in this project.
Coda46 reminds me of my days in front of piano keys, reading the music, and
finding again those last notes. Finding them again and again. Practicing piano is all about
starting, stopping, replaying, repeating sections, and playing to the coda. The coda is
about endings, but it is also about beginnings and repeating. Instead of designating this
ending as a somehow-completed piece, I want to refer to it in terms of rebeginning. I am
not tying up loose ends and packaging these ideas into a single, composed product.
Rather, I am leaving some questions unanswered because there are no tidy answers to the
politics of remembering history in the American South. I have proposed a possible way
to mitigate biased, hegemonic narratives from continuing to circulate, but there are many
such possible ways.
As I write this Coda, it is more than three years that I first attended the Fall
Festival and crafted the video project, “The Ghosts of Pendleton.” Since that time, I have
continued my journey, a journey that has compelled me to study Pendleton’s chora, and
in doing so, used chora/graphy as a practice to answer my research questions. My initial
questions included the following: Why don’t people of color feel welcome during town
wide events? Why/How does the town use historical narratives? Why/How are the town’s
physical spaces used to allow some people in and keep others out? How does the town

When I mentioned my uncertainty of what to call this concluding section on #AcademicTwitter, my
friend Justin Hodgson recommended that I use Coda. With my background in music, the term has a
personal and experiential meaning.
46
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remember African American history and people? How can I map the town’s choral and
material spaces? What don’t I know about Pendleton’s African American histories? How
can MEmorial intervene in the town’s public discourses and sense of public memory?
How can MEmorial and community writing practices function together?
These questions have guided me as I have sought to enact Aristotle’s knowing,
doing, and making. Different from Ulmer’s choragraphy yet deeply drawing from it,
chora/graphy draws from theories of chora and invention but also incorporates ideas and
practices from cultural and human geography. As a vehicle, it took me from point A (my
questions and initial compositions) to point B (this multimedia dissertation project that
includes written text, video, maps, and a VR counter-tour). Chora/graphy afforded me the
ability to merge nontraditional practices – guided by ambient, affective spaces –
alongside the theories and practices of rhetoric and composition and writing studies
(RC/WS) and cultural and human geography. What this looked like was placing equal
weight on the affect of material objects like historical marker texts and plantation homes
as well as interviews and archival research. I was (and still am) constantly learning about
this town, about how the South remembers and communicates history, and about how
people and spaces/things interact and interrelate.
The counter-tour, just one example of how MEmorial might be enacted, is
continuing to grow and develop as more residents get involved in its formation. Since I
published it on the Pendleton Foundation for Black History and Culture’s website, I have
made several alterations as needed, and I imagine that it will continue to evolve as the
needs of the community change. Where a traditional memorial, whether in the form of a
historic marker text or stone monument, is intransient and unmovable/unchanging; as a
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digital artifact, MEmorial can continue to adapt and unfold. Where memorials are created
and defined by individuals outside of communities, MEmorial is composed by and for the
communities where they are (digitally) placed. Where memorials constrain
visitors/residents to maintain objectivity and distance, MEmorial urges us to consider the
abject suffering of a community and how we are implicated in these wrongs. As more
spaces of counter-memory emerge around the country, I forsee that MEmorial is a way to
merge digital and nondigital materialities and put a finger on our nation’s sore spots.
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